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Abstract

Although significant progress has been made in recent years in the development of new 

experimental techniques for the measurement of high-resolution nuclear magnetic 

resonance spectra for half-integer quadrupolar nuclei in solids, a particular problem still 

arises in the assignment of these resonances for materials in which there are several 

distinct crystallographic sites.

This thesis demonstrates that a periodic Hartree-Fock ab initio method, based on modified 

3-21G and 6-21G elemental basis sets used in a consistent manner, enables linear 

correlations between calculated and experimental NMR quadrupoie parameters to be 

obtained. Comparable calculations using density functional theory did not significantly 

improve the correlations. In the case of ^^Na NMR experiments, the correlations are of 

sufficient accuracy to confirm and provide new assignments for a range of crystalline 

sodium compounds, including NaiSOs, Na2HP0 4 , Na4P2 0 7  and NagPgOio 6 H2O. 

Furthermore, it is demonstrated that the calculations are sufficiently sensitive to the local 

electronic environment such that (i) anomalies in crystal structure determinations for 

Na4P2 0 7  and the phase I polymorph of anhydrous NagPgOm can be identified and (ii) 

information can be gained on the position of hydrogen within the hydrogen bond in 

Na2HP0 4 . Specific calculations for the ionic compound sodium oxide chloride, NagOCl, 

provide insight into the origin of the Stemheimer factor and its link to the polarization of 

the sodium 2 p orbitals.

The periodic ab initio correlation method is also applied to NMR studies and is 

shown to be independent of the nature of the oxygen bonding. Specific calculations, 

using pseudopotentials for silicon, are made for the 1 0  distinct oxygen sites in fenierite, a 

siliceous zeolite. It is shown that the calculations are able to distinguish between two 

proposed crystal structures for this material. A summary of results for ^^Al and  ̂V  is also 

presented.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The recording and analysis of high-resolution nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra 

for half-integer quadrupolar nuclei provides a powerful means of investigating local 

structure in the solid state [1-3]. Although significant progress has been made in recent 

years in the development of new experimental techniques [1 ], a particular problem still 

arises in the assignment of resonances for materials in which there are several distinct 

crystallographic sites. In the absence of intensity or chemical shielding information, 

assignment may be made on the basis of a comparison between the experimental nuclear 

quadrupoie parameters, namely the nuclear quadrupoie coupling constant Cq and the 

asymmetry parameter 77, and those obtained by calculation. The development of a 

reliable method for the calculation of these parameters based on structural data is, 

therefore, of practical use as well as being of fundamental importance in its own right.

The electric field gradient (efg) tensor is a ground-state property of a system and, as such, 

is defined as the second derivative of the Coulomb potential with respect to a Cartesian 

coordinate frame centred on the nucleus of interest. For many years the calculation of this 

derivative, for ionic solids, the determination of Cq and 77, has relied on simple 

electrostatic models [4, 5] along with the use of Stemheimer antishielding factors [6 , 7] to 

account for polarisation effects. However, such predictions necessarily rely upon 

empirically-derived parameters and often deviate significantly from values obtained by 

experiment. In a more recent study Koller and co-workers [8 ] have demonstrated that it is 

possible to find linear correlations between experimental ^^Na quadmpole parameters and 

those obtained by a simple point-charge model in which the expansion of the Coulomb 

potential is limited to just the monopole terms. This point-charge correlation approach is 

of direct use for the assignment of ^^Na NMR spectra and has subsequently been used to
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interpret solid-state NMR spectra for other nuclei, including caesium [9] and vanadium

[10]. It represents a significant step forward towards finding a simple transferable method 

for site assignment in solid-state NMR based on the measurement of quadrupoie 

parameters.

An important approach to calculating efgs from first principles, based upon the linear 

augmented plane-wave method (LAPW), has been proposed by Blaha and co-workers

[11]. This method derives a general potential, using an ab initio self-consistent band 

structure calculation, based upon the full crystal structure rather than an embedded cluster. 

The efg at the nucleus of interest can be derived without the need for empirical data. In 

general, progress in the development of computational algorithms and increasing 

computer power has also seen several other electronic structure methods being applied, 

with varying degrees of success, to the calculation of efgs in solids [12-17]. However, the 

main focus of such work has been to obtain accurate efg tensor information for individual 

compounds.

The main aim of the work in this thesis is to extend the correlation approach suggested by 

Koller et at. so that it is based on periodic ab initio calculation. Furthermore, the 

modelling procedure should be capable of calculating quadrupoie parameters, on a 

transferable basis, with sufficient accuracy to not only be useful for assignment purposes 

but also to be a predictive tool for quadrupoie parameters in solids which have yet to be 

studied experimentally.

The first part of the thesis gives an overview of a selection of key areas in solid state 

physics and begins in Chapter 2 with a discussion of crystal lattices (Bravais and
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reciprocal) and a definition for the Brillouin zone. Features of nuclear quadrupoie 

moments, electric field gradients and Stemheimer antishielding are also considered. By 

introducing these topics, the chapter functions as a preamble to the main thesis and 

introduces concepts on which subsequent theory is based. The more detailed theory 

underlying periodic ab initio methods is presented in Chapter 3. These methods, based on 

Hartree-Fock (HF) and Density Functional Theory (DFT), facilitate the detailed 

modelling of an efg at a nucleus of interest in a three-dimensional crystalline solid and 

constitute the principal ab initio methods used in this thesis. An outline of the theory of 

NMR spectroscopy, with specific reference to the nuclear quadmpole interaction in the 

solid-state, is also included in this chapter.

Chapter 4 begins with the calculation of the relatively complex sodium efg tensor in 

sodium nitrite (NaN0 2 ) using both HF and DFT levels of theory. The relative merits of 

embedded cluster compared to periodic ab initio methods of calculation are investigated. 

The information gained then leads to the first steps towards using a periodic ab initio 

method for the calculation of ^^Na quadmpole parameters using simple basis sets; 

primarily 3-21G and 6-21G [18-22]. In particular, a method is found which provides a 

transferable basis set for sodium in compounds in which sodium is exclusively 

coordinated to oxygen in oxyanions of the lighter p-block elements. This basis set, along 

with those for other atoms present in the compounds studied, is then used in a consistent 

manner for the calculation of ^^Na quadmpole parameters using both HF and DFT, 

approaches for a wide range of ionic compounds. Linear correlations between 

experimental and calculated Cg(^^Na) values, and to some extent //(^^Na), are found. The 

linear correlations obtained for Cq(^^Na) are sufficiently good to be used for assignment 

purposes.
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In Chapter 5, the periodic ab initio method established in the previous chapter is applied 

to the calculation of CqC^^Na) for ionic compounds of sodium containing transition metal 

and heavy atom oxyanions. Linear correlations are obtained which are suitable for the 

purposes of site assignment. The same method is also shown to give good agreement 

between calculation and experiment for two aluminofluorides in which sodium is 

coordinated to fluorine rather than oxygen. Finally the method is used to predict, with 

reasonable accuracy, a Cq(^^Na) value for the sodium site in the purely ionic compound, 

sodium oxide chloride (NagOCl) which is then used as a model compound for a study of 

the polarisation of sodium core electrons and the Stemheimer factor.

The predictive potential of the periodic ab initio method is demonstrated in Chapter 6  for 

a range of sodium phosphates. Inconsistencies in the reported crystal structures of 

tetrasodium pyrophosphate (Na4P2 0 ?) and the phase I polymorph of anhydrous 

pentasodium triphosphate (NagPgOio) are resolved. The separation of strongly overlapped 

^^Na MAS NMR spectra is always problematic in the absence of data obtained by other 

techniques. The periodic ab initio method is shown to provide good starting parameters 

for the complete simulation of the ^^Na MAS NMR spectmm of Na4P2 0 ? which consists 

of four overlapped resonances and, even more complex, that of NasPgOio 6 H2O which has 

five overlapped resonances. Finally, the sensitivity of the ^^Na quadmpole parameters, 

especially the asymmetry parameter, to local stmctural environment is exploited in order 

to investigate the position of the hydrogen atom within the hydrogen-bonded compound, 

disodium hydrogenphosphate (Na2HP0 4 ).

In Chapter 7, which is the final chapter, the periodic ab initio method is applied to the 

calculation of efg tensors in a range of compounds in which oxygen bonds either
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purely ionically (oxides), as part of an oxyanion or is involved in covalent bonding. The 

polymorphs of silica are studied in more detail with a view to finding a modified simple 

basis set, which can be used to model large zeolite compounds. The basis set, based on a 

large-core pseudopotential for silicon, was used to distinguish between the two proposed 

structures of siliceous ferrierite. The chapter concludes with the establishment of a three- 

dimensional correlation for the calculated value of Cq(^^O), the experimental O -Si-O  

bond angle and the average experimental O-Si bond length which is used to predict the 

quadrupoie parameters of the four discrete oxygen sites in siliceous zeolite faujasite 

which contains 576 atoms per unit cell.

Three appendices are provided. Appendix A gives a 8-411G basis set for nitrogen. 

Appendix B shows the Rietveld refined lattice and atomic parameters for the phase I (high 

temperature) polymorph of NagPgOg. The final appendix provides a summary of further 

periodic HF ab initio calculations for the quadrupoie parameters of aluminium and 

vanadium in a wide range of compounds.
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2.1 Introduction
On Earth, matter is found to occur in various phases but only the solid state is 

characterised by long-range spatial order. This three-dimensional regularity of structure is 

a result of the proximity of the atomic species making up the solid and the forces, 

attractive and repulsive, acting between them. In a crystalline solid, the constituent 

atomic species form a regular spatially-periodic arrangement. The materials that will be 

considered in this thesis are exclusively crystalline solids.

The quantum mechanical methods used to treat crystalline systems are often very 

different from those used to study isolated molecules. One purpose of this chapter, 

therefore, is to outline those basic physical concepts relating to crystalline and reciprocal 

lattices that are relevant to the application of ab initio calculations to periodic systems. 

This is in preparation for a fuller description of this type of calculation in the following 

chapter. The description is not intended to be exhaustive and further details may be found 

in standard textbooks of solid-state physics [1-4].

The remainder of this chapter turns to a different aspect of solid state physics. Basic 

ideas relating to nuclear electric quadrupoie interactions in crystals are introduced. 

These ideas form the foundation for all further discussions of the NMR spectroscopy of 

half-integer quadrupolar nuclei in this thesis.

2.2 Bravais lattices
In order to calculate the physical properties of a crystal, it is necessary to be able to 

describe such a structure mathematically and, usually in modem research, within a
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computer. In general, a perfect crystal is made up of atoms, ions or molecules closely 

packed together and arranged periodically in three dimensions. The structure of a crystal 

can be defined by the size and shape of the basic repeating unit (unit cell) and the position 

of the atoms within it. The unit cell of a crystal is that grouping of atoms that is repeated 

in three dimensions to fill the entire crystal lattice without gaps or overlap. It is a 

parallelepiped in shape and is characterised by three unit vectors a, h and c, and the angles 

a, P  and y, between them (Figure 2.1).

X

Figure 2.1 The unit cell of a lattice showing the unit vectors a, b, c, and the angles between 
them a, P, y.

The atomic positions within the unit cell are related to equivalent sites in other unit cells 

throughout the lattice by the lattice vector which can be written as:

R  = n\a + nih-\-ri2,c (2.1)

where n\ are integers. That is, they are translationally invariant under R.

Using these ideas, it is possible to construct seven different lattice types and these are 

shown in Table 2.1 along with their definitions and examples of compounds that adopt 

them. In 1850, Bravais showed that from these seven lattice types, 14 possible unit cells 

could be constructed. Now called Bravais lattices, these are shown in Figure 2.2.

10
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Table 2.1 A summary of the seven lattice types, their definitions and some examples of 
compounds adopting these structures.

Lattice type
Unit cell

Lengths Angles
cxsmpiGo

Cubic a = b = c a=  p =  y= 90° NaCI, Gu

Tetragonal a = b ^ c a=  P = y =  90° TiOg, Sn

Orthorhombic a ^ b ^ c a = p =  y= 90° MgS04.7H20, BaS04

Monoclinic a i t b ^ c a=  y= 90°; p^90° PbCr04, GaS0 4 .2 H20

Triclinic a ^ b ^ c K2Gr207, GUSO4.5 H2O

Hexagonal a = b ^ c a=P=90°]  y= 120° Si02, G, ZnO

Rhombohedral a = b = c a =  p - y ^  90° GaGOs, HgS

Along with the translational symmetry that the unit cell must possess, there can also be 

other symmetry elements that relate atoms to each other within the unit cell. The 

particular symmetry elements in the crystal define its space group and there are 230 

different space groups. If a unit cell contains the symmetry elements for a particular 

space group, it is only necessary to specifically define those atoms that make up the 

unique part of the structure, the asymmetric unit. The other atoms will be generated by 

the application of the appropriate symmetry operations.

The conventional parallelepiped unit cells shown in Figure 2.2 are not the only way to 

describe the 14 Bravais lattices. A different type of construction can be used to provide a 

family of polyhedra that satisfy the criterion of filling all available space. Cells 

constucted in this way are known as Wigner-Seitz (WS) cells and are always primitive 

cells.

11
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Triclinic Monoclinic Base-centered 
monoclinic

E I P '
Orthorhombic Base-centred Body-centred Face-centred 

orthorhombic orthorhombic orthorhombic

N
Tetragonal Body-centred Trigonal Trigonal

tetragonal hexagonal rhombohedral

1 1
Cubic Body-centred

cubic
Face-centred

cubic

Figure 2.2 The fourteen Bravais lattices: triclinic, monoclinic, base-centred monoclinic; 
orthorhombic, base-centred orthorhombic, body-centred orthorhombic, face-centred 
orthorhombic; tetragonal, body-centred tetragonal, trigonal hexagonal, trigonal 
rhombohedral; cubic, body-centred cubic, face-centred cubic.

The construction and illustration of WS cells is easiest to visualise for a two-dimensional 

square lattice, Figure 2.3. The first step in constructing the WS for a given lattice point 

(black circle) is to determine its nearest neighbours, shown as red circles. Lines are then 

drawn (shown in black) which connect the lattice point to its nearest neighbour lattice 

points. Planes (shown in blue) can be constmeted at the midpoint and normal to the lines 

connecting these lattice points. The smallest area enclosed in this way is the WS cell 

(shaded red) and always contains a single lattice point. This procedure can be extended to 

three dimensions (see Section 2.4).

12
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o é o
o # o

Figure 2.3 Construction of the Wigner-Seitz cell for a 2-dimensional square lattice.

2.3 The reciprocal lattice
The reeiprocal lattice is defined by three unit vectors «*, 6 * and c* such that «* is 

perpendicular to the real space unit vectors b and c and sealed such that the scalar product 

of fl* and a equals 1. The 6 * and c* vectors are defined similarly leading to the following 

definitions:

a b x c a b x c
a x b  

a b x c
(2.2)

Positions within the reciprocal unit cell are related to equivalent sites in other cells 

throughout the lattice by the reciprocal lattice vector (7, written as:

G -  n\a* + nib* + n^c* (2.3)

where n\ are integers.

It turns out to be more convenient to use an expanded reciprocal space where the lattice 

vectors are multiplied by 2n

6  ̂ = 2;z^*; = 2m-* (2.4)

Simple illustrative examples of reciprocal lattices are shown in Figure 2.4. In the ease of 

the 2D square lattice, the reciprocal lattice vectors and 6  ̂ define a square lattice with a 

separation of 2 ;r/ a. The 2D hexagonal lattice is a more complex example in that the

13
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reciprocal vectors give rise to a hexagonal lattice rotated 30° with respect to the real space 

lattice.

real space
real space

• j \ #

•
a*

• • •

reciprocal spacereciprocal space

Figure 2.4 The real and reciprocal space arrangements of a 2D square lattice and a 2D 
hexagonal close-packed lattice.

In the same way that a crystal lattice is made up of unit cells, so the reciprocal lattice may 

be considered to be constructed from a series of primitive cells. An important method of 

constructing these primitive cells is as for a Wigner-Seitz cell. Each cell contains a single 

reciprocal lattice point.

2.4 The Brillouin zone
When discussing electronic structure, the Wigner-Seitz cell of the reciprocal lattice is 

usually referred to as the first Brillouin zone (BZ). There will be 14 first BZs 

corresponding to the 14 reciprocal Bravais lattices. The construction of BZs follow that 

for the Wigner-Seitz cell in Section 2.2. The first step in constructing the BZs for a point

14
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is to determine its nearest neighbours, next nearest neighbours and so on. This is 

conveniently illustrated with reference to a square reeiprocal lattice, Figure 2.5 (a), where 

the nearest neighbours are shown as red, the next nearest, blue, and the next as magenta, 

circles. Bragg planes are constructed at the midpoint, and normal to, lines connecting a 

given lattice point to all nearby lattice points (colour-coded lines). The smallest volume 

enclosed in this way is the first BZ (shaded red). The second BZ (shaded blue) is defined 

as the points that may be reached from the first BZ by crossing only one Bragg plane and 

subsequent zones in a like manner. These other zones are one-to-one mappings of the 

first zone, but they are cut up in pieces.

a) O b)

Figure 2.5 a) The first and second Brillouin zones (shaded red and blue, respectively) for a 
point in a square lattice, b) The first Brillouin zone for a point in a square lattice, showing 
the four mirror planes (black lines), the four-fold rotation axis (blue square) and the 
irreducible part o f the Brillouin zone (shaded).

The first BZ for a point in a 2D square lattice can be further subdivided into 8  irreducible 

parts by the use of symmetry opertations. Figure 2.5 (b).

The first Brillouin zone for a faee-eentered cubic lattice. Figure 2.6, is a truncated 

octahedron and may be divided into 48 irreducible segments by use of the 48 symmetry 

operations of the Oh space group. This means that all properties will be identical for any 

points that may be mapped onto one another by point group operations. Consequently,
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for periodic ab initio calculations, only the irreducible part of the first BZ need be 

considered.

[ I l l ]

[100]

[010]

Figure 2.6 The first Brillouin zone for a crystal based on the face-centred cubic lattice 
showing the direction of four reciprocal lattice vectors.

2.5 Nuclear quadrupole moment
Of the approximately 110 NMR-active isotopes, 29 have spin 1 = Vi. The rest of the 

nuclei are characterised by a nuclear quadrupole moment (Q). Quadrupolar nuclei of 

integer spin have an odd number of both protons and neutrons and of these only and 

are routinely studied by NMR experiments. The remaining quadrupolar nuclei have 

half-integer spins (i.e., 3/2, 5/2, 7/2 and 9/2) resulting from an odd number of total 

nucleons. Since the majority of the nuclei in the Periodic Table are quadrupolar nuclei, 

and because they occur in a vast number of ionic and covalent crystal structures, it is of 

great interest to better understand the nature and properties of quadrupolar nuclei.

The first evidence that many nuclei possessed a magnetic moment came from the 

hyperfine splitting observed in visible atomic spectra. This interaction between the 

nuclear magnetic moment and the electrons of the atom in question gives rise to a
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relatively simple spectrum characterised by the “interval rule”. However, departures from 

this interval rule in the spectrum of europium led to the suggestion that a nucleus could 

also possess a nuclear quadrupole moment [5].

n
6  = 0

!
'

6 > o

Figure 2.7 Distribution of electric charge within the nucleus for different values of the 
nuclear quadrupole moment

The nuclear quadrupole moment is the result of a non-spherical distribution of charge 

within the nucleus. This distribution can take the form of either an oblate or a prolate 

spheroid, Figure 2.7. If the nuclear quadrupole moment is less than zero the distribution 

is prolate, greater than zero it is oblate. A spherical distribution occurs when Q = 0 and 

the nucleus is not quadrupolar. Either of the non-spherical distributions will have an 

electrostatic interaction with an electrostatic field gradient that does not possess spherical 

symmetry. This is shown schematically in Figure 2.8.

+

-  < -

+

/

Figure 2.8 The interaction of a nuclear quadrupole moment with an electrostatic field 
gradient (efg).
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The value of Q, in principle, can be obtained from experiments with free nuclei. 

However, in some cases it is not known with a high degree of precision. The present 

standard value for Q(^^Na) = 0.1089 x 10'^  ̂m^ [6 ]. Values for other nuclei studied in this 

work are shown in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2 Values of the nuclear quadrupole moment (Q) for a selected group of nuclei.

Nucleus (2/10'^®m^

-0.041
-0.02558

^Na +0.1089
+0.1403

Sly -0.052

All values taken from [7].

If the nuclear quadrupole moment is known, the electric field gradient can be deduced 

from experimentally determined transition frequencies between the nuclear energy levels. 

The efg is a ground-state property of the system and depends upon the local electronic 

environment and symmetry about the nucleus. Consequently, if the characteristics of the 

electric field gradient can be determined from experiments, much can be learnt about the 

chemical bonding and electronic structure of solids.

2.6 Electric field gradient
The magnitude of the electric field gradient (efg) at the nucleus is given by the tensor V. 

The traceless symmetric tensor of the efg at a nucleus in the origin of the laboratory co

ordinate system is defined as:

V; =
dx,dxj

(2.5)
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where

= (2.6)

is the electrostatic potential and p{r)  the ground-state charge density of the system. The 

subscript 0 indicates that the derivatives are taken at r  = 0; that is at the nucleus. Inserting 

Equation (2.6) into Equation (2.5) gives

Vij = 1 Pir)\
3x,Xj S,j'\

dr (2.7)

However, it is possible to transform this symmetric tensor by diagonalisation if a new set 

of orthogonal axes 1 ,2 ,3 ,  called the principal axis system (PAS), is selected. In such a 

system, all components vanish except those associated with Vu, V22 and V33. These three 

remaining components are not independent, as they must still satisfy the traceless 

condition:

Vii -tVzz-tys; =() (2.8)

It is conventional to express the values of the principal components of the efg in terms of

the so-called quadrupole parameters. The PAS is oriented such that the relative

magnitudes of the principal components satisfy the condition:

|y , , |> |v , , |> |y „ | (2.9)

SO that axis 3 corresponds to the maximum efg. The quadrupole parameters are then the 

electric field gradient

(2.10)
h

and the asymmetry parameter

^ ^1 1 -^ 2 2  (2 .11 )
V33
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which lies in the range 0 < ?/< 1. The asymmetry parameter is a measure of the deviation 

from axial symmetry. If the efg is spherically symmetric then ^33  = ^22  = ^ 1 1 = 0; hence, 

no quadrupolar interaction occurs in sites of high symmetry such as cubic, octahedral or 

tetrahedral lattice sites. In the case of an axially symmetric efg we have Vu = V22 and, 

therefore, 77 = 0.

For ionic crystals, the efg can be estimated by means of an electrostatic calculation in 

which the potential function, due to the surrounding charges, is expanded in terms of a 

series of multipoles summed over the whole lattice. In the case of the point-charge 

approximation, only the first term of this expansion is required. Here, effective charges, 

usually formal, are assigned to the ions in the crystal structure and the sum is then taken 

over all the lattice points. The matrix elements V.^^ of this external efg tensor, at the 

nucleus of interest are calculated according to:

V;f' = (l/4;r£-„)j‘ (2.12)

where Xij (i,j = 1, 2, 3) are the coordinate components of Zke which is a distinct point 

charge of magnitude Zk, ^ is the charge on the electron, dij is the Dirac delta function, r  the 

distance between a point charge and the ion of interest, and^Q is the vacuum permittivity.

The integration is over all point-charges within a sphere centred on the site of interest 

whose radius is given by i?max. Regarding the number of lattice points, sufficient 

convergence is normally achieved for a radius approximately 50 Â around the site of 

interest [8,9].
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2.7 Stern hei mer factor
A simple point-charge model can be used, as an approximation, to derive the efg due to 

an ionic lattice. However, for a closed-shell atom or ion it is important to consider the 

distortion from spherical symmetry of the core electrons very close to the nucleus. The 

nature of this distortion is proportional to the applied field due to the ions, electrons and 

nuclei external to the atom of interest and gives rise to a secondary field. This field has 

the same spatial symmetry as the applied field. In essence, this distortion leads to a 

correction of the gradient 1/̂ ° due to the applied field alone:

CL13)

where V33 is the measured efg and C is a factor characteristic of the atom or ion.

R.M. Stemheimer was the first of various workers to consider the interaction of electric 

fields with nuclei of atoms possessing a nuclear quadrupole moment [10, 11]. In his 

treatment, the actual efg was given by:

==1/ 3% (l--;r(r)) (2.14)

where the quantity is again the efg due to the external electric field alone, }{r) is the

so-called Stemheimer anti shielding factor and r is the distance from the nucleus to a 

given charge. If this charge is deep inside the closed shell distribution }{r) «  1. For 

charges well outside the closed shell f  becomes independent of r to be replaced by the 

quantity The Stemheimer antishielding effect enhances the actual field gradient. 

The results of ab initio calculations of for a group of representative free ions are 

given in Table 2.3.
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Table 2.3 Values of for a selected group of ions.

Ion r J

Na+ -4.1
cr -56.6
Cu+ -15.0
Rb+ -70.7
Cs+ -143.5

“ Values taken from reference [12].

There are several theoretical approaches to the calculation of Stemheimer antishielding 

factors for various ions in the solid state [10, 13, 14] and their predictions conceming the 

same ion are not always in complete agreement. This is demonstrated, for example, by 

the summary of reported values of (Na" )̂ given in Table 2.4.

Table 2.4 Values of y^  (Na^ calculated by different groups.

Ref.

-4.1 [12]
5.03, 5.06 [15]
-5.06. -5.00 [16]
-5.45 [17]
-5.26 [18]
-5.59 [19]
-4.53 [20]
-4.56 [21]
-4.514, -4.505, -4.497 [22]
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3.1 Introduction
This chapter outlines the theory underlying both the ab initio calculation of electric field 

gradient information, on which the remainder of this thesis is based, and the NMR 

experimental techniques used to obtain nuclear quadrupole parameters.

Section 2 looks at how the ab initio techniques used in this work attempt to solve the 

quantum mechanical equations governing the behaviour of the systems studied. The 

exact solution of these equations is an intractable problem requiring a number of 

approximations to be made, though, in contrast to semi-empirical approaches, those used 

in ab initio methods are based on general physical principles. There are also many 

complexities underlying the application of ab initio methods to different classes of 

system, however, this chapter will only discuss in detail those that are of direct relevance 

to the study of periodic ionic systems. Detailed accounts of ab initio methods are 

provided in various textbooks such as those listed in references [1] to [3].

Section 3 provides an outline description of the magic-angle-spinning nuclear magnetic 

resonance (MAS NMR) technique [4-7], particularly as applied to quadrupolar nuclei [8- 

10], and includes a technical summary of the apparatus used. Details of particular 

experimental procedures are given and, where relevant, these are illustrated with specific 

examples taken from results that are to be discussed in more detail in later chapters.

3.2.1 The Schrodinger equation
A fundamental idea of quantum mechanics is that, for any (chemical) system there exists 

a wavefunction, Y, that characterises that system. The observable properties of the
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system are returned when the appropriate operator acts on the wavefunction. In 

mathematical notation this can be written as:

= (3.1)

where z7is an operator and £is a scalar value for some property of the system. When this 

equation holds, T  is called an eigenfunction and e  an eigenvalue. The probability that a 

system, described by 'F, will be found in a given state is proportional to the product of the 

wavefunction with itself, that is (or if T  is complex). This interpretation means 

that the square integral of the wavefunction must be known:

(3.2)

where the integral is over all the space accessible to the particle. For the total energy of a

system, E, the quantum mechanical operator is called the “Hamiltonian” operator, È , and 

in this case we have:

m  = E7¥ (3.3)

This is the reduced form of the Schrodinger equation. /

Atomic units

Quantum mechanical calculations are primarily concerned with atomic particles. When 

the properties of such particles are expressed in SI units, their values become cumbersome 

since they involve many factors of 10. In order to make these values more manageable, a 

system of atomic units has been devised which also incorporates such quantities as the 

mass of an electron and the electronic charge. The atomic units of charge, mass, length 

and energy are defined as follows:

1 unit of charge equals the absolute charge on the electron, \e\ = 1.60219 x 10'^^ C 

1 mass unit equals the mass of the electron, me = 9.10593 x 10'^* kg
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1 unit of length (1 Bohr) is given by ao = h^ 14T^mee^ = 5.29177 x 10'^  ̂m 

1 unit of energy (1 Hartree) is given by E^ = e^ ! AtizqUq = 4.35981 x 10'^  ̂J

The atomic unit of length is the radius of the first orbit in Bohr’s treatment of the 

hydrogen atom. The atomic unit of energy corresponds to the interaction between two 

electronic charges separated by the Bohr radius. In atomic units, Plank’s constant h = 2n 

and so /z = 1.

One-electron atom

In the case of an atom composed of a single electron and a nucleus with Z protons, in the 

absence of an external field, the total energy will be given by the sum of the kinetic 

energy and potential energy terms. In general, the Hamiltonian can be written:

H = f + V  (3.4)

where f  represents the kinetic energy operator and V  represents the potential energy 

operator involving a nuclear-electron attraction term. These operators can be written as 

follows:

r  = -
2m„ .2 (3.5)

which can be abbreviated to

f  = - — V" (3.6)

and

V = —2 5 -  (3.7)
AtzSqV
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In atomic units the Hamiltonian is

(3.8)
2 r

where Z is the charge on the nucleus and r is the distance between the electron and the 

nucleus.

General poly-electronic systems

In the more general case of a chemical system composed of M  nuclei and N  electrons, in 

the absence of an external field, the total energy will be given by the sum of (i) a kinetic 

energy operator involving the nuclei and electrons, respectively, and (ii) a potential 

energy operator involving three terms: nuclear-electron attraction, electron-electron 

repulsion and nuclear-nuclear repulsion. These operators can be written, using atomic 

units, as:

M l  -I Af
(3.9)

M  N  y  A ' l  M  7  7

(3.10)
k i ' i k  i < j  Uj  k<l  ' k l

where is the mass of nucleus t ,  k and I denote nuclei; i and y denote electrons; Zk is the 

charge of nucleus k; r^ is the distance between the electrons i and j\ rik is the distance 

between the electrons i and nuclei k and % is the distance between the nuclei k  and /.

Although the Schrodinger equation for such a system can be written in relatively simple 

terms, it is an example of an V-body problem and as such cannot be solved analytically.

In order to overcome this difficulty, computational chemists are forced to make a variety

of approximations. The first approximation generally used is the Bom-Oppenheimer 

approximation.
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The Bom-Oppenheimer approximation

The kinetic energy of a chemical system can be partitioned into separate contributions 

from the electrons and the nuclei. However, for the potential energy it is the term:

M  N  y  

k i ' i k

that prevents a separation of the electronic and nuclear contributions. The Bom- 

Oppenheimer approximation assumes that this separation is possible. The nuclei are very 

much more massive than the electrons and so move relatively slowly; hence, as an 

approximation they may be treated as stationary. On the other hand, electrons can 

respond almost instantaneously to any change in the position of the nuclei. Therefore, the 

Bom-Oppenheimer approximation allows the Schrodinger equation to be simplified so 

that the kinetic energy of the nuclei can be neglected and the nuclear-nuclear repulsion 

term considered as a constant since the nuclei have a definite separation. The result is the

V-electron Hamiltonian :

1  N  M  N  y  N  - I

(3.12)
^  i k i ' i k  i < j  hy

where the first term of Equation (3.12) represents the electron kinetic energy, the second 

term is the Coulomb potential generated by the nuclei and the third term is the electron- 

electron Coulomb interaction. The nuclei are held in fixed positions during the 

calculation so that varies only if the electrons move.

3.2.2 Hartree-Fock theory
Hartree-Fock (HF) theory was the initial approach taken in an attempt to solve the V-body 

Schrodinger equation and involved the transformation of the full V-body equation into N  

single-body equations. From Equation (3.12), the V-electron Hamiltonian can be seen to
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be the sum of three terms; the first two involve the coordinates of just one electron and the 

third just two. These are termed one- and two-electron operators respectively. If it is 

assumed that the electrons are non-interacting, then, apart from the nuclear-nuclear 

repulsion constant, the N-electron Hamiltonian can be rewritten as the sum of N  one- 

electron Hamiltonians:

k 'ik
(3.13)

(3.14)

The ground state of any Hamiltonian, H , can be determined by means of the variational 

principle for the normalised wavefunction Y (1,2,- • V) :

H '! ')  = E E - • • E j ' l ' * (1-2,-• - , ■  ; N)dr,dr, - d r ,
*̂2

= minimum = E» (3.15)

where is the spin direction of the z-th electron. According to the variational principle, 

an approximate wavefunction, T(l,2,- -, A ) , can be found which minimizes the

expectation value T y , since the expectation value is always greater than the true

ground state energy. If it is assumed that the electrons are independent, then

T(l,2,- • ',N ) is a Slater determinant of single-particle wavefunctions such that:

Y(l,2,. .,V ) =
■JW\

y/,(l) ••• (y„(l)

(yy2) ••• \ff„{2)

tir^(N) y/^{N) ■■■

(3.16)

where (^^(z) is the one-electron wavefunction of the À-th level, which depends on the 

position, Ti, and spin direction, Si, of the z-th electron, and forms an orthonormal set:
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(3.17)

If Equation (3.16) is used as a trial solution, the expectation value can be evaluated as:

H 'Î') = 'L {¥ x Ho ¥ h  + \Y .{v^ ¥ jp \¥x¥y)-\'Z {¥x¥ j\U \¥y¥x)  (3 18)
' ;i=l ' '  ^  A,y ^  A,v

where the Hamiltonian is divided into the one-electron part H q and the electron-electron

Coulomb interaction U as shown in Equation (3.12). Putting Equation (3.18) in 

variational form and introducing Lagrangian multipliers in order to guarantee the 

normalization condition. Equation (3.17), we obtain:

'Zi^¥i Ho ¥}]̂ ŷ {Siif;̂ y/J\U\¥i}¥v)-Z{̂ Vx¥vP\¥y¥x)
A=1 A,v A,y

(3.19)

where (A = 1,2, • • •, V) denotes the Lagrangian multiplier. In order that Equation (3.19) 

is satisfied for an arbitrary variation | , the one-electron wavefunction should

satisfy:

Y Z \ ¥ l U ) U { i , j ) ¥ A i ) d r ,
V = \  S i

Z L ! ¥ : U m k j ) V 'A J ) d r ,
K=1 S ,■

¥ a (0

(3.20)

Equation (3.20) is known as the Hartree-Fock equation and represents the one-electron 

approximation for interacting fermions that includes the anti-symmetry of the 

wavefunction. The use of the single Slater determinant. Equation (3.16), to express the 

many-electron wavefunction is known as the Hartree-Fock approximation. This 

approximation affects the accuracy with which the ‘exchange-correlation’ contribution to
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the total energy is calculated. The exchange contribution comes about as a direct 

consequence of Pauli’s exclusion principle, which prohibits two fermions from occupying 

the same quantum state. This reduces the probability of one electron being near another 

electron of the same spin. The correlation contribution is due to the reduction in 

probability of an electron being near another electron due to strong electron-electron 

Coulomb repulsion. The most significant drawback of HF theory is that it fails to 

adequately represent electron correlation with the effect that the correlation energy can be 

defined as the difference between the exact energy and the HF energy for the system.

3.2.3 Density functional theory
In contrast to HF theory, which tries to determine approximations to the V-electron 

wavefunction. Density Functional Theory (DFT) is a formally exact theory based on the 

electron density, yO(r), of a system. In 1964, Hohenberg and Kohn [11] considered the 

ground state of an electron-gas system in an external potential v(r), and proved that the 

following density functional theorem holds exactly: there is a universal functional F[/Xr)] 

of the electron charge density p{f) that defines the total energy of the electronic system as: 

E  = J  v(r)p{r)dr  + F[p{r)\ (3.21)

There is a constraint on the electron density since the total number of electrons (N) is 

fixed:

N  = ^p (r)d r  (3.22)

The energy of the system can be minimised, in order to find the true electron charge 

density in the external potential, by introducing this constraint as a Lagrange multiplier 

(-//). This theory is exact for a non-degenerate ground state, however, no exact general 

form of the functional, F\jAf)\, has yet been found, so approximations must be used.
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Local density approximation

The local density approximation (LDA), first formulated by Kohn and Sham [12], 

assumes that the exchange-correlation functional can be defined as a simple function of 

the density at any position, r. If the electron kinetic energy is written as T\jD(r)] then in 

the LDA the universal functional is given by;

F\p(r)]  = T\p(r)] + + E„\p{r)] -  f l \  p{r)dr  (3.23)
2 •’ r  — r  •'

where Exclpix)] is the exchange-correlation energy functional and is given as:

E ,M r ) h \p ( r ) e „ ( p ( r ) ) d r  (3.24)

The LDA uses the exchange-correlation energy of the homogeneous electron gas, 

Sxcifir)), evaluated from the charge density at the point r  under consideration. Effectively 

at r, /? = p{r) and Exc is equal to the exchange-correlation energy for the electron-gas 

system which has a homogeneous charge density p. Such a situation is valid if the 

inhomogeneity of p{r) is small, however, the main approximation of LDA is that this is 

applied even if the inhomogeneity is large. Application of the variational principle to 

Equation (3.21), with the constraint that for an V-electron system J p{r)dr = N  , gives:

J  S p { r ) \ +  v{r) + j f ^ d r '  + -  / / U  = 0 (3.25)
 ̂ yopir) op{r) J

Kohn and Sham proposed using a set of N  single-electron wavefunctions. The charge 

density is then defined as:

N 2
P^r) = Z V M  (3.26)

/Î=l

where î^^(r) is the wavefunction of the Z th  level allowing the kinetic energy to be 

defined as:
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T\p{r)] = - ^ Z \ w \ { r ) V \ , , ( r ) d r  (3.27)
2  A =\

The solution of Equation (3.25) is then given by solving the following effective one- 

electron Schrodinger equation for y/^ :

j _  i  + v (r) + I f E l d /  + - f f A y r ,  (r) = g # ,  (r) (3.28)
[ 2  •’ | r - r |  op{r)^

where is the orbital energy.

Equation (3.28) is called the Kohn-Sham equation and its eigenvalues are usually 

identified as the one-electron energy levels although, due to the electron-correlation 

effects for the states far below the Fermi level, this is not generally correct [1]. If 

Equation (3.28) is solved self-consistently then the solutions, y/p̂ , will be related to the 

electron charge density and kinetic energy density via Equations (3.26) and (3.27). 

However, the Slater determinant, constructed from y/^ , is not the true V-electron Hartree-

Fock wavefunction and (z^^are not the same as the one-electron wavefunctions in the

Hartree-Fock approximation. They are more directly related to the true electronic charge 

density.

Generalised gradient approximation

The local density approximation, although remarkably accurate, often fails when the 

electrons are strongly correlated, as in systems containing d and f  orbital electrons. Many 

modem codes implementing DFT now use more advanced approximations such as the 

generalised gradient approximation (GGA) [13-16] in order to improve accuracy. 

Gradient-corrected functionals have been found to be of particular benefit in the
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calculation of relative conformational energies and the study of intermolecular systems, 

particularly involving hydrogen bonding [17].

As stated above, the LDA uses the exchange-correlation energy for the uniform electron 

gas at every point in the system regardless of the homogeneity of the real charge density. 

However, in the case of non-uniform charge densities, the exchange-correlation energy 

can deviate significantly from that derived for the uniform state and such a deviation can 

be expressed in terms of the gradient and higher spatial derivatives of the total charge 

density. The GGA uses the gradient of the charge density to correct for this deviation. 

For systems where the charge density is slowly varying, the GGA has proved to be an 

improvement over LDA.

Hybrid HF /  DFT Method

A  key feature of DFT is the incorporation of correlation effects from the outset, unlike HF 

theory. However, it is important to note that HF theory does provide an essentially exact 

treatment for the exchange contribution. The hybrid method seeks to combine the 

correlation energy derived from DFT (using the LDA) with the HF energy. Becke [18, 

19] proposed that the exchange-correlation energy Exc be written as:

E „ = f u i d A  (3.29)

where Z is a coupling parameter, which takes values from 0 to 1. When A = 0, there is no 

Coulomb repulsion between the electrons, as À increases the inter-electronic Coulomb 

repulsion is introduced until the full interaction of the ‘real’ system is establised for Z = 1. 

It is not practical to perform this integration analytically and so it must be approximated. 

In Becke’s original paper, his own gradient correction for exchange (B88) [20] was used
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along with a gradient correction for correlation suggested by Perdew and Wang [21]. 

However, an alternative scheme, and the one used in this work, is to employ the 

correlation functional (with gradient term) of Lee-Yang-Parr (LYP) [22] and the standard 

local correlation functional due to Vosko, Wilk and Nusair (VWN) [23]. This is the 

‘B3LYP’ density functional and can be written:

+ (1 -  (3.30)

with values of the empirical coefficients üq = 0.20, ax = 0.72 and ac = 0.81.

3.2.4 Periodic systems
Ab initio calculations for the properties of real crystals need to take into account that these 

are periodically repeating systems. This section outlines the methods used to represent 

the interactions of an infinite repeating system with an ab initio treatment.

From Chapter 2, the atomic positions of a pure bulk crystal are invariant when they are 

translated by the lattice vector, R. This means that the potential of an infinite crystal 

system V{r) has translational invariance and perfect periodicity such that V(r + R) = V(f). 

Since the one-electron Hamiltonian is translationally invariant, the effective one-electron 

wavefunctions can be written as the product of an exponential and a periodic function, 

UkAr + jR) = UkA{r) for the Z-th level, such that:

ilfu ir) = e ‘̂ 'u , ,{ r )  (3.31)

where k  is the wavevector. This is an example of the Bloch Theorem and

( r + « )  = £*■ V u ( 0  (3.32)

where Xj/,, (r) is a Bloch function. The orthonormality condition is

J Vlx iOVk'x iO dr = (3.33)
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where ô̂ J is the Kronecker delta and the integral is over the whole system. It can be 

verified that (r) and satisfy the eigenvalue equation for the effective one-

electron problem:

and

- - V ^ + y ( r )
2

(3.34)

- ( k  - N Ÿ  + V (r) (3.35)

for the wavevector k, where V(r) = v(r)  + 1 dr' + . The energy eigenvalue

f o f  each level, À, changes smoothly as a function of k  and forms a curve along one

direction of A: in e - k  space. Plots of these curves in different k  directions are called the 

band structure of the crystal.

By using reciprocal lattice vectors and G, the reciprocal space equivalent of R, the 

periodic function can be expanded as a Fourier series:

''kX (3.36)

(3.37)

where Ç1 is the volume of the unit cell. Substitution of Equation (3.36) into the Bloch 

theorem. Equation (3.31), gives:

(3.38)

If N  is the total number of unit cells in the system, then the basis function
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= (3.39)
' ' VM2

is called a ‘plane wave’ and the representation of the one-electron wavefunction in a 

periodic potential by Equation (3.38) is called a ‘plane wave expansion’. For real

calculations, the maximum value of the kinetic energy, of the plane waves is

limited to the ‘cut-off energy’. The larger this value, the more accurate will be the result.

It is also possible to represent the effective one-electron wavefunction in the periodic 

potential as a superposition of ‘localised orbitals’, ( r ) , centred at each unit cell:

Vr,x(r) = - j ^ Z e ‘'" ‘M r - R )  (3.40)

Again, Equation (3.40) satisfies the Bloch theorem.

Using the fact that the wavefunction does not change if an arbitrary value of G is added to 

the wavevector, that is (r) = ŷ ^̂ k+ox ( ^ ) , the wavevector can be confined within the

first Brillouin zone (F^ BZ). The ground-state charge density becomes the sum over the 

occupied levels of Bloch functions within the BZ:

/^(r) = E  Z \ V u ( r i  (3.41)
/Zarr kslstBZ

where (^^(r) is an eigenstate of Equation (3.34). Following on from this, translational

symmetry dictates that

{f^kx\^\¥k'x^ ~ ^kx^kk'^xx' (3.42)

if k  and A:'belong to the F  ̂ BZ. For calculations involving insulators and 

semiconductors, where there is an energy gap between valence and conduction bands, the 

density can be accurately defined using the special A:-point method of Monkhorst and
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Pack [24] for A:-point sampling of the BZ. If full advantage is taken of the space group, 

then sampling is only required for the irreducible part of the F  ̂BZ.

3.2.5 Mulliken population analysis
Although the concept of an atomic point charge is widely used in computational quantum 

mechanics, there is no unique definition of atomic charge in a molecule or periodic 

system. The first and most widely used definition of atomic charge, based on the wave 

function, was suggested by Mulliken [25] and is a scheme for assigning charges by 

dividing orbital overlap evenly between the atoms involved. This method is somewhat 

arbitrary because atomic charges are not quantum mechanical observables and, therefore, 

the charge distribution is not explicitly predictable from first principles.

In the Mulliken method, all the electron density, , in an orbital, (/>̂ , is allocated to the 

atom on which that orbital resides. The remaining electron density, is associated 

with the overlap, , between the two orbitals, (j)̂  and For each element, , in 

the density matrix, half of the density is allocated to the atom that has (j)̂  as an orbital and 

the other half to the atom on which (j)̂  is located. The total charge on an atom A is given 

by subtracting the total number of electrons from the nuclear charge Za

^a = Z a -  É  Z  E V a- (3.43)
H=\\Honk id=\\fionA.v=hv^fi

A  significant disadvantage of a Mulliken population analysis is the need for a balanced 

basis set, such that the number of basis functions present on each atom in the system is the 

same. When using extended basis sets, unphysical results may occur (orbital charges of
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more than 2e) if the basis orbitals centred at one atom are responsible for the description 

of electron density close to another nucleus.

3.2.6 Basis sets
The most commonly used basis sets in quantum mechanical calculations are composed of 

atomic functions. An obvious choice would be the Slater-type orbitals (STOs) [26] 

because of their similarity to the atomic orbitals of the hydrogen atom. However, 

evaluation of some of the integrals required by ab initio calculations is difficult 

particularly when orbitals are on different atoms. It is now common to replace the Slater 

orbitals with those based upon gaussians.

Gaussian-type orbitals

Unlike Slater functions, gaussians do not have a cusp at the origin and decay towards zero 

more quickly. Figure 3.1. This problem was solved in 1950 when S.F. Boys [27] 

developed a method of using a linear combination of gaussian functions to form gaussian 

Type Orbitals (GTOs). The summing of a number of GTOs with different exponents and 

coefficients can form the approximate shape of the STO function. Figure 3.1. The more 

gaussian primitives that are used the more accurate will be the approximation to the STO.

The exponents and contraction coefficients for these gaussians can be determined in 

several different ways, for example by fitting to an STO or by optimising the energy in ab 

initio calculations on atoms and small molecules. Once the exponents and contraction 

coefficients have been determined, they define a standard basis set and are not changed in 

calculations on other systems.
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0 .6 -

Slater-type orbital 
2 gaussian-function orbital 
6 gaussian-function orbital
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0 .2 -

0.0
10 2 3 4

Figure 3.1 Comparison o f 1 s Slater-type orbital and gaussian expansions with two and six 
terms.

Pople basis sets

The ah initio calculations involving gaussian type orbitals in this work use those of Pople 

and co-workers. Two sets, 3-21G covering the atoms H to Cd [28-32] and 6-21G 

covering the atoms H -  Ar [28, 29] have been used extensively. The notation used to 

describe these basis sets emphasises their split valence nature. Generally, for basis sets 

derived by Topic’s group, the s and p contractions belonging to the same ‘electron shell’ 

are folded into a sp-shell. In this way, the number of s-type and p-type primitives is the 

same, and they have identical exponents. However, the coefficients for s- and p-type 

contractions are different.

In the 3-21G basis the Is atomic orbital of a second-row element is represented by a fixed 

combination of 3 GTOs. The 2s (2px etc.) are approximated by a fixed combination of 2 

GTOs and the extra valence orbitals 2s' (2px etc.) have just one GTO. The 3-21G basis 

set offers a reasonable compromise between computational burden and quality o f results. 

A larger basis set such as 6-21G gives a much lower energy but at the expense of having
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more integrals over GTOs to be calculated, while for chemical phenomena (energy 

differences) the advantage is only small. Basis sets with two sets of gaussians describing 

the valence electrons are often referred to as sets of double zeta quality.

Polarisation and diffuse functions

The original contractions derived from atomic BDF calculations are frequently augmented 

with other functions. The most popular are the polarisation and diffuse functions. The 

polarisation functions have higher values of the principal quantum number than those of 

the occupied atomic orbitals for the same atom and their use is denoted by a star after the 

basis set description e.g. 3-2IG*. The exponents for polarisation functions cannot be 

derived from HF calculations for the atom, since they are not populated.

The polarisation effect is the result of bringing two atoms close together and therefore 

polarisation functions are important for modelling chemical bonding. Taking into account 

this effect means accounting for the d and f-shells, which are usually added as 

uncontracted gaussians. It is important to remember that adding them is costly since 

including a d shell adds 5 (or 6) basis functions and adding an f  shell adds 7 (or 10). 

Pople’s 6-3IG* basis set adds 6 d-type functions: dz2, dx2 and dy2 all being included rather 

than reduced to the two functions d%2 and dx2-y2- This is equivalent to adding 5 d functions 

and an s function.

The basis sets may also be augmented with diffuse functions whose gaussians have very 

small exponents and decay only slowly with distance from the nucleus. Diffuse gaussians 

are usually of s- and p-type, although sometimes, diffuse polarisation functions are also 

used. Diffuse functions are sometimes necessary for the correct description of anions and
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weak bonds (e.g. hydrogen bonds) and are most often used for calculations of properties 

such as dipole moments or polarisabilities. In the case of Pople’s basis sets, the addition 

of a plus sign after the basis set description is used to denote the use of augmented 

functions e.g. 3-21+G.

It is important to note that the HF method scales as where N is the number of basis 

functions, and a careful check must be made of the number of functions that will be used 

in a calculation. This is especially important in circumstances involving a unit cell of low 

symmetry containing a large number of formula units.

Planewaves

The use of a plane wave (PW) basis set has a number of advantages, including the 

simplicity of the basis functions, and their ability to calculate efficiently the forces on 

atoms, the latter being particularly important if structure optimisation is required. In 

general, the representation of an arbitrary orbital in terms of a PW basis set would require 

a continuous, and hence infinite, basis set. However, for studies of the solid state, the 

imposition of periodic boundary conditions allows the use of Bloch's Theorem. The 

principle disadvantage of the use of a PW basis set is the number of basis functions 

required to accurately represent the Kohn-Sham orbitals. This problem may be reduced 

by the use of pseudopotentials as described in the next section, but several hundred basis 

functions per atom must still be used, compared with a few tens of basis functions when 

using atom-centred basis sets.
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Pseudopotentials

In contrast to all-electron methods, the pseudopotential approach implies the frozen core 

approximation and allows computational effort to concentrate solely on valence states, 

which are the only ones responsible for chemical bonding. Moreover, the use of 

pseudopotentials leads to pseudo-wavefunctions, which vary smoothly in the core region 

[33, 34], and are amenable to a plane-wave expansion.

The approach taken in planewave DFT calculations is to use norm-conserving 

pseudopotentials where the pseudo-wavefunction matches the all-electron wavefunction 

beyond a cut-off radius that defines the core region. Within this region, the pseudo- 

wavefunction has no nodes and is related to the all-electron wave function by the norm- 

conservation condition; that is both wavefunctions carry the same charge. Such potentials 

can be constructed to give very accurate results at the price of having to use very high cut

off energies. Pseudopotential construction has itself been the subject of a great deal of 

study in the past [35-43] and for the work in this thesis the pseudopotentials generated by 

the method of Troullier and Martins [44] have been used.

3.2.7 Programs used for ab initio calculation
GAUSSIAN

One of the most popular computer programs for carrying out ab initio quantum chemical 

calculations is the ‘Gaussian’ series developed by J.A. Pople et al. [45]. It uses both HF 

and DFT to model a broad range of molecular systems under a variety of conditions. 

Although the code is molecular in nature, periodic systems have been studied [46] by the 

careful selection of clusters [47] to represent the site of interest. The embedded cluster
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calculation reported in this work were carried out using ‘Gaussian 94’ on the DEC alpha 

600 cluster of the Science and Technology Faculties at The Open University

CRYSTAL

In this study, the CRYSTAL95 [48], running on the DEC alpha 600 cluster of the Science 

and Technology Faculties at The Open University, and CRYSTAL98 codes, on both the 

DEC alpha 600 cluster and the EPSRC DEC 8400 facility, Columbus, at the Rutherford 

Appleton Laboratory, were used to perform periodic HF and DFT calculations (LDA and 

GGA). Hybrid density functional calculations were performed using the CRYSTAL98 

[49] version of the code. Both software packages approximate the one-electron 

wavefunctions by a linear combination of gaussian localized atomic orbitals. CRYSTAL 

is a periodic code and generates an infinite 3D system from a specified unit cell and lattice 

vectors. All calculations were performed using restricted Hartree-Fock where the overall 

spin of the electrons on each atom is restricted to zero. There is no geometry optimisation 

available in CRYSTAL so all calculations were performed using experimentally- 

determined crystal structures obtained from the United Edngdom Chemical Database 

Service (CDS) at the University of Cambridge [50].

ABINIT

The ABINIT code [51] calculates the total energy, charge density and electronic structure 

of periodic systems within DFT, using pseudopotentials and a planewave basis set. The 

pseudopotentials are generated using the FHI98PP code [52]. ABINIT also allows for 

geometry optimisation according to the DFT forces and stresses. The code takes the 

description of the unit cell and atomic positions and assembles a crystal potential from the 

input atomic pseudopotentials. It then uses either an input wavefunction or simple
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gaussians to generate the initial charge density and screening potential. Finally, a self- 

consistent algorithm is used to iteratively adjust the planewave coefficients until a 

sufficient convergence is reached in the energy. Atomic forces and the stress tensor are 

found from analytic derivatives of the energy with respect to atomic positions and unit 

cell primitive translations respectively. In this work, the ABINIT code, running under 

LINUX on a 550 MHz Pentium IH desktop computer, was used to compute the total 

energy (DFT) for different hydrogen positions within the unit cell of anhydrous disodium 

hydrogenphosphate and to optimise its structure constrained by space group and unit cell 

parameters.

3.3 NMR spectroscopy in solids
The NMR spectra obtained from samples in the solid state are generally more complex 

than those in the liquid state since isotropic averaging of the various NMR interactions 

does not generally occur. The motion of atoms, ions or molecules in solids is relatively 

restricted giving rise to the appearance of orientation-dependent, anisotropic 

characteristics in the spectra. It is not always possible to record spectra for single crystals 

and solid-state NMR spectra of polycrystalline powders, which have crystallites in all 

possible orientations, are generally quite broad, and often ill defined. However, if it were 

possible to determine the magnitudes, as well as the orientations, of the chemical 

shielding, dipolar coupling and quadrupolar interactions this would provide valuable 

chemical information about the solid material. Unfortunately, the difficulty lies in the 

acquisition and interpretation of solid-state NMR spectra, and the extraction of the 

required information. Over the past thirty years, experimental techniques have become 

available that enable solid-state NMR spectra of polycrystalline samples to be obtained 

while selectively retaining those features that provide the desired chemical information.
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MAS NMR spectroscopy, in particular, has proved a valuable means of obtaining high- 

resolution spectra from solids and, consequently, has established itself as a major 

technique in solid-state studies for a wide range of materials.

3.3.1 Basic NMR concepts
All nuclei with an odd number of either protons, neutrons, or both, possess a nuclear or 

intrinsic angular momentum (‘spin’) I  and consequently a magnetic moment //:

ju = y l  (3.44)

The quantity y  is called the magnetogyric ratio of the nucleus.

In an external magnetic field B q, along the z-direction, the energy of an isolated nucleus is 

not independent of its orientation; the nuclear spin angular momentum can take up only 

certain orientations with respect to the direction of this field. These orientations are such 

that the component along the z-direction is quantized,

f  = nijfi (3.45)

where m\ is the magnetic quantum number and can take 27+1 values, m = 7, 7-1, ... -7. In 

a magnetic field of magnitude Bq, the allowed energy states which are referred to as the 

nuclear Zeeman levels, are given by:

E  = -yhmjBQ (3.46)

Figure 3.2 illustrates the nuclear spin energy level diagram for an I  = 312 nucleus and 

adjacent energy levels are separated by .
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Figure 3.2 The nuclear spin energy level diagram for an /  = 3/2 nucleus in a magnetic field 
Bo.

A NMR experiment involves the application of a time-varying magnetic field, usually in 

the form of a pulse, at right angles to B q in order to induce transitions between the various 

magnetic energy levels. Transitions between magnetic energy levels requires 

electromagnetic radiation of frequency:

V  =
\ l n  j

(3.47)

Since NMR transitions are governed by the selection rule, Am  ̂ =±1 this equation 

simplifies to give the basic NMR resonance condition:

rV -
I n

& (3.48)

The nuclear spin quantum numbers and NMR properties of a few selected nuclei, 

including those involved in this work, are given in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 Some common magnetic nuclei.

Nuclei
Natural 

abundance/%
/ v^/MHz y/10^radT^s^

99.985 1/2 399.985 26.7520
1 3 c 1.108 1/2 100.533 6.7282

0.037 5/2 54.210 -3.6279
^Na 100.000 5/2 105.750 7.0808

100.000 5/2 104.169 6.9760
31 p 100.000 1/2 161.858 10.8410
5 1 ^ 99.760 7/2 105.075 7.0453

“ The values shown are for nuclei in a magnetic field of 9.4 T.

3.3.2 Nuclear spin Interactions and MAS
In general, the total NMR interaction in the absence of electromagnetic radiation can be 

represented by a spin Hamiltonian with parts corresponding to the Zeeman (Z), magnetic 

dipole-dipole (D), chemical shielding (C5) and, for nuclei with spin I  > Vi, nuclear 

quadrupole interaction (0 .

H  = + H q (3.49)

{H q = 0  for spin 7 = 16 )

The Zeeman interaction is, in many cases, so large that all the other contributions can be 

taken as perturbations such that application of first-order perturbation theory (assuming 

without loss of generality an axially symmetric environment) leads to:

û'® = + (o%P,{f^ose) (3.50)

(1)
isoThe angular frequency of the interaction, consists of an isotropic component

(A= D, CS or Q) and an anisotropic terms where P2{oosO) is the second-order Legendre 

polynomial of cos ̂  and ^ is  a characteristic angle defined for each interaction with respect 

to the applied magnetic field. In the case of Z = CS, the chemical shift derives from a
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linear combination of an isotropic component and an anisotropic one scaled by (cos 9 ) . 

For À = D or Q , only the anisotropic components need be considered

In a static polycrystalline sample, the tensorial nature of the NMR interactions results in 

spectra that are broadened as a consequence of the random distribution of crystallite 

orientations relative to the magnetic field. Magic-angle-spinning shown diagrammatically 

in Figure 3.3, is the single most used technique in solid state NMR and its popularity is 

due to its ability to remove the anisotropic broadening of a powder spectrum. Rapid 

spinning of a sample at a frequency 14, and an angle (f) to B q, imparts an external time 

dependence on the internal spin interactions resulting in time averages depending on a 

common modulation factor of the form (3cos^ <j)- 1). By selecting 54.74°, the ‘magic 

angle’, the Hamiltonian is reduced to the isotropic parts just as in a liquid. However, 

quadrupolar nuclei present a particular challenge for study by MAS since in many cases 

the quadrupole interaction has to be treated to second order.

Bo

54.74'

X

Figure 3.3 Schematic representation of magic-angle spinning.
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3.3.3 Solid-state NMR of quadrupolar nuclei with half-integer 

spin
The nuclear quadrupole interaction Hamiltonian is given by:

= + D + (3.51)

and for a quadrupolar nucleus with half-integer spin in a strong magnetic field, the 

Zeeman interaction usually predominates over the internal spin interactions (D, CS and Q)

|H ^ |» ||H o |,||H „ |,|H e | (3.52)

Furthermore, in many samples the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction between 

quadrupolar nuclei will be weak and any heteronuclear dipolar couplings, if present, can 

be removed by decoupling schemes. In effect, the contribution of magnetic dipole-dipole 

couplings can be neglected and it is only necessary to consider the single-spin chemical 

shielding and quadrupolar interactions. The isotropic chemical shift of the quadrupolar 

nucleus can be included in the Zeeman interaction and the assumption

||^e||»ll«c5A|| (3.53)

where CSA is the anisotropic chemical shift contribution, is often valid. Thus, overall, the 

NMR behaviour of a quadrupolar nucleus with half-integer spin can be taken, to a good 

approximation, to be that of this nucleus experiencing just a single-spin quadrupole 

interaction.

If the strength of the quadrupole interaction is such that Cq > 0.05 vb (M) is the resonant 

frequency), then first-order perturbation theory is insufficient to describe the NMR 

behaviour as second-order terms contribute significantly.

= (3.54)
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The influences of first- and second-order quadrupole interactions on the magnetic energy 

levels of a spin I  = 3/2 quadrupolar nucleus shown in Figure 3.4. To first-order, there is 

no effect of the quadrupole interaction on the central (+16, -Vi) transition; the second-order 

contribution is dominant in this case.

-3/2

+ 1/2

+3/2

Figure 3.4 The effect o f first- and second-order quadrupole interactions on the nuclear spin 
energy level diagram for an /  = 3/2 nucleus in a magnetic field, Bq.

Focussing on the central transition, it can be shown [53] (again assuming axial symmetry 

for simplicity) that:

= < ^ £ L + ® a 2^2 (cos6 ') + <yg;P4 (cosé>) (3.55)

The interaction now consists of an isotropic component and two anisotropic terms, the 

latter being proportional to the second- and fourth-order Legendre polynomials of cos^  

respectively. There is no spinning axis direction that will allow both the ? 2(cos^  and 

P4(cos^  terms to be completely time-averaged simultaneously. MAS averages the 

P2(cos^  term to zero and partially averages the P4(cos^  term producing spectra which 

have a characteristic line shapes. Computer simulations of these lineshapes provide not 

only values of the quadrupole parameters Cq and rj but also the isotropic chemical shift.
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&o,cs. Figure 3.5 shows the effect on the MAS second-order central transition lineshape 

as 7] varies between 0  and 1 .

r i - \

rj -  0.8

rj -  0.6

7 7 = 0.4

77=  0.2

77 = 0

Figure 3.5 The effect of the asymmetry parameter {rj) on the MAS second-order central 
transition lineshape.

Quantitative analysis

When dealing with a non-integer quadrupolar nucleus such as ^^Na (7 = 3/2), it is 

important to consider, for a multi-site compound, that the different sites may have 

different responses to the irradiation pulse. The observed central transition lineshape
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depends upon the amplitude, duration and offset of the radiofrequency pulse, y , ,  because

the quadrupole coupling is so strong that its effect during the pulse cannot be ignored. 

Two extreme cases can be considered. Firstly, ‘selective’ excitation of the central 

transition only occurs when the quadrupole frequency, Vq = 3C q / [27(27-1)], greatly 

exceeds the rf-field strength, Hf «  Vq . Secondly, ‘non-selective’ excitation of all 

transitions when vif »  Vq . In both these extremes the observed magnetisation as a 

function of pulse duration shows a simple sinusoidal oscillation at Hf and (I + 16)t4f. 

However, in the intermediate regime when Vq ~ Hf the excitation behaviour becomes 

complex and the response to the pulse duration becomes non sinusoidal. In these 

circumstances, the signal intensities from different sites in a solid will be affected to 

different extents. In order to ensure equal excitation of sites with widely differing values 

of Cq it is necessary to satisfy the condition,

(7-H /2)2m /^7;< ;z-/6  (3.56)

where Tp is the pulse duration. If this condition is satisfied experimentally the error in 

intensity due to this ‘pulse duration’ effect will be less than -5%  [54].

However, the pulse length is not the only parameter that is important for quantitative 

intensity measurements. Although the prominent central transition is often the only one 

that can be recorded accurately, the act of spinning a sample also produces sidebands with 

the result that the total intensity of the resonance is distributed between them. A full 

simulation of the spectrum is possible but problematic, requiring high signal-to-noise for 

the spinning sidebands. A more pragmatic approach is to measure the intensity of the 

central transition and make corrections depending upon the fraction of magnetisation that 

appears in the isotropic line which Massiot and co-workers [55] defined as:
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E f  (3.57)
ffj 9^1/2

depends only on |l-2m |i/Q/v^ and 77q, and l{]\ depends on v^ I v^Vq and T/g. In 

this way can be calculated and the experimental intensity corrected by the factor

1/7 ho

3.3.4 Instrumentation
All the ^^Na MAS NMR data were recorded on a JEOL JNM-EX400 FT NMR instrument 

equipped with a JEOL EX Solid NMR facility coupled with a Doty Scientific Inc. MAS 

NMR probe (5 mm, high speed (14 kHz), double-tuned, multinuclear, CP/MAS). The 

probe had a maximum ^H decoupling field strength of 60 kHz (1.4x10'^ T) at 400 MHz. 

The 5mm rotors were made of silicon nitride and were fitted with Vespel caps. A 

compressed air system was used for sample spinning. The probe had two air inlets, one 

for bearing gas, which prevents the rotor colliding with the walls of the stator, and the 

other as a drive to spin the rotor. Rotor speeds of 14 kHz were attainable with this system 

although typically samples were spun in the range of 7 to 10 kHz. NMR signal data was 

transferred to a PC for processing using the Bruker WIN-NMR and WIN-FIT software 

[56]. The results of fitting simulated second-order quadrupole ^^Na MAS NMR 

lineshapes to experimental spectra are shown for the compounds, sodium 

dihydrogenphosphate (NaH2P0 4 ), sodium pyrophosphate decahydrate (Na4P2 0 7 - IOH2O) 

and sodium sulphite (Na2S0 3 ), in Figure 3.7. The quadrupole parameters extracted from 

these fits are given in Chapter 4.

In order to gain a measure of the uncertainties associated with the fitting procedure used 

to simulate the quadrupole lineshapes, the ^^Na MAS NMR spectrum of NaN0 2  was
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analysed in detail. The ^^Na NMR parameters have been well characterised for this 

compound (Cq(^^Na) = 1100.3 ± 0.8 kHz, ?X^^Na) = 0.1092 ± 0.0009 [57] and 4o,cs(^^Na) 

= -8.1 ± 0.2 ppm [58]) and by simply varying the parameters in the direct fitting 

procedure, a measure of their limits was obtained. If these uncertainties are taken to be 

fairly general for the compounds studied in this work then reliability in Cq(^^Na) is of the 

order of ± 5%, that for //(^^Na) is ± 0.05 and &o,cs(^^Na) is ± 0.5 ppm.

0
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r T
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-60 -80
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Figure 3.5 Experimental and simulated ^Na MAS NMR spectra for NaH2P04, 
Na4P20? IOH2O and Na2SOs.
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3.3.5 Experimental procedure
All samples were prepared for MAS NMR experiments using the same procedure but 

acquisition parameters used for the collection of data varied depending upon sample type.

Sample preparation

Before any sample was loaded into a NMR rotor, it was ground into a fine powder. It was 

found that careful packing of the finely-powdered sample was required to ensure even 

spinning of the rotor, particularly at high frequencies. Consistency in sample packing was 

achieved using a methodical approach and accurately-machined plastic tools. The first 

step was to take a small amount of sample and carefully place it into the rotor followed by 

gentle tapping to remove air and compaction using a plastic ram. This procedure was 

repeated until the rotor was full whereupon, using another plastic tool, a portion of the 

sample was removed to the depth of the Vespel cap and the cap fitted.

^^Na M AS NM R methods

^^Na is a quadrupolar nucleus with nuclear spin I  = 3/2 and natural abundance of 100%. 

Potentially it is a good nucleus for NMR study since it has a sensitivity, relative to that of 

of 530. All ^^Na MAS NMR spectra were recorded at 105.8 MHz with reference to 

an external sample of solid NaCl; c^^^Na) = 0 ± 1 ppm.

All ^^Na MAS NMR data presented in this work were recorded with pulse widths of 1 //s 

in order to avoid, as much as possible, distortion of the second-order quadrupole NMR 

lineshapes.
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4.1 Introduction
One of the first attempts to calculate electric field gradient tensors at sodium nuclei in 

ionic sodium compounds (NaNOg, NaClOg and NaBrOg) was made by Bersohn in 1958 

[1]. The small range of sodium compounds was selected on the basis that they all had 

both the sodium and XOg“ ions lying on three-fold axes. This crystallographic 

arrangement then required that only one component of the electric field gradient tensor 

had to be computed, namely Vgg, with the principal axis lying along the three-fold axis for 

sodium. The calculation was based upon a point-charge model along with the use of a 

Stemheimer factor (Na^) = -4.53) [2], the sodium nuclear quadrupole moment {Q = 

0.100) and the assumption that the charge on the X atom in XOg" was zero [3]. The 

magnitudes of Cq(^^Na) obtained by this method are in reasonable agreement with 

modem experiment for NaNOg: 4-0.384 MHz / -0.334 MHz [4-6] and NaClOg: -0.849 

MHz / 0.801 MHz [7] where the first value is the calculated value of Cq(^^Na) and the 

second that determined by experiment. Unfortunately, a large discrepancy is seen for 

NaBrOg: -0.388 MHz / 0.864 MHz [7]. However, this relatively simple model is only 

expected to give good results in the case of ionic compounds containing monatomic 

anions (halides, oxides). In the case of sodium, these have point symmetries at the cation 

sites leading to zero efgs at the nucleus. Nonetheless, since that time, the point-charge 

model has become a standard for site assignments of sodium MAS NMR spectra in all 

types of compound. As recently as 1995, Power [8] used a point-charge model, using 

formal charges, to aid in the assignment of the three ^^Na resonances in anhydrous sodium 

sulphite (NaiSOg). Although the absolute values of the three sodium efg tensors were not 

predicted, there was a significant difference between the calculated values for the N a(i) 

and Na(2) sites and this allowed an assignment to be made. However, it should be noted
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that an unambiguous assignment would not have been possible if the Na(5) site had not 

already been assigned on the basis of experimental intensity information.

In 1994, Koller and co-workers [9] recognised that the experimental investigation of 

quadrupole parameters in various systems was outpacing the theory required for the 

purposes of assignment. In order to address this problem, they looked for a simple 

modelling tool that would allow them to “interpret experimentally-determined quadrupole 

parameters in terms of the local symmetry of the charge distribution surrounding the 

nucleus”. In the case of solid-state ^^Na NMR, they suggested the use of a specific 

cluster, based on the first coordination sphere of the sodium nucleus, as the basis of a 

point-charge model where the charges were not the formal ones. This approach was 

effective because, in addition, they used a correlation approach with an emphasis on 

consistent calculation rather than the need to calculate absolute values. Such a correlation 

also has the advantage that it is independent of the value used for the Stemheimer factor, 

but it is important to note that it is necessary to assume a constant value independent of 

stmcture. Furthermore, the calculations scale according to the value that is used for the 

^^Na nuclear quadmpole moment. Despite the simplicity of the model, it was shown to 

work well for compounds in which the sodium atom occupied a single site and was 

exclusively coordinated to oxygen. However, the assignment of sodium resonances in 

multi-site compounds was more testing. For example, in the case of sodium triphosphate 

(NagPgOg), the experimentally determined values of Cq(^^Na) for the two sodium 

resonances are 2.20 MHz and 1.57 MHz [9] yet calculation gave 1.94 MHz and 1.90 

MHz, respectively, from the best model for the oxygen charges. Assignment, even using 

a correlation approach, is not possible in this case.
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The general aim of this Chapter is to build on the work of Koller and co-workers [9] but 

instead of using a simple point-charge model, this work uses quantum mechanical ab 

initio methods. A number of ab initio methods, which are all suitable for the 

determination of the electric field gradient tensor for sodium from structural information, 

are explored. An important objective is to find an approach that is both accurate and 

easily transferable across a wide range of ionic sodium compounds.

Initial investigations focus on the calculation of the sodium efg tensor in sodium nitrite 

(NaNOg) using a cluster model. NaNOg is a useful model system since the sodium efg 

tensor has been determined from single crystal studies [10] and the sign of Cq(^^Na) is 

known experimentally [11-13]; furthermore, the coordination around the single type of 

sodium in the crystal structure is relatively complex. However, no reliable guidelines for 

selecting the optimum cluster size, basis set or charge distribution could be found. A 

more attractive alternative is to use a periodic approach based on the CRYSTAL code 

[14, 15]. This package performs ab initio calculations of the properties of periodic 

systems taking into account the symmetry of the crystal lattice to form crystalline orbitals 

from a linear sum of atomic orbitals. As a means of testing the periodic ab initio 

approach, detailed calculations, using relatively large basis sets, were carried out on both 

sodium nitrite and sodium nitrate (NaNOg). Given the success of these calculations, more 

extensive investigations were then carried out using smaller, standard basis sets and this 

led to the development of a surprisingly robust correlation approach. Such an approach is 

transferable and offers real opportunities to solve difficult assignment problems.
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4.2 Cluster calculations for NaN02

4.2.1 Background
Sodium nitrite is, in many ways, an ideal model compound for testing the calculation of a 

sodium efg tensor using ab initio calculations based on a cluster model:

• the crystal stmcture has been accurately determined [16]. The local environment 

around the single sodium site, including the labelling of the orthorhombic unit 

cell, is shown in Figure 4.1.

• the sodium efg tensor has been completely characterised using a combination of 

experimental techniques [10-13]. Details are summarised in Table 4.1. The sign 

of C q (^^Na) is known for this compound.

• the local environment of the erystallographieally unique sodium cation is 

relatively complex.

V
lA

Figure 4.1 Part o f the crystal structure of the room-tcmpcrature phase o f NaN02. The seven 
tie lines around the central sodium cation indicate those atoms within the first coordination 
sphere, (sodium (blue), oxygen (red) and nitrogen (grey)).

Two types of model cluster were selected for this investigation. The first model was 

based on the immediate coordination environment of a reference sodium cation. The
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second increased the size of the cluster to include the next-nearest shell of nitrite anions. 

In addition, both models included point charges in order to reduce the overall charge on a 

given cluster. In the construction of both clusters, due consideration was given to the 

guidelines suggested by Sauer [17] for the design of finite structure models.

In all the cluster calculations (as well as later periodic calculations in this chapter) the 

influence of vibrational and librational averaging effects on the comparison between 

experimental and calculated sodium efg tensors is assumed to be small. In the case of 

NaNO%, it should be noted that there is strong evidence [18] that the information 

regarding the sodium efg tensor, shown in Table 4.1, is appropriate to the rigid-lattice 

regime. This is because any reorientation of the nitrite anion, which takes place at room 

temperature, is too slow on the NMR timescale to cause dynamic averaging.

Table 4.1 Experimental efg tensor information for NaNÛ2

C o f  Na) '  1100.3 ± 0 .8  kHz

r ifn a ) ‘ 0 .1 0 9 2  ±  0 .0009

Orientation of the principal axis frame  ̂ \\ b, V2 2  \\ a, V3 3  \\ c

Sign of Caf^Na)  ̂ Negative

" The quadrupole parameters and the orientation of the principal axis frame were 
determined by NMR in a single crystal study at 20°C [10].  ̂ The sign of CpC^^Na) 
corresponds to that determined by several groups in studies of the asymmetry of  ̂ ^Na NMR 
satellites [11-13].

Cluster details

In the room-temperature phase of NaN02, as shown in Figure 4.1, the sodium cation 

occupies a single crystallographic site and all the V-shaped nitrite anions point along the 

c-axis of the orthorhombic unit cell. Each sodium cation is surrounded by six nitrite 

anions in a roughly octahedral arrangement with the four equatorial groups co-ordinating
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through one of their oxygen atoms, r(N -0) = 2.474 Â. In the case of the two axial 

groups, the upper nitrite anion co-ordinates via both oxygen atoms, r(N a-0) = 

2.533 Â, and the lower via the nitrogen atom, r(Na-N) = 2.587 Â. Surrounding this 

arrangement are ten further sodium cations arranged in two shells. The first of these 

(Na% shown in green in Figure 4.2(a), is at a distance r(N a-N a ')  = 3.569 Â while the 

other shell (Na"), shown in purple, has r(N a- Na^) = 4.262 Â. The next nearest shell of 

nitrite anions (shown in Figure 4.2(b)) contains four such species, the lower two at a 

distance r(Na-N) = 4.409 Â and the upper two at a distance r(Na-N) = 4.647 Â.

The two clusters shown in Figure 4.2(a) and (b), respectively, are those selected for the ab 

initio calculations. All-electron basis sets were applied to the central sodium atom and all 

atoms making up the nitrite anions. Point charges were placed at the sites of the cations 

designated N a'and N a ''in  order to reduce the overall charge on a given cluster. In the 

discussion below, pc  represents a set of point charges and the sum of these charges is the 

quantity n.

a) b)

U  V

!A

Figure 4.2 The structure of the two clusters used in the a h  in itio  determination o f the 
sodium efg tensor in NaNOa. The seven tie lines around the sodium cation indicate those 
atoms within the first coordination sphere, (sodium (blue), oxygen (red), nitrogen 
(grey), N a ' (green) and N a ' (purple)).
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4.2.2 Cluster of the type {Na(N02)e ‘ pc}"'^
In the ab initio calculations, the 6-3IG [19, 20] and 3-21G [21, 22] basis sets for sodium, 

nitrogen and oxygen were taken from the work of Pople and co-workers. The 6-3IIG  

basis sets for oxygen and nitrogen were the standard Pople sets [23], while the 6-311G 

basis set for sodium was taken from the work of Maclean and Chandler [24].

Table 4.2 shows a selection of results for calculations based upon this particular cluster.

Table 4.2 Calculated efg tensors at sodium in clusters of the form (Na(N02)6 ' p c } n- 5

Point charges ^
Basis set ^ C q  /  

MHz 7 Or.®
No. Charge

- - 6-31 -1.32 0.66 y

10 +0.5 6-31G*® -1.21 0.80 y

10 +0.5 6-31G* B3LYP* -1.60 0.15 y

10 +0.5 6-31 IG*® -1.54 0.93 y

10 +0.5 6-31 IG* B3LYP® -2.33 0.51 y

10 +0.5 6-31G* / 6-31G* / 6-31+G / 3-21G ® -1.24 0.90 y

10 +0.5 6-31G* / 6-31G* / 6-31+G / 3-21G B3LYP ® -1.54 0.10 y

- - 6-311G / 6-31 G* / 6-31+G / 3-21G -1.94 0.56 y

10 +0.5 6-311G / 6-31 G* / 6-31+G / 3-21G -1.89 0.86 y

- - 6-311G / 6-31+G / 6-31+G / 3-21G ^ -1.49 0.41 y

10 +0.5 6-311G /  6-31+G / 6-31+G /  3-21G ^ -1.36 0.75 y

10 +0.5 6-311G /  6-31+G / 6-31+G /  3-21G B3LYP ® -2.26 0.31 y
- - 6-311 G(d) /  6-31 G* / 6-31+G /  3-21G ® -2.17 0.49 y

10 +0.5 6-311 G(d) /  6-31 G* / 6-31+G /  3-21G ® -1.95 0.77 y

10 +0.5 6-311 G(d) / 6-31 G* / 6-31+G /  3-21G B3LYP ® -2.42 0.43 y

“ The charges are located at sites corresponding to the atomic positions of N a ' and N a ''.  ̂A 
single entry indicates that all the cluster atoms were represented by this basis set. 
Otherwise, the basis sets are written in the order: central sodium cation / directly- 
coordinated oxygen atoms / nitrogens of the six nitrite anions/remaining atoms o f the 
cluster.  ̂This column refers to the calculated orientation of the principal axis frame of the 
sodium efg tensor. In all cases, as indicated by there is agreement with experiment. 
GAMESS [26]. '  GAUSSIAN 94 [27].
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In general, the HF calculations correctly predict both the sign of Cq(^^Na) and the 

orientation of the sodium efg tensor. This is true for both charged and neutral clusters, 

and is independent of the basis sets used. These results are consistent with the cluster 

being a reasonable model, despite its limited size, for the immediate local environment of 

the sodium cation. However, the agreement between the experimentally derived ^^Na 

quadrupole parameters and those found for the HF calculations is not particularly good; 

both Cq(^^Na) and //(^^Na) tend to be overestimated. On closer inspection no trends could 

be found in the selection of the basis sets, with or without the addition of diffuse anion 

functions, which could be used to suggest guidelines for the accurate calculation of the 

quadrupole parameters. It was also the case that the introduction of more locally-dense 

basis sets [25] did not significantly improve the situation. Overall, it appears that 

although the efg tensor is a local property of the system, a larger cluster is required to 

improve the accuracy of the calculations at the HF level of theory.

In comparison to the HF calculations, the hybrid DFT method B3LYP has a marked 

tendency to reduce the calculated value of 77(̂ ^Na) and so give better agreement with 

experiment. However, the same improvement is not observed for the values of Cq(^^Na), 

which tend to be markedly more negative than those derived from the HF calculations 

using the same basis sets. The reason for this behaviour is not clear, although it may be a 

reflection of the artificial transfer of electron density from oxygen to sodium.

4.2.3 Cluster of the type {Na(NOz)io ■ pc}"’®
Increasing the size of the cluster to include an additional shell of four nitrite anions gives 

{Na(N02)io • p c Y  A selection of the results for this cluster, using similar basis sets to 

those used with the smaller cluster, is shown in Table 4.3.
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As was the case for the smaller cluster, the sign of Cq and the tensor orientation are in 

agreement with experiment. The application of the same basis set to all the atoms of the 

cluster leads to reasonably good agreement with experiment for Cq(^^Na). However, 

agreement with ;/(^^Na) is poor, the values being considerably larger than expected. This 

situation is improved by the introduction of diffuse anion functions on oxygen giving 

calculated values of the quadrupole parameters in reasonable agreement with experiment.

Table 4.3 Calculated efg tensors at sodium in clusters of the form {Na(N02)io " p c } n -9

Point charges ®
Basis set ̂ C q  /

1 Or.®
No. Charge MHz

10 +0.9 6-21G* -0.83 0.73 y

10 +0.9 6-31G* -1.10 0.65 y

10 +0.9 6-31 IG* -1.36 0.53 y
- - 6-311G/6-31+G/3-21G -1.65 , 0.17 y

10 +0.9 6-311G / 6-31+G / 6-31G / 3-21G -1.28 0.15 y

10 +1.0 6-311G / 6-31+G / 6-31G / 3-21G -1.22 0.19 y

10 +0.9 6-311 G(d) / 6-31+G / 6-31G / 3-21G -1.24 0.17 y

10 +0.9 6-311 G(d) / 6-31 G(d) / 6-31G / 3-21G -1.46 0.60 y

“ The charges are located at sites corresponding to the atomic positions of N a' and Na" .  ̂
All calculations were carried out using GAUSSIAN 94. A single entry indicates that all 
the cluster atoms were represented by this basis set. Otherwise, the basis sets are written in 
the order: central sodium cation/directly-coordinated oxygen atoms/remaining atoms o f the 
cluster.  ̂See footnote c  for Table 4.2.

4.2.4 Summary
Hartree-Fock calculations for clusters that were selected to reflect the local coordination 

environment of the sodium cation consistently predicted both the correct sign of Cq(^^Na) 

and the correct orientation of the sodium efg tensor in NaNÛ2. However, the accuracy of 

the calculation of the ^^Na quadrupole parameters, in particular //(^^Na), was far more 

variable; this situation was not significantly improved by the use of hybrid DFT methods. 

The best results were obtained for a relatively large cluster of the form {Na(N02)io} with
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suitable point charges at the positions of the ten surrounding sodium cations. However, 

the agreement between the calculated and experimental values of the quadrupole 

parameters remained highly dependent upon basis set selection. Given these results, no 

clear guidelines arise as to the selection of optimum cluster size, basis set representation 

or, to some extent, nature of point charge distribution, that will ensure good agreement 

between calculation and experiment. In this sense, the routine use of cluster modelling is 

limited. For example, it would not be straightforward to use this approach to correlate 

calculated and experimental efg tensor information over a range of compounds. If an ab 

initio method is to be generally applicable for NMR assignment problems, a different 

modelling strategy is required.

4.3 Periodic caicuiations for NaNOa and NaNOs
A periodic approach to the ah initio calculation of the sodium efg tensor is attractive 

because once the unit cell has been defined it is no longer necessary to specify the size of 

a cluster or a point charge distribution. However, the problem of basis set choice still 

remains.

As an initial strategy to test a periodic ab initio approach, calculations were carried out on 

NaNOz based on a reasonably large, optimised, ionic basis set. Such an approach would 

be expected to yield good results for the calculated sodium quadrupole parameters and 

this is shown to be the case. Given this result, attention was then focused on the use of 

smaller standard basis sets.

The results of the cluster calculations for NaNOi in Section 4.2 have shown that the 

relatively small 6-2IG* and 6-3IG* basis sets give reasonable agreement with
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experiment for Cq. It is of particular interest, therefore, given the potential usefulness of 

the periodic ab initio approach, to investigate whether these basis sets can be used in a 

general way for the calculation of sodium efg tensors in ionic materials. However, it is 

important to recognise that the use of standard molecular basis sets for ab initio 

calculations in ionic compounds can lead to non-convergence problems [28-30] and, 

consequently, some optimisation of the sodium basis set is required. To carry out this 

optimisation the calculation of the sodium efg tensor for NaNOz was compared with that 

for NaNOs. The latter compound was chosen because it contains the same elements as 

NaNOz but has a markedly different coordination environment around the sodium cation 

(see Figure 4.3). The NaNOs sodium efg tensor has also been completely characterised.

4.3.1 [8-511 /  8-41 /  8-411] basis set calculations
The basis set description is expressed in the order [Na / N / O]. An optimised ionic 8- 

51 IG  basis set for sodium, which has been used to model the structural properties of 

sodium fluoride and sodium chloride, was taken directly from the literature [31]. For 

oxygen and nitrogen, 8-411G basis sets were used with adjustments to ensure 

convergence in the periodic calculations. The oxygen basis set was taken from the work 

of Dovesi et a l [29, 30] although it should be noted that this basis set was optimised for 

the oxide anion in magnesium oxide (MgO); further optimisation was required in this 

work. The nitrogen basis set was optimised using the basis set optimisation function 

available within the GAMESS program [26]. The starting point for this was the oxygen 

8-41 IG  basis set of Dovesi et a l but with each gaussian exponent scaled by a factor of 

0.7. (This value was obtained by comparing the exponents of oxygen and nitrogen in a 

range of standard basis sets.) Each of the scaled exponents, along with their associated 

coefficients, was then optimised by minimising the HF energy of the nitrite anion (NO2 )
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in a molecular calculation in which oxygen was represented by the 8-411G basis set. In 

order to achieve convergence within CRYSTAL the diffuse outermost valence gaussian 

was removed giving an 8-41G representation and the 3sp shell exponent reduced to 0.27. 

(The full basis set is given in Appendix A.) In the case of oxygen, for the present 

calculations, an increase in the 4sp shell exponent, from 0.19 to 0.31, was needed to give 

convergence. For the calculations involving d-polarisation functions, d-exponents of 0.8 

were applied to nitrogen and oxygen [32]. A value of 0.175 was used for sodium [21].

Table 4.4 Periodic a b  in it io  calculation for the ^^Na efg tensor in NaNOi with the 
[Na /  N / O] basis [8-511 / 8-41 /  8-411]

d-polarisation ® C q / M H z 7 Orientation ^

- -0.97 0.08 X

0 -1.31 0.25 y
N -1.10 0.01 X

Na -0.87 0.15 X

N ,0 -1.12 0.17 y
Na, 0 -1.01 0.19 y
Na, N -0.88 0.08 X

Na, N, 0 -0.99 0.11 y

“ Details of the d-polarisation functions are given in the text. * This column refers to the 
orientation calculated for the principal axis frame of the efg tensor at sodium: ^  symbol 
indicates agreement with experiment and ^  indicates that the tensor is incorrectly 
orientated with l/n || a and V22 || b.

The results of the calculations are shown in Table 4.4. In general, these periodic HF 

calculations correctly predict the sign of Cq(^^Na) and show reasonable agreement with 

experiment for the ^^Na quadrupole parameters. However, the orientation of the sodium 

efg tensor is incorrectly determined, relative to experiment, in a number of cases. The 

correct orientation is only determined in those models where the co-ordinating oxygen 

atoms bear a d-polarisation function. The best fit to the experimentally determined
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quadrupole parameters, including the sign of CgC^^Na), is obtained with all three types of 

atom bearing d-polarisation functions.

As a test for transferability, the same basis sets were used to model sodium nitrate, 

NaNOs. However, the ab initio calculation failed to converge in this instance. The most 

probable reason for this behaviour was that the nitrogen basis set had been tailored 

specifically for the nitrite anion and was not flexible enough to account for the bonding in 

the nitrate anion. This is a particular problem in the case that relatively large basis sets 

are optimised for particular compounds. In fact, this provides a further reason for 

focussing on smaller basis sets, which once optimised, may not be as sensitive to 

convergence problems over a diverse range of compounds.

4.3.2 6-21G basis set calculations
There is a wide range of molecular basis sets available but none specifically designed for 

ionic systems. For this investigation, the standard 6-21G basis set of Pople and co

workers [21, 22] as provided in the CRYSTAL code was chosen. As has already been 

discussed, this type of basis set gives reasonable results for the sign and value of Cq(^Na) 

in cluster calculations.

The important aim was to keep the strategy for the periodic ab initio calculations as 

simple as possible and to this end unmodified 6-21G basis sets were applied to the 

nitrogen and oxygen atoms. This is undoubtedly a simplification since polyatomic anions 

have both molecular and ionic character. For sodium, the outer valence exponent of the 

standard set is very diffuse and this is known [14, 15] to lead to convergence problems in 

periodic calculations. In ionic systems, the sodium cation valence shell will be essentially
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empty and so it was decided to modify the basis set to just core functions plus a single sp 

shell of relatively high exponent.

Preliminary calculations for NaNOi, showed that variations in the exponent of the sodium 

outermost sp shell gave rise to a roughly linear response in the total HF crystalline energy. 

This behaviour is commonly found for nearly empty shells [14, 15] and rules out an 

optimisation procedure based on energy minimisation, the approach taken, therefore, was 

to find a sodium exponent that could be used to model as accurately as possible the 

sodium efg tensor in both NaNOi and NaNOs. The rationale being that only a “good” 

description could model the experimentally observed electric field gradient in two 

erystallographieally different environments. The quadrupole parameters were sufficiently 

sensitive to changes in the sodium outermost sp shell exponent so that a viable 

optimisation process could be developed on an essentially trial-and-error basis. A 

reasonable estimate of the single valence exponent on sodium was found to be in the 

region of 0.3 and so this value was used as a starting point in the calculations. It is useful 

to note that an exponent value of 0.3 is similar to that (0.27) for the 8-5IIG  basis set for 

sodium used in Section 4.3.1.

The comparison with sodium nitrate

In the room-temperature phase of NaNOs [33], the sodium cation occupies a single 

crystallographic site with all the trigonal-planar nitrate anions lying in the a-b plane of the 

orthorhombic unit cell. Each sodium cation is surrounded by six nitrate anions. One 

oxygen atom from each of the six nitrate anions is used for co-ordination in an almost 

regular octahedral arrangement as shown in Figure 4.3. Both the sodium and the nitrate 

anions lie on threefold axes and, therefore, the principal component of the ^^Na efg tensor
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also lies along the threefold axis. The ^^Na quadrupole parameters for the room- 

temperature phase of NaNOs are given in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5 Experimental efg tensor information for NaNO;,

Co(^Na)'

/y(^^Na)'

Orientation of the principal axis frame

Sign of Cof^Na)

337 ± 2 kHz 

0.00 + 0.03 

1 / 3 3 I I  c
Negative

" Early work found the efg tensor to be axially symmetric [4]. The quoted quadrupole 
parameters are taken from a recent MAS NMR study at 25°C [5].  ̂The orientation of the 
principal axis frame is determined by site symmetry. The sign o f Cq(^^Na) corresponds to 
that determined in a study o f the asymmetry of^^Na NMR satellites [6].

Figure 4.3 Part o f the crystal structure of the room-temperature phase o f sodium nitrate. 
The tie lines indicate the nearest neighbour oxygen atoms to the central sodium cation, 
(sodium (blue), oxygen (red) and nitrogen (grey)).

The results of the periodic ab initio calculations for NaN02 and NaNOs are given in 

Tables 4.6 and 4.7 respectively. The calculations, as already indieated, are based on 

standard 6-21G basis sets for O, N and Na but with a single valence exponent for sodium 

set to 0.3.
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Table 4.6 Periodic a b  in itio  calculations of the sodium efg tensor in NaN02 based on the 6- 
21G basis set

d-polarisation ® Cq /M H z 7 Orientation ^

- -1.01 0.18 X

0 -1.32 0.27 y
N -1.13 0.03 X

Na -0.91 0.44 X

N ,0 -1.30 0.25 y
Na, 0 -1.17 0.09 y
Na, N -0.96 0.23 X

Na, N, 0 -1.14 0.06 y

" Details of the d-polarisation functions are: d-exponents of 0.8 on both N and O, and 0.175 
on Na.  ̂See footnote b  for Table 4.4.

Overall, the results for sodium nitrite mirror those found using a larger basis set as 

described in Section 4.3.1: the sign of Cq(^^Na) is correctly predicted in all cases and the 

application of d-polarisation functions affects the orientation of the ^^Na efg tensor. In 

particular, there is good agreement with experiment as follows:

• with d-polarisation functions on the nitrogen atom only, Cq(^^Na) is well 

modelled but the orientation is incorrect and rj is too small.

• with d-polarisation functions on just the sodium and oxygen atoms, all aspects of 

the tensor are well modelled.

• with d-polarisation functions on all three types of atoms, again all aspects are well 

modelled, although, is smaller than expected.
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Table 4.7 Periodic a b  in itio  calculations of the sodium efg tensor in NaNOg based on the 6- 
2 IG  basis set"

d-polarisation ^ C q  / MHz

- -0.57
0 -0.30
N -0.57
Na -0.61
N ,0 -0.39
Na, 0 -0.34
Na, N -0.61
Na, N, 0 -0.43

" By symmetry, the calculated efg tensor must be axially symmetric. * See footnote a  for 
Table 4.6.

The results obtained for sodium nitrate show that the sign of Cq(^^Na) is correctly 

determined in all cases. This strongly suggests that the opposite result found in earlier 

point-charge model investigations [1] is incorrect. Good agreement with experiment, for 

all aspects of the efg tensor, is found in two cases:

• d-polarisation functions on the oxygen atoms only.

• d-polarisation functions on the sodium as well as on the oxygen atoms.

Taken together, the results in Table 4.6 and 4.7 are consistent with the fact that the 

sodium ion coordinates to both the nearest-neighbour oxygen and nitrogen atoms in the 

case of NaNOz, but only to oxygen atoms in the case of the NaNOs. This would indicate 

that it is the coordinating atoms that are important in determining the electric field 

gradient at sodium and that these are best modelled by incorporating d-polarisation 

functions.
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The results for NaNOi and NaNOs demonstrate that it is possible, using d-polarisation 

functions on Na, N and O, to use common basis sets for the periodic ab initio calculation 

of quadrupole parameters in compounds with markedly different structures. The idea of 

using common basis sets in periodic ab initio calculations is an important one and is 

expanded upon in Section 4.4, although from a different perspective than that developed 

here.

As a final point, it can be noted that it is possible to refine the results for NaNOi and 

NaNOs even further; although still using trial-and-error procedures. It was found that 

with (i) d-polarisation functions on the coordinating atoms, (ii) the outermost valence 

exponents of oxygen and nitrogen set to 0.374 and 0.273, respectively, and (iii) the single 

valence gaussian exponent on sodium set to 0.314, then:

NaNOz: C q fN a ) = -1.112 MHz = 0.087

NaNOa: C q fN a ) =-0.334 MHz ?X^Na) = 0.000

These results are in very good agreement with experiment.

For the purpose of later discussions, it is important to note that the calculated sign of 

Cq(^^Na) for both NaNOi and NaNOs is consistent with experiment and this suggests that 

this parameter can be correctly determined by the periodic ab initio method. However, in 

the case where 7;(^^Na) is close to unity, the sign becomes much less certain. This is 

because, in such circumstances, the magnitude of Vz2 will be almost equal to that of ^33 

but of opposite sign resulting in an incorrect sign assignment should any slight relocation 

of electron density, due to an inappropriate crystal structure or basis set, occur.
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4.3.3 Density functional theory calculations
The DFT approach was also applied to the periodic ab initio calculation of the sodium efg 

tensor in NaNOi; polarisation functions were used on all of the atoms with, as used 

previously, d-exponents of 0.8 on both oxygen and nitrogen, and 0.175 on sodium. The 

exchange correlation potentials appropriate for both the local density approximation 

(LDA) and non-local (generalised gradient approximation, GGA) approaches to the 

correction of electron density were used along with the hybrid DFT method B3LYP [34]. 

In the local approach, the VWN [35] and LDA [36] parameterisations were selected for 

the correlation and exchange functionals, respectively. In the non-local approach, 

Perdew-Wang (PWGGA) [37-39] and Becke [40] parameterisations replaced these 

functionals, respectively. Two sets of calculations were carried out using different basis 

sets. The first set of calculations used the modified [8-511 / 8-41 / 8-411] basis set 

described in section 4.3.1. The second set used the 6-21G basis set described in the 

previous section, but did not incorporate the final small refinements. The hybrid DFT 

method B3LYP could not be used with the large basis set due to insufficient computer 

resources being available. The results for all the calculations are given in Table 4.8.

Overall, the results shown in Table 4.8 indicate that the basis sets which gave results in 

good agreement with experiment for HF calculations (see Tables 4.4 and 4.6) did not 

perform particularly well at the DFT level. The best agreement with experiment was 

obtained when the large basis set was used. VWN / LDA caused a change in the 

orientation of the calculated sodium efg tensor whilst PWGGA / BECKE retained the 

orientation but caused changes in the quadrupole parameters without significantly 

improving the agreement with experiment, particularly for the calculation of ;;(^^Na). In
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the case of the small basis set, B3LYP correctly determined the orientation of the efg 

tensor but gave poor agreement with the experimental quadrupole parameters.

Table 4.8 Results of the periodic a b  in it io  calculation of the ^^Na NMR quadrupole 
parameters and efg tensor orientation, along with the charge distribution, in NaNOi for 
different DFT approaches and basis sets

Correlate Exchange
8-511* a Charge Distribution ^

- Orientation ®
Cq /M H z 7 Na / |e| N /|e | 0 / \ e \

VWN LDA -1.42 0.13 10.479 7.467 8.027 X

PWGGA BECKE -1.24 0.23 10.440 7.464 8.048 y

B3LYP - - - - - -

Correlate Exchange
6-1G* a Charge Distribution ^

- Orientation ®
Cq /M H z 7 Na / |e| N /|e | 0 /|e |

VWN LDA -2.08 0.03 10.380 6.643 8.489 X

PWGGA BECKE -1.77 0.23 10.328 6.617 8.527 y

B3LYP -1.93 0.38 10.370 6.580 8.525 y

" The notation indicates the basis set used on the sodium atom. * The charge distribution 
was taken from a Mulliken population analysis. " See footnote b  for Table 4.4.

It is interesting to note that the distribution of electron density is radically different for the 

small and large basis set calculations. However, it is very similar when comparing the 

different DFT approaches applied to the same basis set. The large negative charge on the 

oxygen atoms, as calculated using the small basis set, is responsible for the increased 

magnitude of the quadrupole coupling constant. It may also be noted that the large basis 

set assigns a negative charge to the nitrogen atom, which would not be predicted from a 

simple electronegativity assessment of the nitrite anion.

4.3.4 Summary of the calculations for NaNOa
Periodic HF calculations using the relatively large basis set, [8-511 / 8-41 / 8-411; Na / N 

/ O], incorporating published sets for Na^ and and a set for N optimised for the NO2’
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anion along with d-polarisation functions on all atoms, gave very good agreement with 

experiment for the sodium efg tensor in NaN0 2 . DFT calculations, surprisingly, offered 

no distinct advantages. The success of the calculations using the smaller standard 6-21G 

basis set with appropriate modification for sodium, is of particular interest given the aim 

of developing a reliable technique for the calculation of quadrupole parameters. In the 

calculations, the 6 -2 1 G basis set for sodium was modified in line with its cationic nature, 

whereas the basis sets for nitrogen and oxygen were used without modification. Again, d- 

polarisation functions, particularly on the sodium and oxygen atoms, were essential for 

good agreement between calculation and experiment. Overall, these calculations suggest 

that it may be possible to find a consistent periodic ab initio method for the prediction of 

the sodium efg tensor from crystallographic information. Such an approach would have 

distinct advantages over cluster-based calculations because the selection of the cluster 

size, composition and basis set would be avoided. Furthermore, it would be of particular 

use in NMR assignment problems; especially in cases in which sodium is present at 

several crystallographic sites.

4.4 Periodic calculations using the 3-21G basis set and a 

correlation approach

4.4.1 Background
The periodic ab initio calculations for NaN02  and NaNOs suggest that this approach can 

be extended to the calculation of the sodium efg tensor for a wide range of ionic sodium 

compounds. This suggestion is explored in depth in this section but with an emphasis on 

providing a method that is:

• readily transferable from compound to compound.
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• reasonable in terms of the computer resources required,

• useful for NMR assignment problems.

These requirements are mutually demanding and for this reason attention is focused on 

the 3-21G basis set. This basis set is related to the 6-21G basis set since it uses the same 

description of the valence orbitals and is available as standard within the CRYSTAL 

code. It provides for the widest possible range of ionic compounds to be investigated 

without exceeding the maximum total number of basis functions allowed by the software. 

The use of polarisation functions also introduces a very large overhead in terms of basis 

functions and so these have not been used. Omitting these functions may seem to be in 

conflict with the results described in Section 4.3 but, as it turns out, the effect on the final 

results is not significant.

Given the restrictions, an important criterion in the work is to find a set of 3-21G basis 

sets for individual elements that give rise to a good linear correlation between calculated 

and experimental values of ^^Na quadrupole parameters over a wide range of compounds. 

It is important to recognise that this correlation approach does not involve optimising the 

basis sets on a compound-by-compound basis. Furthermore, it does not require exact 

agreement between calculation and experiment; the criterion is a linear correlation. It can 

also be noted that such an approach is independent of the variability in the published 

value [41] of the ^^Na nuclear quadrupole moment.

Along with appropriate basis sets for the atoms, the periodic ab initio method requires 

accurate crystallographic data. Ideally, this should be taken from single crystal studies 

and, if hydrogen atoms are involved, neutron diffraction data is preferable. The data used 

in this work was taken from the United Kingdom Chemical Database Service maintained
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at Daresbury Laboratory [42]. In circumstances in which more than one crystal structure 

determination was available for a particular compound, the structure based on a single

crystal determination was usually selected. In a number of cases, it was necessary to use 

structural information from x-ray powder diffraction studies.

For convenience, the description in this section is divided into three parts. First the 

determination of a value for the exponent for the single valence sp shell on sodium, 

appropriate to the 3-21G basis set, is described. Second, compounds in which sodium 

occupies a single crystallographic site within the unit cell are investigated. Finally, the 

calculations are extended to compounds in which sodium occupies multiple 

crystallographic sites. The experimentally-determined values of the NMR quadrupole 

parameters were taken from various sources, including those measured in this work.

4.4.2 The exponent for sodium
The 3-21G basis set for sodium was modified by replacing the valence shells with a single 

valence sp shell. The method used to determine the optimum value for the exponent of 

this shell was to vary its value and monitor the calculated value of Cq(^^Na) for a small 

range of compounds. The compounds selected were identified as representing a wide 

range of quadrupole coupling constants, as determined experimentally (see Table 4.9), for 

sodium present at a single crystallographic site. These compounds were sodium sulphate 

(Na2S0 4 ), sodium metasilicate (Na2Si0 3 ), sodium nitrate (NaNOs) and sodium hydroxide 

(NaOH). The immediate oxygen coordination environment of the sodium cation in each 

of these compounds is shown in Figure 4.4 (and, as can be seen, the local sodium 

environments differ substantially from one another). The exclusive coordination of 

sodium to oxygen is typical of many ionic sodium compounds.
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a) ®  b)

e

c)

Figure 4.4 The immediate oxygen coordination environment around the sodium cation in a) 
Na2S0 4  [43], b) NagSiOs [44, 45], c) NaNO; [33] and d) NaOH [46].

For the periodic ab initio calculations based on these four compounds, unmodified 3-21G 

basis sets were used for oxygen, sulphur and nitrogen atoms, whereas a small 

modification was made to the value of the exponent on the outermost shell of hydrogen 

(0.183). In the case of silicon, the outermost valence orbital is diffuse and this is known 

to cause convergence problems in periodic calculations. Consequently, this orbital was 

removed to give a 3- 2 0  set.

The results of calculations as a function of the value of the single valence sp shell 

exponent for the sodium 3-1G basis set are given in Table 4.9. In general, they indicate 

that small values of the valence exponent are required to give better agreement with 

experiment.

For a transferable basis set for sodium, the same exponent value must either be able to 

accurately predict the experimental value of Cg(^^Na) for all four compounds or show a 

good linear correlation between calculation and experiment. Given the results in Table
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4.9, an investigation of the conditions necessary to obtain the best linear correlation is the 

most appropriate way to proceed.

Table 4.9 Periodic a h  in itio  calculations of Cq(^^Na) in a selected group of compounds as a 
function of the single valence sp shell exponent on sodium

Valence Cq /M H z

Exponent N 82804 NaNOs Na2Si03 NaOH

0.15 -2.75 -0.42 +1.26 +2.92
0.17 -2.78 -0.42 +1.33 +3.32
0.18 -2.85 -0.42 +1.46 +3.56
0.19 -2.89 -0.42 +1.50 +3.62
0.20 -2.96 -0.43 +1.59 +3.73
0.25 -3.33 -0.47 +1.88 +4.02
0.30 -3.61 -0.48 +1.97 +4.06
0.35 -3.72 -0.47 +1.97 +3.98
0.40 -3.70 -0.46 +1.94 +3.86
0.45 -3.61 -0.43 +1.89 +3.73
0.50 -3.48 -0.41 +1.82 +3.59

Expt Cq / MHz ® 2.60 -0.34 ® 1.46^ 3.50^

“ It is only in the case of NaNO; that the sign of Cq(^^Na) has been determined 
experimentally. The values of Cq(^^Na) for Na2S0 4 , Na2Si0 3  and NaOH simply represent 
magnitudes. The periodic a b  in itio  calculations determine the sign of Cq(^^Na) and this is 
shown explicitly. The NMR data were taken from the literature:  ̂ [9] and [5, 6].

For each valence exponent in Table 4.9, the calculated values of Cq(^^Na) for all four 

compounds were plotted against their experimental counterparts and, as an 

approximation, each plot was fitted to a second-order polynomial. The ideal correlation 

will occur when all four points lie on a straight line. To test for linearity, the rate of 

change of the gradient, determined as a single value by taking the second-derivative of the 

fitted second-order polynomial, was evaluated for each plot. This second derivative is 

zero in the case of a straight line. Values of the second-derivatives are plotted as a 

function of the value of the valence exponent in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5 A plot of the second-derivative v e r su s  the valence exponent for sodium. (The 
line through the points is to aid the eye.)

The result in Figure 4.5 show that strictly no value of the single sp valence shell exponent 

will produce an exact linear correlation between calculated and experimental values of 

Cq(^^Na) for the selected compounds. However, when the exponent has a value of 0.18 

there is a maximum in the plot and this maximum has a value close to zero. Overall, it 

seems reasonable to suggest that a single, transferable, modified 3-21G basis set for 

sodium may be able to provide a linear correlation between calculation and experiment 

for Cq(^^Na) over a much wider range of ionic sodium compounds.

Calculated values of //(^^Na), with the sodium valence exponent set to 0.18, are shown in 

Table 4.10. Good agreement is obtained between calculation and experiment further 

supporting the more general use of the modified 3-2 1 G basis set for sodium.
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Table 4.10 Calculated values of 77(^^Na) using a modified 3-21G basis set for sodium with 
the single valence sp shell valence exponent set to 0.18

1
Na2S04 NaNOs NasSiOs NaOH

Calculation 0.51 0.00 0.71 0.02
Experiment 0.58^ 0.00^ 0 .7 f 0.00^

The NMR data were taken from the literature: ® [9] and [5, 6].

It should be noted that periodic ab initio calculations using the modified 3-21G basis set 

for sodium with an exponent of 0.18 and based upon the crystal structure of Na2Si0 3  

determined by McDonald and Cruickshank [45] gave values of -1.40 MHz for Cq(^^Na) 

and 0.77 for ;;(^^Na). These results are in good agreement with those obtained using the 

crystal structure of Liu et al. (Tables 4.9 and 4.10), which was determined by first- 

principles calculations. However, the sign of Cq(^^Na) is reversed and this is probably a 

reflection of the small differences between the two crystal structures with the theoretical 

structure effectively being determined at OK. Calculations of the optimised outermost 

shell exponent on sodium using the crystal structure of McDonald and Cruickshank, in 

replacement of that of Liu et al., also gave the best value to be 0.18.

4.4.3 Correlations between experiment and calculation
Correlations between calculation and experiment are considered in this section for both 

single and multiple-site-sodium compounds. An important feature of the approach is that 

the same elemental basis sets are used throughout. These can be summarised as follows. 

For sodium, as already discussed in detail, the 3-21G basis set was modified by replacing 

the valence shells with a single valence sp shell with an optimised exponent of 0.18. 

Unmodified 3-21G basis sets were used for sulphur and chlorine. Although it will not be 

described in any detail, it was found useful to slightly modify the values of the exponents
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of the outermost sp shell of oxygen (0.374), hydrogen (0.183), nitrogen (0.273) and 

carbon (0.132) to give optimum linear coirelations. In the case of aluminium, the 

outermost valence orbital is diffuse and this is known to cause convergence problems in 

periodic ab initio calculations. Consequently, this orbital was removed to give a 3-2G set. 

The same type of modification was applied to silicon and phosphorous basis sets.

Single-site sodium compounds

The results of the periodic ab initio calculations for the ^^Na quadrupole parameters for a 

range of compounds in which sodium occupies a single type of crystallographic site are 

given in Table 4.11. All of these compounds, with the exception of NaNOz, have sodium 

exclusively coordinated to oxygen and, in this respect, are similar in character to the 

compounds used in the optimisation of the single valence sp shell exponent for sodium.

It should be noted that the sign of an experimental quadrupole coupling constant is a 

difficult quantity to measure experimentally and is normally unobtainable from either 

single crystal, or polycrystalline NMR (or NQR) experiments. To determine the sign 

requires specialised experiments involving low temperatures and high magnetic fields for 

polycrystalline samples [58], or an investigation of the trend in the asymmetry of NMR 

satellites in the case of higher-temperature single crystal studies [6 ]. The experimental 

results in Table 4.11 show signs for experimental values of Cq(^^Na) only when these are 

known. Otherwise, all other values are magnitudes only. The periodic ab initio 

calculations determine the sign of Cq(^^Na) and these signs are shown explicitly in the 

Table. These comments, and the method of presentation in the table, are common to all 

subsequent tables.
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Table 4.11 A comparison o f experimental and calculated values of ^^Na quadrupole 
parameters for a range of compounds in which sodium occupies a single type of 
crystallographic site

Compound
Experimental^ Calculated References

Cq /M H z 1 Cq /M H z 1 NMR Struct

Na2Si03 1.46 0.71 -1.40 0.77 9 46

c!f-Na2Si205 1.82 1.00 -1.97 0.60 9 47
2.60 0.58 -2.85 0.51 9 43

NaH2P04 H2O 1.22 0.26 +1.71 0.29 9 48
NaH2P04-2H20 1.19 0.47 +1.04 0.88 9 49

Na^D 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 b 50
NaOH 3.50 0.00 +3.56 0.02 9 45
NaOH H2O 2.20 0.70 +2.51 0.86 9 51

NaN02 -1.10 0.11 -0.45 0.19 10 52
NaNOs -0.34 0.00 -0.42 0.00 5 ,6 33
NaHCOs 0.66 0.88 -0.95 0.79 c 53
Na20204 2.43 0.75 +2.23 0.58 c 54

NaAI02 2.15 0.60 -2.19 0.43 9 55
NaCIOg 0.80 0.00 -0.57 0.00 7 56

NaCI04 0.80 0.35 -1.56 0.71 9 57

“ See text for a discussion of the sign of C q. Although not calculated, Na%0 provides a 
useful test of the linear correlation. This work.

A plot of experimental versus calculated values of Cq(^^Na) for the compounds in Table 

4.11 (with the exception of NaN0 2  and NaC1 0 4 : see later) is shown in Figure 4.6. The 

calculated sign of Cq(^^Na) is assumed for the experimental value of this quantity: the 

same assumption is made throughout this chapter.

The straight line in this figure represents the line of best linear fit to the data = 0.99); 

the slope of the line is 0.949 ± 0.031 and the intercept is 0.006 ± 0.060 MHz. Overall, 

there is a very good linear correlation, which is almost 1 :1 , with very little scatter of the 

data. This suggests that the small basis set has the ability to assign relative charges to the 

atoms in a consistent manner. It can be noted that although the hydrogen atom positions
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may not be well known for some of the hydrogen-containing compounds this does not 

appear to influence the correlation.

Q .

O  -2

1■3 ■2 0 1 2 3 4

(calculated) / MHz

Figure 4.6 A plot of experimental versus calculated values of C q ( Na) using data (with the 
exception of that for NaNOi and NaClOP taken from Table 4.11. Compounds involving 
oxyanions with hydrogen are marked (O) and those without ( • ) .

By contrast, the correlation between the calculated and experimental values of //(^^Na), 

shown in Figure 4.7, shows considerable scatter. It is only for a few compounds that the 

calculated value of //(^^Na) lies within, or close to, 10% of that determined by experiment. 

The overall lack of correlation is most likely due to the inflexibility of the relatively small 

basis set in accommodating the more subtle distributions of electron density that 

determine the magnitude of this particular parameter.
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Figure 4.7 A plot of experimental versus calculated values of 77(^^Na) using data (with the 
exception of that for NaNO% and NaC1 0 4 ) taken from Table 4.11. Compounds involving 
oxyanions with hydrogen are marked (O) and those without ( • ) .  The dotted line represents 
a 1:1 correlation between experimental and calculated values of 7y(^^Na). The two solid 
lines bound a region in which the calculated value of ?y(^^Na) is within 10% of that 
determined by experiment.

Two compounds have been specifically omitted from the correlation plots for Cq(^^Na) 

and ?;(^^Na). The calculated ^^Na quadrupole parameters for NaNO] (in particular, 

CQ(^^Na)), as shown in Table 4.11, are in disagreement with those determined 

experimentally. A possible explanation for this behaviour may be related to the fact that 

the sodium basis set was ‘tuned’ for four compounds in which the sodium cation was 

exclusively coordinated by oxygen, whereas in the case of NaNO], a nitrogen atom also 

takes part in the coordination to sodium (see Figure 4.1). It may also be for this reason 

that the orientation of the ^^Na efg tensor is incorrectly determined in the calculation. The 

second excluded compound is NaC1 0 4 . Again, the calculated ^^Na quadrupole parameters
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are in marked disagreement with those determined experimentally. However, there is no 

apparent reason for the disagreement is this case. This is particularly so given that the 

calculated ^^Na quadrupole parameters for NaClOs, which contains the same elements, 

are in reasonably good agreement with experiment. It can only be concluded that the 

experimental quadrupole parameters are subject to some form of motional averaging, or 

that the reported crystal structure is in error.

Multiple-site sodium compounds

Calculations using modified 3-21G basis sets for these types of compounds, which can 

contain large numbers of atoms in unit cells of low symmetry, have the advantage that 

only modest computer resources are required. The results of the calculations are given in 

Table 4.12 and a correlation plot, omitting the results for /^NaiSiiOg, is shown in Figure 

4.8. The overall method of presentation is the same as that already used for the single-site 

sodium compounds. For all the compounds in Table 4.12, the sodium cations, 

irrespective of site, are exclusively coordinated to oxygen.

The straight line in Figure 4.8 represents the line of best linear fit to the data (F? = 0.98); 

the slope of the line is 0.956 ± 0.033 and the intercept is 0.083 ± 0.073 MHz. Again, 

there is a very good linear correlation, which is almost 1:1, with very little scatter of the 

data. Furthermore, as found for the single-site compounds, the presence of hydrogen does 

not appear to influence the correlation. The slope of the line of best fit is well within the 

calculated uncertainty for the single-site correlation (0.949 ± 0.031).
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Table 4.12 A comparison o f experimental and calculated values of ^^Na quadrupole 
parameters for a range of multiple-site sodium compounds

Compound {site) -
Experimental Calculated References

Cq /M H z r? Cq /M H z 7 NMR Struct

( 1) 2.50 0.00 -2.24 0.72 59 60

yg-NazSizOs (2 ) 2.22 0.55 -Hi .67 0.52

NazSOz ( 1) 1.06 0.00 -0.89 0.00 a 61

NazSOs {2) 0.33 0.00 -0.28 0.00

NazSOs (3) 1.14 0.00 -1-0.99 0.00

NazSzOs-SHzO {1) 0.83 0.41 +0.85 0.81 62 63

NazSzOs-SHzO (2 ) 2.26 0.33 +2.43 0.23

NaHzP04(r) 1.59 0.46 +1.98 0.33 a 64

NaHzP04 (2) 2.35 0.94 -2.88 0.87

NazHP04 [1] 2.04 0.70 +2.12 0.84 a 65

NazHP04 (2 ) 1.31 0.20 +0.96 0.86

NazHP04 (3) 3.84 0.30 +3.97 0.24

NasPgOg (1) 2.20 0.70 -2.70 0.44 9 66

NagP3O9 (2) 1.57 0.55 +1.46 0.72

Na4Pz07  IOH2O (7) 1.89 0.21 -1.68 0.64 a 67

Na4P2O7-10HzO (2 ) 0.48 0.99 +0.76 0.63

Na5P30,o(ll)'’ (t) 4.57 0.39 4.03 0.45 a 68

Na5P3 0 ,o(ll)(2 ) 2.99 0.19- -3.44 0.21

NagP3O10 (II) (3) 1.37 1.00 -1.37 0.86

“ This work.  ̂ Phase II (low temperature) polymorph of anhydrous NagPgOio.
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Figure 4.8 A plot of experimental versus calculated values of C q ( Na) using data (with the 
exception of that for /?-Na2Si2 0 5 ) taken from Table 4.12. Compounds involving oxyanions 
with hydrogen are marked (O ) and those without ( • ) .

The correlation plot for (Figure 4.9) shows considerable scatter and, in this sense,

the behaviour is comparable to that already found for single-site sodium compounds. 

There is no clear correlation between the calculated values and those determined by 

experiment.

One compound has been purposefully omitted from the correlation plots for Cq(^^Na) and 

7/(^^Na). The calculated value for ?/(^^Na) for sodium on site (1) in /^N a2Si2 0 5  is in 

marked disagreement with experiment. The experimental value of 0.0 is indicative of a 

crystallographic site with axial symmetry but this is not the case according to the crystal 

structure determination. This is an area for further work.
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Figure 4.9 A plot of experimental versus calculated values of 7/(^^Na) using data (with the 
exception of that for P-Na2Si20g) taken from Table 4.12. Compounds involving oxyanions 
with hydrogen are marked (O ) and those without ( • ) .  The dotted line represents a 1:1 
correlation between experimental and calculated values of //(^^Na). The two solid lines 
bound a region where the calculated value of ?y(^^Na) is within 10% of that determined by 
experiment.

A summary: single- and multiple- site sodium compounds

A key aim of this section has been to establish whether periodic HF ab initio calculations 

based on the small standard 3-21G basis set can be used in a consistent manner to 

calculate the ^^Na quadrupole parameters for a diverse range of ionic sodium compounds. 

The results show that this is the case for the calculation of Cq(^^Na) but with the 

restriction, at least in the present work, that a given sodium cation is exclusively 

surrounded by coordinating oxygen atoms. The correlations for the single-site (Figure

4.6) and multiple-site (Figure 4.8) sodium compounds are combined into a single plot in
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Figure 4.10. The straight line in this figure represents the best linear fit to all the data {R^ 

= 0.98); the slope of the line is 0.955 ± 0.023 and the intercept is 0.048 ± 0.048 MHz.
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Figure 4.10 A combined plot of experimental versus calculated values of Cq(^^Na) for 
single- and multiple- site sodium compounds. Compounds involving oxyanions with 
hydrogen are marked (O) and those without ( • ) .

The correlation between calculation and experiment in Figure 4.10 is very close to 1:1 

although it should be emphasised that there is no a priori reason why this should be the 

case given the widely differing structural environments of the compounds studied. 

Nonetheless, the degree of linear correlation achieved shows that a relatively small basis 

set, suitably modified, can quite accurately predict the value of Cq(^^Na) from crystal 

structure information.
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Figure 4.11 A combined plot of experimental versus calculated values of ?;(^^Na) for 
single- and multiple- site sodium compounds. Compounds involving oxyanions with 
hydrogen are marked (O) and those without ( • ) .  The dotted line represents a 1:1 
correlation between experiment and calculation. The two solid lines bound a region where 
the calculated value of ?X^^Na) is within 10% of that determined by experiment.

By contrast, the accuracy of the calculations for //(^^Na) is markedly variable with the 

correlation plots (Figures 4.7 and 4.9) showing considerable scatter. The two data sets 

used for the single- and multiple- sodium site correlations are combined in Figure 4.11. It 

is only for a few compounds that the calculated values of //(^^Na) lie within or close to, 

the 10% boundary lines. It is interesting to note that those compounds that do not contain 

hydrogen tend to have their calculated values of ;;(^^Na) underestimated, whereas those 

containing hydrogen are overestimated relative to their experimental value.
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4.5 Periodic calculations using the 6-21G basis set (with and 

without d-polarisation functions) and a correlation approach
The standard 3-21G basis set, with appropriate modifications, has produced periodic ab 

initio calculated values for Cq(^^Na) in very good agreement with those determined by 

experiment. However, the value of ;;(^^Na) is not well modelled by this modified basis 

set. In principle, increasing the size of the basis set should improve the accuracy of the 

calculation of this parameter. Calculations using the 6-21G basis set were therefore 

performed. The investigation was carried out in two stages; first using the standard 6-21G 

basis set and then using this basis set augmented with d-polarisation functions applied to 

sodium and oxygen.

The atoms represented by the 6-21G basis set had the same modifications to their 

outermost shells as those already described for the 3-2IG basis set. For calculations 

including d-polarisation functions, the single valence sp exponent on sodium was 

increased to 0.3 and a d-exponent of 0.2 was applied. It should be noted that this value of 

the valence exponent was found suitable for calculations for both NaNOi and NaNOs in 

Section 4.3.2 even though the coordination around the sodium cation in NaN02 is not 

solely due to oxygen atoms. The oxygen atom had a d-exponent of 0.8 and, in the case of 

NaN0 2 , the nitrogen atom also had a d-exponent of 0.8.

4.5.1 Single-site sodium compounds
As in the case of the study of the 3-21G basis set, compounds in which sodium occupies a 

single crystallographic site were investigated first. This is a useful starting point for 

testing the transferability of the modified basis sets. The results of the periodic ab initio 

calculations of the ^^Na efg tensor are given in Table 4.13.
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Table 4.13 A comparison of experimental and calculated (modified 6-2IG) values of ^^Na 
quadrupole parameters for a range of compounds in which sodium occupies a single type of 
crystallographic site

Compound ®
Experimental Calculated

Cq /  MHz 7 Cq /M H z 7
Na2Si03 1.46 0.71 +2.12 0.78

of-Na2Si205 1.82 1.00 +3.01 0.99
2.60 0.58 -4.10 0.58

NaH2P04’H20 1.22 0.26 +2.88 0.38
NaH2P04-2H20 1.19 0.47 +1.55 0.90
Na^3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NaOH 3.50 0.00 +5.45 0.02
NaOH H2O 2.20 0.70 +3.49 0.97
NaN02 -1.10 0.11 -1.04 0.16
NaNOs -0.34 0.00 -0.57 0.00
NaHOOs 0.66 0.88 -0.98 0.59
Na20204 2.43 0.75 +3.54 0.49
NaAI02 2.15 0.60 -2.84 0.48
NaCIOs 0.80 0.00 -1.44 0.00
NaCI04 0.80 0.35 -1.75 0.46

" References for the experimental NMR and crystal structure data are the same as given in 
Table 4.11

A plot of experimental versus calculated values of Cq(^^Na) is shown in Figure 4.12. The 

straight line in this figure represents the line of best linear fit to the data = 0.98); the 

slope of the line is 0.639 ± 0.025 and the intercept is -0.038 ± 0.069 MHz. There is, 

again, a high degree of correlation. However, the fit is no longer 1:1 as was found for the 

3-21G basis set (Section 4.4.3). The calculations based on the 6-21G basis set 

overestimate the value of Cq(^^Na) but in a consistent manner. The only difference 

between the two basis sets, since they use the same valence description, is in the 

definition of the core shells. It seems likely that the more extended description of these 

shells is responsible for the observed behaviour and this particular aspect of the 

calculations is considered in more detail in Chapter 5, Section 5.4.
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Figure 4.12 A plot of experimental versus calculated values of Cg(^^Na) using data taken 
from Table 4.13. Compounds involving oxyanions with hydrogen are marked (O) and 
those without ( • ) .

It is worth noting that the calculated signs of Cq(^^Na) for Na2Si0 3  and ci^NazSizOs arc 

opposite to those found using the 3-21G basis set (Table 4.11). Such a change of sign was 

not found for any of the other compounds investigated. One reason for this behaviour 

may be that there are errors, although small, in the published crystal structures. 

Alternatively, the use of different basis sets may have caused a slight change in the 

calculated electron distributions that, for these particular compounds, have caused a sign 

change for Cq(^^Na). The latter suggestion seems the more likely.
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Figure 4.13 A plot of experimental versus calculated values of 77(^^Na) using data taken 
from Table 4.13. Compounds involving oxyanions with hydrogen are marked (O ) and 
those without ( • ) .  The dotted line represents a 1:1 correlation between experimental and 
calculated values of 7/(^Na). The two solid lines bound a region where the calculated value 
of ?X^Na) is within 10% of that determined by experiment.

The correlation plot for //(^^Na), shown in Figure 4.13, does not indicate any major 

improvement over that found for the corresponding 3-21G basis set calculations (Figure

4.7). However, there does seem to be some tendency towards more consistent 

calculations for compounds that do not contain hydrogen.

A separate set of calculations, based on the same selection of single-site compounds was 

carried out with d-polarisation functions applied to sodium and oxygen and, additionally, 

on nitrogen in NaNO]; the results are given in Table 4.14.
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Table 4.14 A comparison of experimental and calculated (modified 6-21G plus d- 
polarisation functions as described in the text) values of  ̂ ^Na quadrupole parameters for a 
range of compounds in which sodium occupies a single type of crystallographic site

Compound^
Experimental Calculated

Cq / MHz 7 Cq /M H z 1
Na2SiOg 1.46 0.71 4-1.91 0.96

ûf-Na2Si20s 1.82 1.00 4-3.01 0.86

N 32^04 2.60 0.58 -3.17 0.70
NaH2P04-H20 1.22 0.26 4-2.36 0.31
NaH2P04-2H20 1.19 0.47 -rl.51 0.89
Na20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NaOH 3.50 0.00 4-5.41 0.01
NaOH H2O 2.20 0.70 4-3.33 0.93
NaN02 -1.10 0.11 -1.12 0.09
NaNOg -0.34 0.00 -0.33 0.00
NaHCOg 0.66 0.88 -1.11 0.27
N 320204 2.43 0.75 4-3.56 0.61
NaAI02 2.15 0.60 -3.14 0.54
NaCIOg 0.80 0.00 -1.19 0.00
NaCI04 0.80 0.35 -1.13 0.30

" References for the experimental NMR and crystal structure data are the same as those in 
Table 4.11

A plot of experimental versus calculated values of Cq(^^Na) is shown in Figure 4.14. The 

straight line in this figure represents the line of best linear fit to the data (R^ = 0.99); the 

slope of the line is 0.685 ± 0.020 and the intercept is -0.094 ± 0.052 MHz. There is, 

again, a high degree of correlation and the fit compares well with that obtained without 

the addition of d-polarisation functions (Figure 4.12). This suggests that the addition of 

such functions, at least from the point of view of obtaining a good linear correlation for 

Cq(^^Na), is not essential using the modified 6-21G basis.
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Figure 4.14 A plot of experimental versus calculated values of Cq(^^Na) using data taken 
from Table 4.14. Compounds involving oxyanions with hydrogen are marked (O) and 
those without ( • ) .

By contrast, the addition of d-polarisation functions has a noticeable effect on the 

correlation between calculated and experimental values of ?;(^^Na) as shown in Figure 

4.15. It can be seen that nearly all of the compounds lie within, or close to, the 10% 

boundary lines. The two compounds that show the most significant deviation, NaHCOg 

(//(experimental) = 0.88, //(calculated) = 0.27) and NaH2P0 4  2 H2O (//(experimental) = 

0.47, //(calculated) = 0.89), both contain hydrogen and in both cases the crystal structures 

were determined by powder X-ray diffraction. It is likely that there are uncertainties in 

the hydrogen atom positions. It is interesting that if this is the case then the calculated 

value of //(^^Na) must be very sensitive to the exact location of the hydrogen atom in 

these structures. This is an area warranting further study.
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Figure 4.15 A plot of experimental versus calculated values of ;;(^^Na) using data taken 
from Table 4.14. Compounds involving oxyanions with hydrogen are marked (O ) and 
those without ( • ) .  The dotted line represents a 1:1 correlation between experimental and 
calculated values of 7/(^^Na). The two solid lines bound a region where the calculated value 
of 77(̂ ^Na) is within 10% of that determined by experiment.

4.5.2 Multiple-site sodium compounds
For any periodic ab initio calculation, computer resources limit the number of basis 

functions that can be used for a system. In particular, if there are too many atoms per unit 

cell, due to a low symmetry, the memory requirements can be prohibitive even for a 

medium-sized basis set. In the present work, due to resource limitations, it was not 

possible to study all of the multiple-site sodium compounds that were investigated using 

the smaller 3-2IG basis set. Those that could be studied are shown in Table 4.15 for 

calculations without d-polarisation functions. Corresponding calculations with d- 

polarisation functions are given later (Table 4.16).
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Table 4.15 A comparison of experimental and calculated (modified 6-2IG) values for ^^Na 
quadrupole parameters in a range of multiple-site sodium compounds

Compound {sitef
Experimental Calculated

Cq /MHz V Cq /M H z V

y^Na2Si20s ( 1) 2.50 0.00 -3.24 0.96

y0-Na2Si2Os {2} 2.22 0.55 -H2.91 0.60

Na2S03 ( 1) 1.06 0.00 -1.33 0.00

MazSOa {2} 0.33 0.00 -1.01 0.00

Na2S03 (3) 1.14 0.00 +0.90 0.00

Na2HPO4(0 2.04 0.70 -3.34 0.95
Na2HP04 (2) 1.31 0.20 +1.90 0.78
Na2HP04 (3) 3.84 0.30 +6.30 0.27
NasP3O9 (1) 2.20 0.70 -5.21 0.45
Na3P30g (2) 1.57 0.55 +2.41 0.97
Na5P30 ,o(ll)‘’(J) 4.57 0.39 +6.89 0.45
NasPsOlo (II) (2) 2.99 0.19 -5.02 0.21

NagP3O10 (1 (3) 1.37 1.00 -2.37 0.72

“ References for the experimental NMR values and the crystal structure data are the same as 
those in Table 4.11.  ̂ Phase II (low temperature) polymorph of anhydrous NagP^Oig.

The results in Table 4.15 are combined with those for the single-site sodium compounds 

(Table 4.13, modified 6-21G calculations) and a composite correlation plot for Cq(^^Na) 

is shown in Figure 4.16. The result for y^Na2Si20s is omitted from this plot because, as 

already found in the 3-21G calculations (Section 4.4.3), the calculated value of ;/(^^Na) 

for site (7) is in major disagreement with experiment. Indeed, the 6-21G calculations 

make no improvement to this situation and point further to a discrepancy in the published 

crystal structure.

The straight line in Figure 4.16 represents the line of best linear fit to the data = 0.98);

the slope of the line is 0.610 ± 0.019 and the intercept is 0.084 ± 0.064 MHz.
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Figure 4.16 A combined plot of experimental versus calculated values of Cq(^^Na) for 
single- and multiple- site sodium compounds using the modified 6-21G basis set without d- 
polarisation functions. Compounds involving oxyanions with hydrogen are marked (O) 
and those without ( • ) .

The addition of the points for the multiple-site compounds reduces the slope slightly but 

the ranges given by the uncertainties overlap. It can be noted, however, that the 

calculations for sites (2) and (2) in Na2S0 3  are in disagreement with experiment and that 

the calculations based on the 3-21G basis set performed far better in this case (Table 4.12, 

Cq(^^Na) for site (2) = -0.28 MHz). It would not be possible to assign the ^^Na NMR 

spectrum for Na2SO] using just the information in Table 4.15.

The corresponding combined correlation plot for //(^^Na) is shown in Figure 4.17. The 

distribution of points is qualitatively very similar to that obtained for the smaller 3-21G 

basis set (Figure 4 .11). This probably reflects the fact that the two basis sets share the
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same valence shell descriptions. If the asymmetry parameter is to be successfully 

modelled, there appears to be little advantage in using a 6-21G basis set description 

without d-polarisation functions.
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Figure 4.17 A combined plot of experimental versus calculated values of 77(^^Na) for 
single- and multiple- site sodium compounds using the modified 6-21G basis set without d- 
polarisation functions. Compounds involving oxyanions with hydrogen are marked (O) 
and those without ( • ) .  The dotted line represents a 1:1 correlation between experimental
and calculated values of 77(^^Na). The two solid lines bound a region where the calculated
value of 7/(^^Na) is within 10% of that determined by experiment.

The final stage of this investigation was to calculate the ^^Na quadrupole parameters in 

the multiple-site sodium compounds using the 6-21G basis set with appropriate d- 

polarisation functions; that is d-exponents of 0.2, 0.8 and 0.8 for Na, O and N, 

respectively. The results are given in Table 4.16 for those compounds it was possible to 

apply d functions.
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Table 4.16 A comparison of experimental and calculated (modified 6-21G plus appropriate 
d-polarisation functions) values for ^^Na quadrupole parameters in a range of multiple-site 
sodium compounds

Compound (site) ® ■
Experimental Calculated

Cq /MH z V Cq /M H z ri
( 1) 2.50 0.00 -2.92 0.90

/?-Na2Si205 {2) 2.22 0.55 +2.42 0.53

Na2SOs ( 1) 1.06 0.00 -0.61 0.00

N&2S03  {2) 0.33 0.00 -0.75 0.00

Na2S03 (3) 1.14 0.00 +1.03 0.00

Na2HPO4(0 2.04 0.70 +3.11 0.94

Na2HP04 (2 ) 1.31 0.20 +1.47 0.93

Na2HP04 (3) 3.84 0.30 +5.92 0.28

Na3P3O9 ( 1) 2.20 0.70 -4.26 0.50

Na3P3 0g (2) 1.57 0.55 +2.27 0.63

NasP30io (H)(1) 4.57 0.39 +6.67 0.45

NasP30io (II) (2) 2.99 0.19 -4.80 0.16

Na5P30io (II) (3) 1.37 1.00 -1.98 0.89

" References for the experimental NMR values and the crystal structure data are the same as 
those in Table 4.11. * Phase II (low temperature) polymorph of anhydrous NagPgOio.

A combined correlation plot of the results in Table 4.16 with those obtained for the 

single-site sodium compounds (Table 4.14) is shown in Figure 4.18; once again the 

results for >^Na2Si2 0 5  have been omitted (see earlier discussion).

The straight line shown in the figure (R^ = 0.98) has a slope equal to 0.661 ±0.019 and an 

intercept equal to 0.005 ± 0.058 MHz. Again, the degree of correlation is high. However, 

it should be pointed out that the results for Na2S0 3  are still anomalous.
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Figure 4.18 A combined plot of experimental versus calculated values of Cq(^^Na) for 
single- and multiple- site sodium compounds using the modified 6-21G basis set with d- 
polarisation functions as described in the text. Compounds involving oxyanions with 
hydrogen are marked (O) and those without ( • ) .

The coiresponding combined correlation plot for 7;(^^Na) is shown in Figure 4.19. In this 

case, there is a marked improvement in the overall correlation with nearly all of the 

compounds investigated located within, or close to, the 10% boundary lines. This 

strongly suggests that a larger basis set, incorporating appropriate d-polarisation 

functions, is essential for modelling the sodium asymmetry parameter.

There are three points in Figure 4.19, all associated with hydrogen-containing compounds 

that do not show the same degree of correlation as the other compounds. These points 

correspond to the single sodium sites in NaHCOg and NaH2P0 4 *2 H2 0 , and the Na(2) site 

in Na2HP0 4 .
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Figure 4.19 A combined plot of experimental versus calculated values of //(^^Na) for 
single- and multiple- site sodium compounds using the modified 6-21G basis set with d- 
polarisation functions as described in the text. Compounds involving oxyanions with 
hydrogen are marked (O ) and those without ( • ) .  The dotted line represents a 1:1 
correlation between experimental and calculated values of //(“̂ Na). The two solid lines 
bound a region where the calculated value of //(^^Na) is within 10% of that determined by 
experiment.

A common feature of these three compounds is that their crystal structures were 

determined from powder X-ray diffraction studies in which there is a high degree of 

uncertainty in the hydrogen atom positions. These results add further weight to the 

suggestion that the periodic ab initio calculation of //(^^Na) can be very sensitive to the 

position of hydrogen atoms in a crystal structure. It is interesting to note that the Na(7) 

and Na(J) sites in Na2HP0 4  are reasonably well modelled. The discrepancy for the Na(2) 

site is discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.
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4.6 A comparison of 3-21G 16-21G and 3-21G I 6-21G (with d- 

polarisation) calculations
Useful generalisations eonceming the relative effect of basis set size can be found by 

reviewing the results for those compounds that were investigated using both modified 3- 

21G and 6-210 basis set descriptions.

N
I

O
CN
CD

c6

o
O

6

4

2

0

■2

•  6-21G
•  6 -2 1 G■4

3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4

,23C„ ( Na, 3-21G)/MHz

Figure 4.20 Correlations between calculated values of Cq(^^Na) for single-site sodium 
compounds depending on different basis set descriptions. The straight line represents a fit 
to the 3-21G / 6-210 data only. 6-210* represents modified 6-210 basis sets with d- 
polarisation functions.

Figure 4.20 shows a combined plot which shows how values of Cq(^^Na) for single-site 

sodium compounds correlate with one another when calculated (i) using modified 3-21G 

and 6-21G basis set descriptions and (ii) modified 3-21G and 6-21G (with appropriate d- 

polarisation functions) basis set descriptions.
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The 3-21G / 6-21G correlation has a line of best fit (R^ = 0.99) given by the equation

Cq(6-21G) = 1.441 Cq(3-21G) + 0.1029 MHz (4.1)

This indicates that both basis sets are consistent in their calculation of Cq(^^Na) for single

site sodium compounds and this is most probably a reflection of the fact that both basis 

sets share the same valence shell description. The magnitude of Cq(^^Na) calculated 

using the modified 6-21G basis set is significantly larger than that predicted using the 

corresponding 3-21G basis set and, as mentioned previously, this behaviour is most likely 

linked to the difference in the core shell descriptions. However, the addition of d- 

polarisation functions to the modified 6-21G basis has a particular effect. It can be seen 

from Figure 4.20 that the largest deviations are confined to those values where Cq(^^Na) is 

found to be negative. This behaviour can be rationalised in terms of a redistribution of 

electron density away from oxygen and onto the sodium cation. This will result in a 

reduced charge gradient between sodium and the surrounding oxygen atoms and, 

consequently, the value of Cq(^^Na) will be reduced.

A similar type of plot to that in Figure 4.20 is shown for //(^^Na) in Figure 4.21. These 

results show that both basis sets without d-polarisation functions give a reasonable 

correlation. However, with d-polarisation the correlation shows considerable scatter 

reflecting the fact that the 6-21G basis incorporating appropriate d-polarisation functions 

improves the accuracy of the calculation of 7;(^^Na).
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Figure 4.21 Correlation between calculated values of 7y( "̂Na) for single-site sodium 
compounds depending on different basis set descriptions. The dotted line represents a 1:1 
correlation and the two solid lines are 10% boundary lines. 6-2IG* represents modified 6- 
2 IG basis sets with d-polarisation functions.

4.7 Density functional theory calculations
When applied to the eluster model for the ealeulation of the ^^Na efg tensor in NaNOi 

(Seetion 4.2), the DFT approaeh tended to overestimate both Cq(^^Na) and //(^^Na). The 

periodie ab initio DFT approach for this same compound, using both a relatively large 

basis set and a smaller standard set, again resulted in significant discrepancies between 

calculation and experiment (Section 4.3.3). These results, however, relate to a single 

compound. A further DFT study was undertaken, therefore, for a small range of 

compounds using the same 3-21G basis set description that had proved successful in the 

HF calculations (Seetion 4.4.3). In the LDA calculations, the VWN and LDA 

parameterisations were selected for the correlation and exchange functionals, respectively.
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PWGGA and Becke parameterisations replaced these functionals in the GGA 

calculations. Overall, the results of the calculations are variable with no significant 

improvements being achieved with the DFT approach.

The results of the investigation are shown in Table 4.17. It is interesting to note that it 

was only the hybrid B3LYP method, which was able to reach convergence for all of the 

compounds selected. However, it is particularly noticeable that the calculated B3LYP 

results for sites (7) and (3) for NazSOg are significantly in disagreement with experiment. 

(It should be recalled for calculations using a modified 6-21G basis set, see Table 4.15, 

that the opposite was found: site (2) was problematic.) Further investigations, in which 

the outermost shell exponent on sodium was increased, failed to improve the modelling of 

the three NaiSOg sites using B3LYP calculations or to bring to convergence the LDA and 

GGA calculations.

Table 4.17 A comparison of experimental and calculated ^^Na quadrupole parameters in a
range of sodium compounds using DFT and a modified 3 -21G basis set

Experiment LDA GGA B3LYP
Compound {site) Cq ! 7 Cq / 7 Cq / 7 Cq / 7

MHz MHz MHz MHz
NaNOg -0.34 0.00 -0.70 0.00 -0.51 0.00 -0.38 0.00

NaAI02 2.15 0.60 -1.97 0.40 -1.76 0.40 -1.97 0.40

N 32^204 2.43 0.75 - - - - 2.08 0.61
N&2S04 2.60 0.58 -2.24 0.38 -1.97 0.17 -2.19 0.40
NaOH 3.50 0.00 3.66 0.06 3.20 0.05 4.03 0.01

Na2Si03 1.46 0.71 - - - - -1.17 0.63

NaH2P04(l) 1.59 0.46 1.45 0.46 0.98 0.76 1.55 0.34

NaH2P04 (2) 2.35 0.94 -1.95 0.97 1.52 0.77 -2.15 0.98
N 32603 ( 1) 1.06 0.00 - - 0.41 0.00 0.31 0.00

N32SG3 (2) 0.33 0.00 - - -0.66 0.00 -0.44 0.00

N32S03 (3) 1.14 0.00 - - 0.17 0.00 0.16 0.00
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A more extensive investigation was carried out using the hybrid B3LYP approach for a 

much wider range of compounds. However, in a few cases, including Na2HP0 4  and p- 

Na2Si20s, convergence could not be obtained. In order to overcome this problem the 

single valence shell exponent on sodium was increased from 0.18 to 0.20 and the results 

of the subsequent analysis are given in Table 4.18.

The B3LYP results, (except for those for y^Na2Si2 0 5  as explained earlier), are shown in 

the correlation plot in Figure 4.22. The straight line shown in this figure was obtained by 

a linear least squares fit to the data = 0.98); the slope of the line is 0.661 ± 0.019 and 

the intercept is 0.005 ± 0.058 MHz. There is clearly a reasonable linear correlation, 

although a qualitative appraisal indicates a greater scatter than compared to the 

corresponding plot using HF calculations (Figure 4.10). It should be noted that the results 

for Na2S0 3  in Table 4.18 remain highly sensitive to the change in basis set description.
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Table 4.18 A comparison o f experimental and calculated ^^Na quadrupole parameters in a 
range of sodium compounds using the hybrid B3LYP DFT approach and a modified 3-21G 
basis set

Compound {site)
Experimental Calculated

Cq / MHz 7 Cq / MHz 7
NaNOs -0.34 0.00 -0.31 0.00

NaAI02 2.15 0.60 -2.09 0.43

N 320204 2.43 0.75 2.26 0.57

N 32804 2.60 0.58 -2.25 0.48

NaOH 3.50 0.00 4.43 0.07

N 328103 1.46 0.71 -1.14 0.63

NaH2PO4(0 1.59 0.46 1.73 0.30

N3H2PO4 (2) 2.35 0.94 -2.41 0.93

N328O3 ( 1) 1.06 0.00 0.29 0.00

N328O3 (2) 0.33 0.00 -0.75 0.00

N328O3 (3) 1.14 0.00 0.03 0.00

N3H2PO4 H2O 1.22 0.26 1.56 0.20

N3H2PO4 2 H2O 1.19 0.47 0.78 0.26

N32HP04(f) 2.04 0.70 -1.64 1.00

N32HPO4 (2) 1.31 0.20 0.92 0.73

N32HPO4 (3) 3.84 0.30 3.60 0.26

N33P3O9 {1) 2.20 0.70 -2.01 0.44

N33P3O9 (2) 1.57 0.55 1.14 0.68

NaOH H2O 2.20 0.70 2.58 0.62

N3HCO3 0.66 0.88 0.80 0.85

N35P3O10 (II) (1) 4.57 0.39 3.60 0.49

N35P3O10 (II) (2) 2.99 0.18 -3.02 0.30

N35P3O10 (II) (3) 1.37 1.00 -1.27 0.90

)g.N328i205 {1) 2.50 0.00 -1.92 0.86

/7N328i205 (2) 2.22 0.55 1.65 0.43

N3GIO3 0.80 0.00 -0.51 0.00
N3CIO4 0.80 0.35 1.31 0.76
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Figure 4.22 A plot of experimental versus calculated values of Cq(^^Na) using the hybrid 
B3LYP approach for (i) sodium compounds involving oxyanions ( • )  and (ii) sodium 
compounds involving oxyanions with hydrogen (O)

The correlation between the calculated and experimental values of 7/(^^Na), as shown in 

Figure 4.23, demonstrates considerable scatter. Although a few compounds lie within or 

very close to the 10% boundary region, the overall lack of correlation suggests that the 

B3LYP method is not particularly suited to the calculation of this parameter; at least using 

relatively simple basis set descriptions.
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Figure 4.23 A plot of experimental versus calculated values of ?7(^^Na) using the hybrid 
B3LYP approach for (i) sodium compounds involving oxyanions ( • )  and (ii) sodium 
compounds involving oxyanions with hydrogen (O). The dotted line represents a 1:1 
correlation between experimental and calculated values of //(^^Na). The two solid lines 
bound a region where the calculated value of ?/(^^Na) is within 10% of that determined by 
experiment.

4.8 Summary and Conclusions
An important aim of this chapter has been to find a simple, accurate and transferable 

method, based on a periodie ab initio approach, for the calculation of the sodium efg 

tensor in a wide range of ionic sodium compounds for which crystal structure information 

is available. Initial embedded cluster calculations of the ^^Na quadrupole parameters in 

NaN0 2  found that a relatively large cluster was required but also that the calculated 

values were highly dependent on the basis set seleeted. A periodic calculation using a 

larger [8-511 / 8-41 / 8-411] basis set, for [Na / N / O] respectively, gave improved 

agreement with experiment but when transferred to NaNO] the caleulation failed to
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converge. Subsequent HF calculations using a suitably modified, small, standard 3-21G 

basis set have been shown to be able to predict the value of Cq(^^Na) with an almost 1:1 

degree of correlation between calculation and experiment. The success of this approach is 

of particular interest for the assignment of ̂ ^Na NMR spectra in the solid state. However, 

the agreement between calculation and experiment for //(^^Na) was very variable and no 

consistent correlation was found.

In order to better determine ;/(^^Na), calculations using a suitably modified 6-21G basis 

set were considered. It was found that using this basis set without d-polarisation functions 

gave no significant improvement on the modified 3-21G based calculations. However, a 

reasonable linear correlation between calculation and experiment was achieved when d- 

polaiisation functions were used on the coordinating sodium and oxygen atoms along 

with the modified 6-21G basis set. For several compounds, there was strong evidence 

that the calculation of 7;(^^Na) was particularly sensitive to the location of the hydrogen 

atoms within the crystal structure. DFT calculations, at least within the context of the 

present work, offered no distinct advantages.

As already indicated, the ability to predict the magnitude of the ^^Na quadrupole 

parameters is important for assignment purposes and this is particularly so for materials in 

which sodium is present at a number of different crystallographic sites. This area is 

investigated more fully in Chapter 6.
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5.1 Introduction
The periodic ab initio method has been shown to produce reliable correlations between 

calculation and experiment for CqC^^Na) for a variety of ionic sodium compounds 

containing a range of oxyanions in which the central atom is a p-block element. 

However, the success of this type of correlation method is likely to depend upon:

• the ability of the basis set to accurately reflect the distribution of electron density 

within the crystalline state, and

• the accuracy of the crystal structure that is used in the calculation.

The purpose of this, and the following chapter, is to explore both of these factors in more 

detail.

The first section in this chapter sets out to investigate the possibility of extending the 

modelling method to more complex types of sodium compound. An initial study of 

compounds containing transition metal oxyanions is followed by an investigation of the 

use of core pseudopotentials for compounds containing heavy atoms. For this type of 

compound an all-electron type model would be expected to consume substantial computer 

resources.

So far, in this work, only compounds in which there are discrete oxyanions coordinating 

to sodium exclusively through oxygen atoms have been considered. An attempt is made, 

therefore, to extend the modelling strategy to representative silicates, or aluminosilicates, 

forming extended three-dimensional structures. Calculations for cryolite and chiolite, in 

which the coordinating atom is fluorine, are described in their own section.
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A recent ^N a MAS NMR study of sodium oxide chloride, NagOCl, has revealed the 

largest ^^Na quadrupole coupling constant so far measured (Cq(^Na) = 11.34 MHz [1]). 

This compound is unusual in that the sodium cation is present on a non-cubic site in a 

purely ionic compound and it has been recognised that it can be used as a model system 

for the evaluation of the Stemheimer factor for the sodium cation [1]. The final section of 

this chapter considers the application of the periodic ab initio method to the calculation of 

the ^^Na quadrupole NMR parameters in this model compound. In addition, the 

Stemheimer factor is computed by ab initio means and is compared with values reported 

in the literature. Further calculations of the Stemheimer factor are also carried out for a 

range of relatively simple sodium compounds for comparative purposes. Overall, insight 

is gained into the nature of the source of the efg at sodium and its connection with the 

polarisation of sodium 2p core electrons is explored.

5.2 Extensions to different types of sodium compound

5.2.1 Types of compound
Coordination to transition metal oxyanions

The first-row transition metal oxides have been for many years the subject of intense 

experimental and theoretical interest [2]. Ab initio periodic unrestiicted-HF methods for 

crystalline systems containing open-shell ions have been found to be well suited to the 

study of these materials. However, transition metals forming the central atom in a 

polyatomic oxyanion tend to be in their highest oxidation state. In such situations, it 

seems reasonable that the periodic ab initio method developed in this thesis for sodium 

salts containing oxyanions of the lighter p-block elements will still be applicable. To test
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this view, three compounds were chosen, a- and /7-sodium vanadate (V) and sodium 

chromate (VI) comprising five different sodium sites between them.

Coordination to heavy atom oxyanions

The treatment of heavy atoms using an all-electron basis set is computationally expensive 

and, in cases where the crystal symmetry of the compound to be studied is low, this 

makes calculations impractical due to the large number of basis functions involved. This 

problem can be overcome by the use of pseudopotentials, which allow the core basis 

functions to be replaced by a simpler function thereby greatly simplifying the calculation. 

In order to investigate the appropriateness of pseudopotentials, within the periodic ab 

initio method for the calculation of ^^Na quadrupole parameters described in Chapter 4, 

calculations were performed on a representative group of sodium compounds in which the 

central atom of the oxyanion was, either selenium, bromine, antimony or tellurium.

Silicates and Aluminosilicates

In Chapter 4, it was demonstrated that the efg tensor at sodium could be reliably 

calculated in sodium silicates where the silicate anion is present as a discrete entity. 

However, of more practical interest is the ability to accurately model sodium sites within 

a three-dimensional silicate or aluminosilicate such as a zeolite. To this end, periodic ab 

initio calculations were made on three structures; the porous sodium trisilicate Mu-11 

((Na2Si3 0 yH2 0 )4), natural blue sodalite (Nag(AlSi0 4 )6Cl2) and sodalite (Na6(AlSi0 4 )6).
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5.2.2 Selection of basis sets
The sodium and oxygen atoms, present in all of the compounds studied in this section, 

were represented on an all-electron basis. The core representation from the Pople 3-21G 

basis set augmented by a single sp-shell with an exponent set at 0.18 was used for sodium 

and the Pople 3-21G basis set with the outer valence exponent set to 0.374 was used for 

oxygen.

Calculations of the ^^Na quadrupole parameters for sodium compounds containing 

transition metal oxyanions used the standard Pople 3-21G basis sets to represent the 

transition elements chromium and vanadium.

The central heavy atoms (Br, Sb, Se and Te) in their respective oxyanions were modelled 

using the Hay and Wadt [3] large core pseudopotentials, available as standard within the 

CRYSTAL code. The pseudopotential core was supplemented by two sp-type (21G) 

shells, the exponents and coefficients of which were taken from the Pople 3-21G basis set 

for the same element.

The silicon and aluminium atoms were represented by their unmodified Pople 3-21G 

basis sets respectively.

5.2.3 Results
The results for the periodic ab initio calculation of ^^Na NMR quadrupole parameters for 

all of the sodium compounds considered in this section are summarised in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1 A summary o f experimental and calculated values of ^^Na NMR quadrupole 
parameters for selected sodium compounds of transition metal and heavy atom oxyanions, 
silicates and aluminosilicates

Experimental Calculated References
u o r T i p o u r i Q  \S i ï& )

C q  / MHz C q  / MHz 7 NMR Struct

Transition metal oxyanions

o f - N a V O s  (t) 1.50 0.58 +1.20 0.79 4 5

c r - N a V O s  { 2 ) 0.77 0.06 +0.76 0.97

/ ^ N a V O s 1.42 0.27 +1.74 0.93 4 6

Na2Cr04 (  1) 2.78 0.57 -3.41 0.34 7 8
Na2Cr04 (2) 0.50 - +0.82 0.43
Heavy atom oxyanions
NaBrOa 0.864 0.0 -0.71 0.00 9 10
NagSbOg 3.0 - +3.22 0.33 11 12
Na2Se04 3.8 - -3.66 0.46 11 13
Na2TeOa ( 1 ) 1.36 0.9 -1.37 0.70 14 15
Na2TeOa { 2 ) 1.84 0.8 -1.61 0.31
Na2Te40g ( 1 ) 4.4 0.08 -4.10 0.30 14 14
Na2Te40g (2) 3.6 0.12 -2.94 0.87
Siiicates and aluminosilicates
(Na2Si307'H20)4 (1) 2.9 0.7 +2.81 0.76 16 17
(Na2Si307'H20)4 (2) 2.7 0.4 -2.65 0.26
Nag(AISi04)6Cl2 0.081 0.35 0.32 0.0 18 19

Na6(AISi04)6 5.90 0.10 3.38 0.19 7 20

For sodium compounds containing transition metal oxyanions the results demonstrate 

that, quantitatively, the same ab initio method based on the Pople 3-21G basis set, which 

proved successful for oxyanions of the lighter p-block elements, is an appropriate method 

for the calculation of Cq(^^Na). It should be noted that the two crystallographically 

distinct sites in both o^NaVOs and Na2Cr0 4  are well differentiated. Such a result would 

allow for an unambiguous site assignment of their respective ^^Na MAS NMR spectra.

A similar result is obtained for the ^^Na quadrupole parameters in periodic ab initio 

calculations involving sodium compounds of heavy atom oxyanions. It would appear that
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simplifying the treatment of the core electrons of the heavy atom by the use of 

pseudopotentials does not adversely affect the calculation of Cq(^^Na). Once again, the 

unambiguous assignment of the two distinct sodium sites in both Na2Te0 3  and Na2Te4 0 g 

was possible.

However, for the ionic sodium compounds containing transition metal or heavy atom 

oxyanions, the calculated values of //(^^Na) are not in good agreement with experiment. 

This result is in line with that found for the lighter p-block oxyanions studied in Chapter 4 

with the same basis set.

The results of the periodic ab initio calculations for the silicates and aluminosilicates are 

more variable. The porous sodium trisilicate Mu-11 ((Na2Si3 0 ? ^ 0 )4) has a structure 

consisting of corrugated sheets built from four-, six- and eight-membered ring units 

forming a three-dimensional framework [17]. The calculation of both Cq(^^Na) and 

77(^^Na) for the two distinct sodium sites in this complex compound are in very good 

agreement with those determined by experiment [16].

However, the results obtained for the two aluminosilicates are at variance with 

experiment. In the case of natural blue sodalite (Nag(AlSi0 4 )6Cl2) it would appear that 

the neutron-diffraction derived crystal structure used in the periodic ab initio calculation 

is inconsistent with that of the mineral sample used in the ^^Na MAS NMR study since 

the experimental value of //(^^Na) is not that expected for axial symmetry. Other crystal 

structures available in the literature for natural blue sodalite from deposits in Bolivia [21] 

and Bancroft Canada [22, 23] also show sodium to occupy a site of axial symmetry. Such 

an observation would suggest that the ^^Na NMR result is not that for sodium in a defect
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free sample or, alternatively, that motion is present in the sample on a time scale slow 

compared with that of the NMR experiment but fast enough to give rise to motional 

averaging on the diffraction timescale. No attempt was made to model such a situation as 

the required reduction in symmetry led to the available computational resources being 

exceeded. It is interesting to note that such a small value of Cq(^^Na), as reported for 

Nag(AlSi0 4 )6Cl2, would imply almost perfect symmetry at the sodium site, which is 

inconsistent with a coordination polyhedron for sodium consisting of three equivalent 

oxygen atoms (Na-O, 2.354 Â) and one chlorine atom (Na-Cl, 2.734 Â) at the comers of 

a slightly distorted tetrahedron. Such a value of Cq(^^Na) also contrasts strongly with the 

relatively large value for the asymmetry factor. As an aside, it can be pointed out that 

both of these anomalies would be resolved if the two reported values were exchanged; 

that is Cq(^^Na) = 0.35 MHz and //(^^Na) = 0.081. However, there is no comment in the 

subsequent literature to suggest that the reported values of Ding and McDowell [18] are in 

error.

In the case of the synthetic sodalite (Na6(AlSi0 4 )6) the discrepancies between calculation 

and experiment, particularly for Cq(^^Na), may be due to the basis set used for aluminium 

being unable to adequately reflect the bonding characteristics of the more covalent 

environment found within the aluminosilicate stmcture. This problem, of course, may 

also be present in the calculations for natural blue sodalite. Overall, if there are 

inadequacies with the aluminium basis set then it must be concluded that the periodic ab 

initio method as developed in the present work is not suitable for the calculation of ^^Na 

quadrupole parameters in complex aluminosilicates. This is an area for further 

investigation using larger computer resources.
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The graph in Figure 5.1 shows a plot of experimental versus ealeulated values of Cq(^^Na) 

using data taken from Table 5.1. The dashed line represents the best-fit linear correlation 

to the data for single- and multi-site sodium eompounds as discussed for Figure 4.10 in 

Chapter 4. Overall, the correlation for the three groups of data, given the relative 

complexity of the eompounds, is very good and would be suitable for assignment 

purposes.
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Figure 5.1 A plot o f experimental versus calculated values of Cq(^^Na) using data taken 
from Table 5.1. The dashed line represents the line of best fit found for the general 
correlation for single- and multi-site sodium compounds as presented in Figure 4.10 in 
Chapter 4.

5.3 Sodium Fluoroaluminates
Up to this point, the periodie ab initio method presented in this thesis has been solely 

eoneemed with the calculation of ^^Na quadrupole parameters in eompounds where 

sodium is predominantly coordinated to oxygen. For a large range of sodium eompounds,
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this is typical but there are a few compounds, some of geochemical interest, in which 

fluorine is the coordinating atom. As examples of these types of material the sodium 

fluoroaluminates, cryolite and chiolite, were selected.

The basis set used in this investigation was the modified 3-lG  set for sodium and an 

unmodified Pople 3-21G basis set for fluorine. A modification to the standard 3-21G 

basis set for aluminium with the exponent of the outermost valence sp shell increased to 

0.18, to better reflect its ionic character in these compounds, was found to be beneficial.

The compound, cryolite (NasAlFe) contains sodium ions coordinated to fluorine in two 

different crystallographic environments, a regular octahedral environment and an 

eightfold environment creating a highly distorted cubic antiprism.

Table 5.2 A summary of experimental and calculated values of ^^Na NMR quadrupole 
parameters for cryolite

NSgAIF e
Experimental Calculated References

Cq / MHz V Cq /M H z V NMR Struct

Na (6)̂ 0 0.00 -0.90 0.47 24 25

Na (8)" 2.3 0.75 -1.31 0.32

Na (6)̂ 0.9 1.00 -0.91 0.45 26

Na (8)̂ 1.45 0.25 -1.37 0.35

The Na NMR data reported in [24] are “ by the authors and by J.P. Stebbins and X. Xue.

There have been two crystal structure determinations of cryolite reported in the literature 

[25, 26] and periodic ab initio calculations using both structures gave almost identical 

^^Na quadrupole parameters as shown in Table 5.2. Such a result indicates that the crystal 

structure of this material has been consistently determined. However, in a ^^Na NMR 

study of sodium fluoroaluminates, Dirken et a l  [24] compared their results for the
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experimental determination of the ^^Na quadrupole parameters in cryolite with those 

provided as a personal communication by Stebbins and Xue. The periodic ab initio 

calculations of the ^^Na quadrupole parameters, based upon either of the literature 

structure determinations, most closely support the experimental NMR studies of the latter 

workers.

The ^^Na NMR study of a second sodium fluoroaluminate, chiolite (NasAlsF^), was also 

carried out by Dirken et al. [24]. This compound, like cryolite, also contains sodium ions 

coordinated to fluorine in two different structural environments, a highly distorted 

octahedral environment and an eightfold environment creating a regular rectangular 

prism.

Table 5.3 A summary of experimental and calculated values of ^^Na NMR quadrupole 
parameters in chiolite

NagAlgF 14
Experimental Calculated References

C q /  MHz 7 Cq /M H z 7 NMR Struct

Na (6) 3.2 0.15 3.32 0.16 24 27

Na (8) 1.5 0.00 0.51 0.00

As shown in Table 5.3, there is good agreement between the calculated and experimental 

values of the ^^Na quadrupole parameters for the distorted octahedral site. This suggests 

that the crystal structure, determined by Jacoboni and co-workers [27], accurately reflects 

the structural environment of the octahedrally-coordinated sodium cation in the 

experimental sample. However, the agreement between the calculated and experimental 

values of Cq(^^Na) in the case of the 8 -coordinate site is not so good. If the experimental 

NMR study is correct, this suggests some form of inaccuracy with the crystal structure 

determination for this particular site and its environment.
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It is worth noting that the samples of the minerals cryolite and chiolite, used in the ^^Na 

NMR study by Dirken and co-workers, were both obtained from the Ivigtut deposit in 

Greenland. The crystal structure determinations used in the periodic ab initio calculations 

were also taken from minerals found at Ivigtut. The inconsistencies between the 

experimental and calculated values of the ^^Na quadrupole parameters, therefore, cannot 

be attributed to the source of the minerals, although it is possible that different samples of 

these minerals from the same source could contain different levels of defects and 

impurities that influence either the ^^Na NMR results or the crystal structure 

determination in some distinct way. Ideally, with a naturally-occurring mineral, both the 

NMR study and the crystal structure refinement should be carried out on the same sample.

Overall, it is remarkable that periodic ab initio calculations based upon a small basis set -  

tuned for sodium with an exclusively oxygen coordination sphere -  should be able to give 

good agreement between calculated ^^Na quadrupole parameters and those determined by 

experiment when the coordinating atom is fluorine.

5.4 NasOCI and the Stemheimer factor
Experimental values of Cq(^^Na) ^  0 have almost exclusively been observed in sodium 

salts containing complex anions (e.g. NO3", S0 4 “̂, Si0 4 ^"or P0 4 ”̂) where the charge 

distribution over the complex anion is difficult to describe by a point-charge model. 

However, such a method can be applied to the study of sodium salts with monoatomic 

counteranions like oxides (0^“) or halides (X“). In most cases, however, these compounds 

have the sodium cations located exclusively on sites with cubic symmetry. This results in 

a zero electric field gradient at the sodium nucleus and, consequently, a vanishing 

quadrupole interaction.
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b)

K J

Figure 5.2 The room temperature crystal structure of NasOCl. Structure a) shows the anti- 
perovskite unit cell and b) shows the local environment, within a 3.2 A sphere, around 
sodium. In both figures, the sodium atoms are shown in blue, oxygen atoms in red and 
chlorine atoms in green.

The ternary compound sodium oxide chloride, NasOCl, is a rare example of an ionic salt 

with monoatomic counteranions in which sodium cations occupy non-cubic sites. This 

compound crystallises in the anti-perovskite structure [28], shown in Figure 5.2(a), in 

which sodium occupies a rather unusual coordination environment. Figure 5.2(b) shows 

the local sodium environment; it has two nearest neighbour oxygen ions at a distance of 

2.248 Â and four chloride ions at a distance of 3.179 Â.

Sodium oxide chloride is an ideal candidate to test the application of the periodic ab initio 

method, based upon a suitably modified Pople 3-21G basis set, in the case of a purely 

ionic compound. Calculations were carried out with the Na, O and Cl atoms represented 

on an all-electron basis: sodium, 3-1G with the single valence exponent set to 0.180; 

oxygen, 3-21G with the outer valence exponent set to 0.374, and the unmodified Pople 3- 

2 1 G basis set for chlorine.

The principal component of the ^^Na efg tensor was calculated to be: 

(^33 = -4.23192 x 10^' Vm'^
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so that Cq(^^Na) = -11.14 MHz. This compares well with results obtained from 

simulation of the ^^Na MAS quadrupolar line shape [1]; that is Cq(^^Na) = 11.34 MHz 

and 77(̂ ^Na) = 0.0. Such a result demonstrates the ability of the periodic ab initio method 

to calculate Cq(^^Na) in purely ionic compounds even though the basis sets used were 

‘tuned’ for use in compounds containing more covalent polyatomic anions.

5.4.1 A model compound: NasOCI
The Stemheimer factor, which for sodium is antishielding, is of fundamental importance 

in the interpretation of ^^Na NMR spectra based upon a point-charge model. However, 

the value of this factor, which is often taken to be }^(Na'^) = -4.1 [29], has only been 

poorly determined and it is assumed to be independent of crystal stmcture. Advanced 

quantum mechanical calculations have suggested values in the range -5.0 > 7^(Na'*') > - 

5.6 [30-33]. Klosters and Jansen [1] used their experimentally-determined value for 

Cq(^^Na) in NasOCI and a point charge model, based on formal charges, to make a 

determination of ;^(Na'^). The appropriateness of their model was justified on the 

grounds of quantum mechanical calculations on NazO [34, 35] and NaCl [36, 37]. These 

calculations indicated that both compounds were fully ionic and that the Mulliken charges 

associated with the ions were close to their formal values. Since NasOCI is a ternary 

compound of Na2 0  and NaCl it was assumed that it too would be fully ionic. Based upon 

this model they determined a value of -5.36 for ;^(Na'^) which lies within the range of 

those values determined by quantum mechanical methods. However, it should be noted 

that the N a -0  interatomic distance in NasOCI (2.248 Â [28]) is significantly shorter than 

that in Na2 0  (2.403 Â [38]) and may suggest that the interaction between these species is 

less ionic than has been assumed. Conversely, the Na-Cl interatomic distance in NasOCI
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(3.179 Â [28]) is significantly larger than the corresponding distance in NaCl (2.820 Â 

[39]).

Periodic ab initio methods do not require the use of the Na"̂  Stemheimer factor in order to 

calculate an electric field gradient tensor. However, such methods can be adapted to 

calculate a comparable factor as described below. Basically, in a point-charge 

calculation, the Stemheimer factor is introduced in order to take into account the 

polarisation of the inner core electron density, on the atom of interest, by the extemal 

electric field due to the lattice ions and any quadmpole moment of the nucleus. If, in an 

ab initio calculation, these inner core electrons were to be prevented from becoming 

polarised then it would be expected that an enhancement, or anti shielding, factor would be 

required to relate calculation to experiment. Such a situation would arise if 

pseudopotentials were used to represent the core electrons.

For this investigation, both Hay and Wadt (HAYWLC) [3] and Durand and Barthélat 

(BARTHE) [40] large core pseudopotentials, available within the CRYSTAL code and 

supplemented by a single sp-type (IG) shell, were chosen to represent sodium. The 

exponent for this shell was set, as in the all-electron case, at 0.18. The oxygen and 

chlorine atoms were represented as described in section 5.2.2.

It is important that due consideration be taken of the possible adverse effects on the 

electronic stmcture of the model due to the different basis set descriptions, including an 

all-electron description, of the sodium atom. If these effects are significant then any 

comparison between the models would be invalid. Therefore, in order to test the 

proposed modelling strategy, the single lattice parameter a for NasOCI, was optimised in 

all three models by determining the total energy as a function of unit cell volume (a^).
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The results in each case were fitted to an equation of states according to Mumaghan [41] 

and are shown in Figure 5.3. The equation of state is:

Bo

(Vo/Vf° ,  ̂
Bo

+ E.0 (5.1)

where Bq is the zero pressure bulk modulus, ' is the pressure derivative of B at p  = 0, Vb

is the minimum energy volume and Eq is the minimum total energy of the system. The 

fitted parameters are shown in Table 5.4, although literature values are currently not 

available for the bulk modulus and pressure derivative of NagOCl for comparison. 

However, in most solids the value of Bq ' lies between 3 and 5 [42].

Table 5.4 Experimental (at room temperature) and calculated structural parameters of 
NasOCl

I/o/A" Bo/MPa Bo'

Experiment ^ 90.88 - -

All-electron 87.14(25) 62.8(3) 3.84(6)
HAYWLC 84.19(39) 71.5(9) 4.13(14)
BARTHE 85.18(13) 65.6(2) 3.86(3)

Experimental volume calculated from experimental lattice parameters in [28].

As can be seen in Table 5.5, the best agreement between experiment and calculation is 

observed for the calculation based upon the all-electron basis set. However, the 

pseudopotential results do not differ significantly with the difference in the lattice 

parameters being at most, -2.5% of the experimentally-determined value.
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Figure 5.3 Total energy of Na^OCI versus volume for calculations based on a) an all
electron, b) HAYWLC and c) BARTHE description of the sodium core.
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Table 5.5 Experimental (at room temperature) and derived lattice parameters and bond 
lengths for N%0C1

a l k N a-0 /Â Na—01 / A Na-Na/ Â
Experiment ^ 4.496(2) 2.248 3.179 3.179
All-electron 4.433 2.163 3.058 3.058
HAYWLC 4.383 2.141 3.029 3.029
BARTHE 4.400 2.145 3.033 3.033

" Experimental lattice parameters and bond lengths taken from the crystal structure in [28].

The fitting of the calculated unit cell volume to the Mumaghan equation of states, Figure 

5.3, shows that there is little numerical noise affecting the interpolation of the minima. It 

is reasonable to assume that any residual error is mainly due to basis set incompleteness.

The ab initio results, more importantly, are within -1%  of each other which would seem

to suggest that the three models produce similar electrostatic interactions between the ions 

and, as a consequence, the same electric field due to the lattice.

Using the results obtained in the two periodic ah initio pseudopotential calculations, the 

principal component of the ^^Na efg tensor for NasOCl was found to be:

V33 = -6.30215 X 10^“ Vm'^ (BARTHE)

V33 = -6.41506 X 1 0 “  Vm'^ (HAYWLC)

These values compare well with those found by Klosters and Jansen [1] using their point- 

charge model with formal charges:

V33 = -6.76762 X 10^" Vm'^

This result strongly suggests that the use of pseudopotentials to represent core electrons 

produces an efg at the sodium nucleus equivalent to that of a point-charge model. This is 

an interesting result in its own right.
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The enhancement of the efg due to the lattice ions by the polarisation of the inner core 

electron density, which in this calculation is related to the Stemheimer factor, can be 

found from the following equation.

1 - K  (Na" )̂ = V33 (all electron) / V 3 3  (pseudopotential) (5.2)

where (Na"̂ ) is taken to be a factor directly comparable to the Stemheimer factor. This 

gives a value of -5.60 for y^ (Na" )̂, based on the HAYWLC pseudopotential and -5.72 

using the BARTHE pseudopotential. Both results are in good agreement with the 

determination of the Stemheimer factor by both Klosters and Jansen [1], and previous 

quantum mechanical calculations [30-33].

5.4.2 Core polarisation and the Stemheimer factor
The results described above indicate that modelling of the core electrons, especially the 

2p orbital, on sodium is essential to the correct simulation of the efg at the nucleus. They 

also suggest that the all-electron model provides a good description of the electron 

distribution within the unit cell of NagOCl and, in tum, this allows the assumption that 

this compound is fully ionic to be tested.

The atomic net charges, given by a Mulliken population analysis, indicate that sodium 

loses about 6 8 % of its valence electron. The electron charge deformation (bulk minus 

superposition of spherical atomic distribution) map cutting through the C l-Na-Cl plane is 

shown in Figure 5.4(a) and is typical for an ionic compound of this symmetry. This 

interpretation is supported by the atomic net charge on C f, which is close to - l |g | 

(-0.922|g|). The Na-Cl bond population (Cl has 12 first neighbour Na ions) is, therefore, 

very small confirming the fully ionic nature of the bond. However, the calculated
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electron charge deformation map in the plane passing through N a-0 , Figure 5.4(b), 

shows clear evidence of the asymmetry that leads to the relatively large efg at the sodium 

nucleus. The nature of the distortion is in agreement with the anisotropic thermal 

parameters for sodium [29] in which U\\ (along the O -N a-0  direction) is 0.0125(8) 

and U22 and U33, perpendicular to it, are 0.0543(9) Â .̂ A Mulliken population analysis 

shows the N a-0  bond population to be 0.161 |e| and implies that this bond has some 

covalent character. This suggests that the use of Na3 0 Cl as a test compound for the 

calculation of the Stemheimer factor may not result in the true ionic value.

Figure 5.4 Calculated electron charge deformation maps (crystal -  isolated atoms) 
corresponding to (a) cutting the Cl-N a-Cl plane and (b) cutting the O -N a-O  plane. Blue 
and red lines indicate positive and negative values respectively; black lines correspond to 
the zero-level. Contour intervals correspond to increases o f 0.05 electrons (a.u.)'^.

A second assumption made when using the Stemheimer factor in point-charge 

calculations is that its value is independent of the stmcture of the sodium environment. In 

order to investigate this assumption a second investigation, using the same method as for 

Na3 0 Cl, was carried out on a small group of eompounds where sodium occupies a single 

crystallographic site. Members of this group were chosen because of the accuracy with 

which the ^^Na NMR parameters had been calculated using the periodic ab initio method 

based on modified 3-21G basis sets (Chapter 4).
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Although a number of factors influence the calculation of (Na^), the wide variation in 

the results, shown in Table 5.6, suggest that the Stemheimer factor itself is highly 

dependent upon the immediate coordination environment of the sodium nucleus. The 

closest agreement between calculation and the commonly accepted literature value of 

y^ (Na"*") = -4.1 [29] is found in the case of sodium nitrate. This result may be due to the 

coordination environment of the sodium cation being the closest to that of a perfect 

octahedron when compared to those in the other compounds investigated.

Table 5.6 A summary of calculated values of ̂ ^Na NMR quadrupole parameters for a range 
of sodium compounds using all-electron and HAYWLC pseudopotential basis sets.

Corresponding values of y ^  (N a^ are given.

Compound
All electron HAYWLC

|Cq1/MHz 7 [Col/MHz 7
■ Too (Na )

NaNOg 0.42 0.00 0.08 0.00 -4.25

NaCgOd 2.23 0.58 0.23 0.63 -8.70

NaOH 3.56 0.02 0.50 0.01 -6.12

NaCIOg 0.57 0.00 0.13 0.00 -3.38

NagSO^ 2.85 0.51 0.47 0.40 -5.06

5.4.3 Core polarisation: a more detaiied investigation
The observation that the all-electron model is able to successfully predict the efg at 

sodium in NagOCl to a significant degree of accuracy allows for a more detailed 

investigation of the nature of the efg and its relationship to the polarisation of the sodium 

core 2p electrons. On closer inspection of the electron charge deformation map. Figure 

5.4(b), an enhancement of the electron density in a core orbital lying along the direction 

of the O-N a-O  axis is seen. From the periodic ab initio calculations, it can be shown that 

the principal component of the efg tensor in its principal axis frame (V33) also lies along 

this direction. If it is assumed that this is also the direction of the 2p% orbital, it would
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seem appropriate to ascribe the enhancement of the efg at the sodium nucleus to the 

enhancement of electron density in this orbital.
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Figure 5.5 A plot of the 2p% Mulliken population versus the principal component of the efg 
tensor (^ 33) at sodium calculated for a cubic distortion of the Na3 0 Cl lattice.

In order to investigate the effect of the polarisation of the 2p% orbital on the efg, the 

nearest neighbour environment of sodium was varied by simply changing the unit cell 

parameter. This maintains the symmetry around sodium. Values of this parameter were 

varied from 4.156 Â to 4.706 Â and the corresponding values of V33 and the Mulliken 

population of the 2p% orbital were calculated at each point. The results of this analysis are 

shown in Figure 5.5 where the points are fitted to a linear function:

2pz Mulliken Population = 1.94963 -  0.00232 1/33 (5.3)

It is interesting to note that the principal component of the ^^Na efg tensor (1/33) is directly 

proportional to the Mulliken electron population in the 2p% orbital. Unfortunately, a cubic
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distortion of the lattice leads to changes in both the Na-0 and Na-Cl interatomic distances 

preventing their individual contributions to the polarisation of the 2 p% orbital being 

investigated. However, a tetragonal distortion of the cubic lattice along «, see Figure 5.6, 

results in two distinct sodium environments.

2.348 A

3.179 A

: 3.251 A
2.248

/90

Na(2)

Figure 5.6 The effect o f a tetragonal distortion along a  leading to the formation o f two 
distinct sodium environments, Na(7) (puiple) and Na(2) (blue). Oxygen atoms are shown 
in red and the chlorine atom in green.

Na(/) has an environment in which the N a(7)-0 interatomic distance will change with the 

distortion but the N a(/)-C l distance and Cl-Na(7)-Cl angle remain constant. However, 

for the Na(2) environment it is the Na(2)-0 distance which remains constant and the 

distortion leads to changes in both the Na(2)-Cl distance and the Cl-Na(2)-Cl angle.

In order to investigate the effect of each type of distortion separately, the NasOCl unit cell 

was cast in the PI space group allowing the magnitudes of the three cell parameters «, b 

and c to be varied independently. The results of such an analysis are shown in Figure 5.7.
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The magnitudes of the cell parameter a were those used in the calculations underlying the 

plot in Figure 5.5; however, the magnitudes of b and c (b = c) were fixed at their literature 

values [28]. In this way, one sodium site (Na(7)) had the distortion involving the 

variation of the N a -0  bond only and the other two sites (Na(2)) in the unit cell have the 

Cl-Na-Cl angle distortion with accompanying change in Na-Cl distance.

From the results, it can be seen that the distortion of the sodium environment involving 

the N a -0  interatomic distance has a far larger effect on the efg at the sodium nucleus than 

distortions of the Cl-Na-Cl angle. This would suggest that the interaction between 

sodium and oxygen is not a simple electrostatic one.

From the correlation (Equation (5.3)), two interesting observations may be drawn:

• when the efg at the sodium nucleus is zero the Mulliken population of the 2p% 

orbital and by symmetry those of 2px and 2py, is equal to -1.95.

• if the sign of Cq(^^Na) is negative, then the Mulliken population of the 2p% orbital 

will be >1.95 and, by symmetry since 77(^^Na) = 0, that of the 2px and 2py orbitals 

will decrease by half the difference between the polarised value and the zero efg 

value. The converse argument applies for a positive sign of Cq(^^Na).
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Figure 5.7 A plot of the 2p% Mulliken population versus the principal component of the efg 
tensor (V33) at the two sodium sites calculated for a tetragonal distortion of the Na3ÜCl 
lattice.

This result would suggest that the correct modelling of the population and polarisability of 

the 2 p orbitals on sodium is the key to any ab initio calculation of the efg at sodium. 

Further to this, it would suggest that the use of the Pople 3-21G basis set, and particularly 

the gaussians representing the core, provide sufficient flexibility to accommodate this 

polarisation within a wide range of coordination environments. This conclusion is 

consistent with the wide range of results discussed in Chapter 4.

In order to investigate a more general link between the 2p% orbital and V33, where z is 

coincident with direction 3, studies on crystal lattice distortions in both Na2S0 3  and 

NaOH were carried out. These compounds were chosen principally because all the 

sodium sites display axial symmetry along an axis parallel to a lattice vector. This means
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that distortion of the crystal along this symmetry axis does not adversely distort the shape 

of the respective anions and thereby introduce further complications into the analysis. 

Distortion of the NaOH cell was along the b lattice vector (11.078 Â to 11.678 Â) and that 

in NazSOg was along the c lattice vector (6.033 Â to 6.433 Â); all other lattice parameters 

were held fixed at their literature values [43,44]. The results of the analysis are shown in 

Figure 5.8 where the points are fitted to a linear function:

2pz Mulliken Population = 1.9505 -  0.00248 V 3 3  (5.4)

This correlation is very similar to that found for Na3 0 Cl and is perhaps surprising given 

that, apart from axial symmetry, the sodium coordination environments are very different 

in all three compounds.

This result provides some insight into the reason for the consistent overestimation of the 

Cq(^^Na) values calculated using modified 6-21G compared to 3-21G basis sets (see 

Figure 4.16). Such a result may simply be attributable to an increase in the magnitude of 

the Mulliken population for the 2p orbitals on sodium.
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Figure 5.8 A plot o f the 2p% Mulliken population versus the principal component of the efg 
tensor ( F 3 3 )  at the three sodium sites in NaiSOg and the sodium site in NaOH calculated for 
a tetragonal distortion of their crystal lattices.

5.5 Summary
An important aim of this chapter was to consider the extension of the periodic HF ab 

initio method beyond the diserete oxyanions of the lighter p-block elements studied in 

Chapter 4. To this end, it has been demonstrated that good correlations can be achieved 

for the transition metal oxyanions and a reasonable one for the heavy p-bloek oxyanions. 

In the later ease, the demonstration that the use of core pseudopotentials for the heavy 

elements is aeeeptable suggests that the ealculations can be extended to many more 

eompounds where symmetry may make the use of all-eleetron basis sets eomputationally 

expensive.
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The two sodium sites in the porous sodium trisilicate Mu-11 were very well characterised 

with both Cq(^^Na) and ?X^^Na) in close agreement with experiment. However, 

calculations proved more problematic in the case of natural blue sodalite and sodalite 

where the problem lay with a crystal structure inconsistent with the ^^Na NMR data for 

the former and a suspected problem with the basis set used to model aluminium in the 

latter. This result suggests that further work is required to successfully apply the periodic 

ab initio method to the calculation of ̂ ^Na quadrupole parameters in zeolites.

The periodic ab initio method was shown to be applicable to the study of sodium 

fluoroaluminates; a result that is perhaps somewhat surprising as the sodium basis set was 

optimised with regard to coordination with oxygen. However, again evidence was found 

for ^^Na NMR data inconsistent with a crystal structure. As in the case of natural blue 

sodalite, the mineral samples used in these studies were not those for which the structure 

was obtained. When dealing with natural materials, it is undoubtedly preferable to use the 

same sample for both NMR studies and crystal structure determination.

Sodium oxide chloride provided a model compound for the extension of the periodic ab 

initio determination of ^^Na quadrupole parameters to a fully ionic system. It was 

possible to calculate an accurate value of Cq(^^Nsl) and also determine a value for the 

Stemheimer factor for Na"̂  in general agreement with values suggested in the literature. A 

factor comparable to the Stemheimer factor was also calculated for a range of compounds 

with different stmctural environments for sodium. It was found, contrary to assumption, 

that this factor was highly dependent on stmcture with the closest fit to the accepted 

Stemheimer value ( (Na"̂ ) = -4.1) for sodium nitrate in which the sodium environment

is the closest to an ideal octahedron.
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Specific distortions of the crystal structure of NasOCl allowed the origin of the efg at 

sodium to be investigated and this was found to correlate strongly with the polarisation of 

the 2pz orbital. Selected distortions of the crystal structures of NaiSOs and NaOH also 

produced the same result. From such investigations it seems, in general, that the key to 

the success of the periodic HF ab initio method using modified small basis sets is their 

ability to accurately model the polarisability of 2 p orbitals on sodium.
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Experimental and periodic ab initio 

investigations of a range of 

sodium phosphates
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6.1 Introduction
Condensed phosphates of sodium, some of which are of commercial importance, provide a 

range of ionic compounds in which sodium can have multiple site occupancy. It is for this 

reason that a number of these phosphates have been investigated by a variety of ̂ ^Na NMR 

techniques; for example, the tripolyphosphate, NagPgOio, was one of the first compounds to 

be studied by MQMAS [1]. One aim of the work presented in this chapter is to consider 

the assignment of sodium resonances in these multi-site sodium compounds; this can be a 

challenging problem.

Two particular features of the use of periodic ah initio methods for the calculation of ^^Na 

quadrupole parameters are demonstrated. Firstly, for specific compounds, it is shown that 

a comparison between experiment and calculation can reveal inconsistencies in reported 

crystal structures. In a sense, this links NMR measurements to crystal structure 

determination and suggests that such measurements could be used, for example, as 

constraints in the Rietveld refinement of powder diffraction patterns. Secondly, the use of 

periodic ah initio calculations can provide reliable values of quadrupole parameters so that 

strongly overlapped second-order spectra can be interpreted and so, for example, reveal the 

values of isotropic chemical shifts for individual resonances.

The final part of this chapter presents an indirect study of hydrogen bonding in anhydrous 

disodium hydrogenphosphate (Na2HP0 4 ). A periodic ab initio investigation of the 

structure and ^^Na quadrupole parameters of the three distinct sodium sites in this 

compound are shown to lead to information about the location of the hydrogen-bonded 

proton.
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It should be noted that all of the calculations of ^^Na quadrupole parameters in this chapter, 

with the exception of ;;(^^Na) in Section 6.4, use the periodic ab initio method and suitably 

modified Pople 3-21G basis sets (see Chapter 4, Section 4.4). Furthermore, the calculated 

values of Cq(^^Na) are taken as directly comparable with experiment since a correlation 

very close to 1:1 is assumed. In the main, the calculated values of ;;(^^Na) are not used for 

assignment purposes since their values are less reliably calculated using the relatively 

simple 3-21G basis set. However, this is not the case in the discussion of hydrogen 

bonding in Na2HP0 4  in Section 6.4, in which values of ;;(^^Na) play a key role and are 

calculated using a suitably modified 6 -2 1 G basis set with d-polarisation functions.

6.2 MAS NMR study of anhydrous Na4P20y
Tetrasodium pyrophosphate (Na4P2 0 ?) crystallises in the P2i2i2i space group with four 

formula units per unit cell [2]. The four sodium atoms of each formula unit lie on general 

positions giving rise to four crystallographically-distinct sodium environments with equal 

occupation. Consequently, the ^^Na NMR spectrum is characterised by four, equal- 

intensity resonances with distinct quadrupole interaction parameters.

The ^^Na MAS NMR spectrum of Na4? 2 0 7 , measured at 105.8 MHz, is shown in Figure 

6.1 and the four second-order resonances are strongly overlapped. The complex spectrum 

is the reason why Na4P2 0 7  has been used as a model compound in both ^^Na MQMAS 

[3-5] and DOR [4] experiments. In recent work, ^^Na MAS, DOR and MQMAS NMR 

spectra measured at five distinct Larmor frequencies in the range 105.8 MHz to 211.6 MHz 

have been analysed in order to determine ‘best values’ of Cq(^^Na), ;;(^^Na) and
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&o,cs(^^Na) for each resonance in the spectrum [6 ]. The values obtained are summarised in 

Table 6.1, although no estimates of uncertainties were given in the original work.

020 -20 -40 -60

6  f^Na) / ppm

Figure 6.1 Experimental MAS NMR spectrum of anhydrous Na4P2 0 7 -

Table 6.1 A summary of the ‘best values’ of the experimental ^^Na NMR quadrupole 
parameters for anhydrous Na4P2 0 ? taken from [6]

R eso n an ce  ® Cq / MHz 1 4o,csf^Na) ppm

I 2.08 0.26 -1.69

II 2.90 0.47 + 3 2 0

III 2.30 0.70 -5.25

IV 3.22 0.56 -0.85

" These labels are the Roman equivalents of those used in [6]: they are used to avoid 
confusion with the crystallographic sodium sites which are labelled 1 to 4; see Table 6.8. 
 ̂Isotropic chemical shift relative to external solid NaCl.

This compound represents a good test case for the periodic ab initio calculation of ^^Na 

quadrupole parameters and the use of the correlation approach for assignment purposes.
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The initial calculation of the ^^Na quadrupole parameters used the crystal structure of 

NaqPiO? as refined by Leung and Calvo [2]. The results, shown as ‘Calculated (i)’ in 

Table 6.2, demonstrate that this crystal structure gives a calculated CqC^^Na) value for site 

(2 ) significantly larger than expected from experiment; indeed the value is unrealistically 

large. A more detailed inspection of the reported crystal structure [7], however, reveals 

that for the quoted space group setting an origin shift of (0.25, 0, 0) is required for the 

standard data. Application of this origin shift results in the calculated values of the ^^Na 

quadrupole parameters labelled as ‘Calculated (ii)’ in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2 A summary of the calculated values of ^^Na NMR quadrupole parameters for 
anhydrous Na4P2 0 7

Site"
Calculated (1) Calculated (II)

C q  / MHz 7 (7 q  / MHz 7

Na(1) +2.165 0.81 +2.065 0.64
Na (2) +30.839 0.11 +2.465 0.67
Na (3) +4.595 0.24 +3.008 0.51
Na (4) -4.849 0.53 +3.020 0.82

" The labels correspond to those used in [2]. Calculated values based on (i) the crystal 
structure reported in [2] and (ii) after an origin shift (0 .25 ,0 ,0 ) as described in the text.

Overall, it appears that the original crystal structure is correct once the proper origin is 

adopted; a suitable remark is now in the ICSD database. Only a partial resonance 

assignment is possible based upon the calculated values of Cq(^^Na) in Table 6.2. The 

resonances reported by Engelhardt et al. as (I) and (m ) can be assigned to sodium on the 

lattice sites designated (7) and (2), respectively. Sites (3) and (4) give almost identical 

calculated values for Cq(^^Na) and so cannot easily be assigned. It should be noted, 

however, that the calculated values of the ^^Na quadrupole parameters for these two sites 

are in reasonable agreement with those measured by experiment. The calculated values of 

?7(^^Na) are not sufficiently reliable for assignment purposes.
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The calculated values for the ^^Na NMR parameters, along with the knowledge that the 

resonances must be of equal intensity, provides a powerful starting point for the simulation 

of the strongly overlapped ^^Na MAS NMR spectrum shown in Figure 6.1. The Bruker 

WINFIT software was used for this simulation with the starting values of the ^^Na 

quadrupole parameters taken as those obtained by periodic ab initio calculation. To begin, 

these values were fixed and only the position and amplitude of each resonance was allowed 

to vary. When convergence was reached, 7;(^^Na) for each resonance was then allowed to 

vary since this parameter is less well modelled by the periodic ab initio method. After 

convergence, Cq(^Na) was released. The last step in the fitting process was to allow a 

small amount of gaussian line broadening for the final fit. The results of the simulation are 

summarised in Table 6.3 and the simulated MAS NMR spectrum along with its individual 

components is compared with experiment in Figure 6.2. It should be noted that values of 

4 o,cs(^^Na) are also provided by the simulation.

Table 6.3 Values of NMR parameters for the individual resonances in the simulated ^^Na 
MAS NMR spectrum of anhydrous Na^PzO?

R esonance " Cq /M H z 7 4o,csf^Na) ^ /ppm Intensity

I 2.06 ± 0.10 0.26 ±  0.05 -1.21 ± 0 .5 0.30

II 2.91 ± 0 . 1 5 0.46 ± 0.05 +3.63 ± 0.5 0.21

III 2.26 ±0 .11 0.70 ±  0.05 -5.45 ± 0.5 0.24

IV 3.20 ± 0 . 1 6 0.56 ± 0.05 -0.74 ± 0.5 0.23

" The resonances are labelled in the same way as those in Table 6.1.  ̂ Isotropic chemical 
shift relative to external solid NaCl.
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Figure 6.2 Experimental and simulated ^"Na M A S NM R spectrum of anhydrous Na4? 2 0 7 .
Individual contributions to the simulated spectrum are shown.

Of the various NMR experiments applied to the study of Na4P2 0 ?, Engelhardt et al. 

concluded that the double-frequency-sweep, triple-quantum MAS technique [6 ] alone was 

able to derive all the ^^Na NMR parameters with sufficient accuracy from a single 

experiment. They also commented that such a technique is experimentally demanding and 

not routinely available in all laboratories. However, as demonstrated by a comparison of 

the results in Tables 6.2 and 6.3, it is equally possible to use relatively straightforward 

MAS NMR coupled with periodic ab initio calculation to extract quadrupole parameters 

for a material with a known crystal stmcture. Using the calculated ^^Na NMR parameters 

it is also possible to make some progress towards assigning specific resonances to their 

respective crystallographic sites.
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6.3 Polymorphs of NasPsOio
Pentasodium triphosphate, (NagPgOio), is one of the main products made from phosphoric 

acid [8 ]. It crystallises in two anhydrous polymorphic forms. The low-temperature 

polymorph, designated phase U, is thermodynamically stable up to about 415°C [9,10]. At 

higher temperatures, it is easily converted to the high-temperature polymorph, phase I. The 

reverse process occurs very slowly with the result that phase I is metastable at room 

temperature and both polymorphs can exist. Depending upon the thermal history and the 

technical grade, samples of NagPgOio will be a mixture containing various amounts of both 

phases. Hydration of anhydrous NagPgOio from the air occurs only slowly and at high 

relative humidity, but from aqueous solution, NagPgOio crystallises as the hexahydrate: 

Na5P3 0 io'6H2 0 .

The co-existence of three different crystalline forms, at room temperature, presents a 

further opportunity to test the correlation between calculation and experiment for multi-site 

sodium ions. Recent work by Fyfe and co-workers [11] has found that the ^^Na MQMAS 

NMR spectrum of the low temperature form (phase II) is consistent with the reported 

crystallographic data [12]. Assignment of the non-equivalent sites in the crystal structure 

was by comparison of the relative differences between point-charge derived values of 

Cq(^^Na) and the corresponding experimental values. A similar investigation of the high 

temperature form (phase I) indicated three sodium sites but point-charge calculations failed 

to provide a consistent assignment. It was concluded that there were inaccuracies in the 

reported crystal structure of this phase. It was also reported that an analysis of the 

hexahydrate using ^^Na MAS and MQMAS NMR spectra recorded at different magnetic 

fields was in progress but presented a difficult problem.
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6.3.1 Anhydrous NasPsOio : phase II polymorph
In order to ensure purity of the commercial sample of NasPsOio used in this study, it was 

heated at 350°C for 72 hours and then allowed to cool slowly. A subsequent XRD analysis 

confirmed that the phase 11 polymorph was the only crystalline component present.

The crystal structure of the phase 11 polymorph indicates that there are three 

crystallographically distinct sodium sites in the ratio 1:2:2 [12]. The ^^Na MAS NMR 

spectrum, shown in Figure 6.3, indicates three second-order quadrupolar-split resonances, 

two of which overlap strongly.

Experimental

Simulation

Na(3)

Na(2)

N a(f)

T ~
-60

T “
-8020 -20 -40

,235( Na) / ppm

-100

Figure 6.3 Experimental and simulated ^’Na MAS NMR spectrum o f the anhydrous 
NasPsOlo phase II polymorph. Individual contributions to the simulated spectrum are shown. 
* represents the position of a spinning sideband.
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Direct fitting of this spectrum gave the NMR parameters in Table 6.4 and these are in good 

agreement with those measured by Fyfe et al. [11]. The assignment of the resonances is 

that proposed by the authors based on point-charge calculations.

Table 6.4 Values o f NMR parameters for the individual ^"Na resonances for the phase II 
polymorph o f anhydrous Na^PaOm

Site* C q / M H z 1 4o,cs(̂ ^Na)  ̂/ ppm Ref

Na(7) 4.56 ± 0.23 0.40 ±0.05 -5.2 1 0.5 c

4.57 ± 0.03 0.3910.02 -3.7 1 0.2 11

Na(^ 3.06 ±0.15 0.1710.05 +2.910.5 c

2.99 ± 0.02 0.1910.02 +2.2 1 0.4 11

N a($ 1.37 + 0.07 0.92 1 0.05 -7.010.5 c

1.3710.02 1.0010.02 -6.7 1 0.4 11

" The labels correspond to those used in [11]. Isotropic chemical shift relative to external 
solid NaCl.  ̂This work.

5-

The phase II polymorph crystallises in the monoclinic space group C2!c with four formula 

units per unit cell [12]. The structure consists of sodium ions surrounding a linear P3O 10 

ion as shown in Figure 6.4.

r

3

3

o

Figure 6.4 The structure of the unit cell o f the phase II polymorph o f anhydrous NajPsOio: 
sodium atoms (blue), phosphorus atoms (purple) and oxygen atoms (red).
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The quadrupole parameters calculated using the periodic ah initio method and suitably 

modified 3-21G basis sets, for the three crystallographically-distinct sodium sites based on 

this crystal structure are given in Table 6.5. The values of Cq(^^Na) for the three sodium 

sites agree well with those found from experiment and, in agreement with the conclusions 

reached by Fyfe et al., provide further evidence for the accuracy of the reported crystal 

structure.

Table 6.5 A summary o f experimental and calculated values of ^^Na NMR quadrupole 
parameters for the phase II polymorph of anhydrous Na5P 3 0 io

Experimental  ̂ Calculated
Phase II *

C q/M H z rj C q/M H z rj

Na(f) 4.56 0.40 +4.03 0.45
Na (2) 3.06 0.17 -3.44 0.21

Na (3) 1.37 0.92 -1.37 0.86

“ The labels correspond to those used in [12].  ̂This work.

6.3.2 The five sites of NasPsOio 6 H2O
A sample of the hexahydrate was prepared by the slow evaporation of a concentrated 

aqueous solution of NasPsOio. Once the crystals formed, they were filtered from the 

solution, washed with acetone and allowed to dry in air at room temperature. The 

hexahydrate crystallises in the triclinic space group P I with two formula units per unit cell 

[13]. The structure, shown in Figure 6.5, comprises sodium cations and PsOio^' anions 

along with water molecules, which are distributed in such a way that they partially 

coordinate the sodium ions and form hydrogen bonds to the triphosphate ions. One 

terminal PO4  tetrahedron participates in nine such hydrogen bonds, the other only one, 

while the central PO4  unit does not participate in any hydrogen bonds. All atoms lie on 

general positions within the unit cell, which means there are five independent sodium sites
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with equal multiplicities giving rise to five second-order quadrupolar, equal-intensity, 

resonances in the "^Na MAS NMR spectrum.

à
V

Figure 6.5 The structure of the unit cell o f NasPsOio-hHaO: sodium atoms (blue), 
phosphorus atoms (purple), oxygen atoms (red) and hydrogen atoms (white).

Figure 6.6 shows that the individual resonances in the speetmm strongly overlap and it is 

difficult, even with the knowledge that there are five resonances, to identify the individual 

contributions.

Values for Cq(^^Na) for the five sites of Na5P3 0 io 6Fl20 were calculated using the periodic 

ab initio method and the results are shown in Table 6.6. These values provide a valuable 

starting point, along with the knowledge that the resonances must be of equal intensity, for 

the simulation of the experimental ^^Na MAS NMR spectrum. The Bmker WINFIT 

software once again was used for this simulation using an approach based on that already 

discussed for fitting the ^^Na MAS NMR spectrum of Na4P20? (Section 6.2) but with a 

different sequence of release of parameters. This was found necessary to achieve a 

reasonable final fit. The Cq(^^Na) values for all five sites were kept fixed at their 

calculated values and the //(^^Na) values were set to zero, leaving only the positions and
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amplitudes of the resonances as variables. When convergence was reached, Cq(^^Na) for 

each resonance was then allowed to vary and after convergence, ?;(^^Na) was released. 

The remaining step was to allow a small amount of gaussian line broadening for a final fit. 

The results of the simulation are summarised in Table 6.6, which includes values of 

4so,cs(^^Na). The simulated MAS NMR spectrum is compared with experiment in Figure 

6.7.

10 0 10 -20 -30 -40 -50
,23§ ( Na) / ppm

Figure 6 .6  Experimental MAS NMR spectrum of NagPgOio 6 H 2O.
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Table 6 . 6  NMR parameters from both periodic a b  in itio  calculation and simulation of the 
experimental ^^Na MAS NMR spectrum for the different sodium sites in NagPsOio bHiO

Site a
Calculation Simulation

Cq /M H z Cq /M H z 7 4o,csf^Na) ^/ ppm Intensity

N a{7) -1.76 1.74 ± 0 .0 9 0.29 ± 0.05 -0.55 ± 0.5 0.21

Na (2) +2.09 1.97 ± 0 .1 0 0.85 ± 0.05 -5.71 ± 0.5 0.18

Na (3) +2.37 2.09 ± 0 .1 0 0.81 ± 0.05 -9.09 ± 0.5 0.19

Na (4) -2.69 2.40 ± 0 .1 2 0.51 ± 0.05 +2.20 ± 0.5 0.22

Na (5) +1.71 1.69 ± 0.09 0.26 ± 0.05 -4.20 ± 0.5 0.21

" The labels correspond to those used in [13].  ̂Isotropic chemical shift relative to external 
solid NaCl.

The assignment of the individual sodium sites is based upon the assumption of a linear 

correlation between calculation and experiment, although the relatively small differences 

between the simulated Cq(^^Na) values does introduce some uncertainty into the 

assignment. Nonetheless, by using a consistent approach for all five sites, in the absence of 

any further information, a reasonable interpretation can be made. It is worth noting that the 

sign of Cq(^^Na), if available experimentally, is an important assignment parameter; for 

example it would allow the resolution of any ambiguity over the assignment of sites (7) 

and (5). Once again the calculated values of 77(̂ ^Na) were not sufficiently reliable for 

assignment purposes.
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Experimental

Simulation

Na{2)

Na(4)

Na(5)

0 -10 -20 -30 -40

,230( Na) / ppm

Figure 6.7 Experimental (proton-decoupled) and simulated ^^Na MAS NMR spectrum o f 
Na5P3 0 io 6 H2O. Individual contributions to the simulated spectrum are shown.

6.3.3 Anhydrous NagPgOio : phase I polymorph
The high-temperature phase I polymorph of anhydrous NasP^Oio was prepared by heating 

a commercial sample at 550°C for 36 hours, then slowly cooling the solid to 430°C over 12 

hours. When the heating cycle was complete, the sample was quenched in liquid nitrogen. 

A subsequent XRD analysis confirmed that the major product was the phase I polymorph. 

However, a small component of the phase 11 was also found. Several attempts were made 

to form the phase I in pure form, but to no avail. The smallest amount of the phase II
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component present was analysed to be -5%  by weight. This was the sample used for the 

NMR study.

w U

w

Figure 6 . 8  The structure of the unit cell o f the phase I polymorph of anhydrous NasPgOm: 
sodium atoms (blue), phosphorus atoms (purple) and oxygen atoms (red).

The phase I polymorph, like that of phase II, crystallises in the C2c space group and the 

crystal stmcture, shown in Figure 6.8, indicates that there are three distinct sodium sites in 

the ratio 1:2:2 [14]. This is consistent with the ^^Na MAS NMR speetmm, shown in 

Figure 6.9, which consists of three second-order quadmpole resonances, two of which are 

overlapping. Fitting this speetmm, which is of a better quality than that reported by Fyfe et 

al [11] gave the NMR parameters in Table 6.7. (The improvement in quality of the 

spectrum may be associated with the purity of the phase 1 polymorph.) As part of the 

fitting procedure, account was taken of the -5%  by weight presence of the phase II 

polymorph.
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Table 6.7 Values o f NMR parameters for the individual ^^Na resonances for the phase I 
polymorph o f anhydrous NajPsOio

Site® C q /M H z 4o,cs(^^Na)  ̂ / ppm ref

N a { 7 ) 1 .3 8  ± 0 . 0 5 0 .7 8  ± 0 . 0 5 +0.1 ± 0 . 5 c

1 .3 0  ± 0 . 0 3 0 .7 5  ± 0 . 0 5 -0 .7  ±  0 .2 11

N a (2/3) 3 .8 3  ± 0 .0 5 0 .1 5  ± 0 . 0 5 -5 .3  ± 0 . 5 c

3 .7 2  ± 0 .0 4 0 .1 7  ± 0 . 0 5 -5 .4  ±  0 .2 11

Na (2^3) 3 .6 9  ± 0 .0 5 0 .2 9  ± 0 . 0 5 -6 .2  ±  0 .5 c

3 .6 2  ±  0 .0 4 0 .2 9  ± 0 . 0 4 -6 .3  ± 0 .2 11

" The labels correspond to those used in [11].  ̂ Isotropic chemical shift relative to external 
solid NaCl. This work.

Experimental

Simulation

Na(2/3)

Na(2/3)

5% by weight phase II

T ”
-20

n
20

n
-40

,23

I

-60
I

-80 -100 -120

ô( Na) / ppm

Figure 6.9 Experimental and simulated ’̂’Na MAS NMR spectrum o f the anhydrous 
Na^P^Oio phase 1 polymorph. Individual contributions to the simulated spectrum, including 
that o f the phase 11 polymorph, are shown. * represents the position of a spinning sideband.
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Calculation of the values of Cq(^^Na), by Fyfe et al., using point-charge calculations based 

upon the method outlined by Roller et at. [15] deviated significantly from those observed 

by experiment (2.44 MHz, 3.30 MHz, 2.87 MHz for Na(7), Na(2) and Na(3) respectively). 

It was suggested that there were possible inaccuracies in the reported single-crystal 

stmcture. Assignment of site (7) (see Table 6.7) was possible based on the relative 

intensity of the resonance in the ^^Na MAS NMR speetmm.

Corbridge [14], who reported the single-crystal stmcture of the phase I polymorph, 

acknowledged in the work that the accuracy of the stmcture determination was limited by 

the poor quality of the crystals and, in addition, by experimental problems. The results of 

periodic ab initio calculations based on this stmcture are given in Table 6.8 under the 

heading ‘Calculated (i)’. The poor correspondence with the experimentally-determined 

values of the ^^Na quadmpole parameters strongly suggests that there are inaccuracies in 

the reported crystal structure.

Table 6 . 8  A summary of the calculated values of ^^Na NMR quadrupole parameters for the 
phase I polymorph of anhydrous NagPgOio.

Phase 1® -
Calculated (1) Calculated (ii)

Cq /M H z 7 Cq / MHz V
Na(7) +2.39 0.90 +1.44 0.64
Na {2} +5.09 0.18 +4.00 0.19
Na (3) -4.03 0.60 +3.96 0.39

“ The labels correspond to those used in [14]. Calculated values based on (i) the crystal 
structure in [14] and (ii) the refined crystal structure of C. Greaves [7].

A critical feature of the results in Table 6.8 is that they indicate that it is the 

crystallographic positions of the sodium atoms at site (2), and to a lesser extent those at site 

(7), which are most likely in error.
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Using the PowderCell software package [16], the theoretical powder XRD pattern was 

ealculated using the original erystallographic data and compared with the experimental 

XRD pattern. It can be seen in Figure 6.10(a) that the relative intensities of the diffraetion 

peaks in the region 1 7 °-2 1 °  20  for the theoretical pattern are inconsistent with the same 

region in the experimental pattern. Also, diffraetion peaks {hhh) with = 1 to 3 were 

either missing, or of very low intensity. The PowderCell program allows manipulation of 

individual atoms within the unit cell. By incremental movement of the sodium at site (2) it 

was possible to find better agreement with experiment in the region 17°-21° 20. The 

theoretical powder XRD pattern based upon new coordinates for sodium at site (2) is 

eompared with the experimental pattern in Figure 6.10(b). These coordinates were then 

used, along with other inputs, as a starting point for a re-assessment of the erystal structure 

using Rietveld refinement [7]. The results of this refinement are given in Appendix B.

•filW (a) (b)

h ;

V
> t ■ ",

18 19

219 /''

20 17 18 19

2i9/"
20

Figure 6.10 A comparison between the experimental (black) and the theoretical (red) 
powder XRD patterns for (a) the literature crystal structure and (b) the structure found by 
manipulation of the site (2) sodium atom in the P o w d e r C e ll  package.
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Figure 6.11 A plot of experimental versus calculated values of Cq(^^Na) for the phase I 
polymorph of anhydrous NagPgOio- Filled circles are for calculations based on the crystal 
structure reported in [14] and open circles are for the refined crystal structure in this work. 
The dashed line shows the general linear correlation found in Chapter 4, Figure 4.10.

The refined crystal structure was used to calculate the ^°Na quadrupole parameters, which 

were now found to be in better agreement with experiment; see the columns labelled 

‘Calculated (ii)’ in Table 6.8. This eonclusion is also supported by the correlation plot in 

Figure 6.11. There is very good agreement between the calculated values of Cq(^^Na) 

based on the refined structure and the general linear correlation found in Chapter 4, Figure 

4.10. Unfortunately, this result still leaves uncertainties in the assignment of the 

resonances in the ^^Na MAS NMR spectrum to their crystallographic sites. This is because 

the sodium atoms at sites (2) and (3), despite having different structural environments, 

have very similar calculated and experimental values of Cq(^^Na). A tentative assignment 

based upon a correlation between experimental and calculated values of //(^^Na) might
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suggest that site (2) is associated with the resonance at -5.3 ppm and site (3) with the 

resonance at -6 .2  ppm. It is interesting to note that for site (5), the magnitude of the 

calculated Cq(^^Na) value does not change markedly depending upon the crystal structure 

used, however, the sign does. This indicates that the orientation of the efg tensor at sodium 

on site (3) is different in the two structures with the 3 and 2 axes being interchanged. 

Knowledge of the sign of the efg tensor, if it were available from experiment, would be a 

useful test of the validity of the newly proposed structure.

6.4 The position of hydrogen in the hydrogen bond in Na2HP0 4

The crystal structure of anhydrous disodium hydrogen phosphate was first reported to 

crystallise in the monoclinic space group P2\lm  [17]. However, a later NMR study by 

Baldus et al. [18] revealed the presence of three sodium resonances, which is one more 

than would be expected on the basis of the reported space group. Analysis of the powder 

XRD of Na2HP0 4  by these workers then placed the crystal structure in the P2\lc space 

group. This new assignment strictly meets all reflection conditions and, furthermore, is 

consistent with the 1:1:2 intensity ratio of the ^^Na resonances observed in the MAS NMR 

spectrum. The unit cell for Na2HP0 4  is shown in Figure 6.12.

The position of the hydrogen atom within the hydrogen bond in Na2HP0 4 , as refined in 

[16], was obtained by a least squares fitting procedure based upon a Rietveld refinement of 

the heavy atom positions. During the fitting, constraints were placed upon the bond length 

(0(4)-H  -1.07 A), bond angle (P -0(4)-H  -104.5°) and the desire to maximise the 

distance between the hydrogen atom and the four neighbouring sodium ions. It was placed 

-1.0 Â from the oxygen designated 0(4) and -1.5 Â from oxygen 0(3) to which it forms a 

hydrogen bond.
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w

Figure 6.12 The unit cell o f Na2HP0 4 : sodium atoms (blue), phosphorus atoms (purple), 
oxygen atoms (red) and hydrogen atoms (white).

In Chapter 4, with specific reference to Figure 4.19, it was shown that when the position of 

hydrogen atoms within a unit cell are known (from single crystal neutron diffraction data) 

then a periodic ab initio model, using appropriately modified Pop le 6-21G basis sets with 

d-polarisation functions, can be used to obtain a reasonable linear correlation between 

experimental and calculated values of both Cq(^^Na) and //(^^Na). Flowever, the linear 

correlation for the values of Cg(^^Na) does not correspond to 1:1. It can also be noted that 

7/(^^Na) values less than 0.5 are particularly well charaeterised whilst those greater than 0.5 

are prone to larger uncertainties (see Figure 4.19). Table 6.9 summarises the results of the 

periodic ab initio calculations using suitably modified Pople 6-21G basis sets with d- 

polarisation functions for the crystal structure refined by Baldus et al. [18].
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Table 6.9 A summary of experimental and calculated values of ̂ ^Na NMR quadrupole 
parameters for Na2HP0 4  using a 6 -2 1 G basis set with d-polarisation functions

Na2HP04^
Experimental Calculated References

Cq /M H z 1 Cq /M H z V NMR Struct

Na(7) 2.04 ±0.10 0.70 ± 0.05 +3.11 0.94 b  18

Na {2) 1.31 ±0.07 0.20 ± 0.05 +1.47 0.93
Na (3) 3.84 ±0.19 0.30 ± 0.05 +5.92 0.28

“ The labels correspond to those used in [18]. * This work.

The calculated values of Cq(^^Na) are, as expected, larger than those determined 

experimentally. If the correlation equation fitted to the data in Chapter 4, Figure 4.18, that 

is:

Cq(experimental) = 0.661 Cq(calculated) + 0.005 (6.1)

is used then the following predicted experimental values of Cq(^^Na) are obtained: Na(7) = 

2.06 MHz; Na(2) = 0.98 MHz; Na(3) = 3.92 MHz. The main discrepancy occurs for the 

Na(2) site and this is further brought into focus by a comparison of the experimental and 

calculated values of 7;(^^Na). Overall, it seems that the observed differences may be 

connected with the location of the hydrogen atom. This was explored in detail.

In order to determine a hydrogen atom position that satisfies a comparison between 

experiment and calculation for the ^^Na quadrupole parameters for all three sodium sites, 

two possible situations regarding the location of this atom in the hydrogen bond can be 

considered:

• the hydrogen atom is dynamic; moving between 0(4) of one phosphate group and 

the 0(3) of its nearest neighbour phosphate group. This would give rise to a time- 

averaged efg at the Na(2) site.

• the hydrogen atom is static; at a point between 0(4) of one phosphate group and 

0(3) of its nearest neighbour.
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However, in an earlier study, heat capacity measurements in the range 10 -  320 K gave no 

indieation of residual entropy associated with disorder at low temperature [19]. In addition 

to the evidence of superstructure peaks found in the XRD pattern of Na2HP0 4  [18], this 

would suggest that the hydrogen atoms are ordered and therefore static within the crystal 

lattice.

The local environment within a 3 Â sphere around the hydrogen atom at the position 

reported in the crystal structure of Baldus et al. [18] is shown in Figure 6.13.

N a (J)

N a (7) 0 ( ^

0 ( 4

0 ( 4

Figure 6.13 The structure of the environment within 3 A of the hydrogen atom in Na2HP0 4 : 
sodium atoms (blue), phosphorus atoms (puiple), oxygen atoms (red) and hydrogen atom 
(white). The hydrogen bond is shown in grey.

The hydrogen atom lies in the plane of a puckered 8-membered ring comprising the 

phosphorous, oxygen 0(2) and oxygen 0(3) atoms of one phosphate group, the 

phosphorous, oxygen 0(2) and oxygen 0(4) atoms of a second phosphate group linked 

together by two sodium atoms occupying sites designated Na(/) and Na(2) in the crystal 

structure. Equidistant above and below the plane of the ring are sodium atoms occupying 

site (3). If the forces of repulsion between hydrogen and the four sodium atoms, and
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attraction between hydrogen and the four oxygen atoms, were the only constraints placed 

upon the position of the hydrogen atom then it should be positioned at the midpoint of the 

line joining the centres of the oxygen atoms 0(4) and 0(3).

The periodic ab initio method based upon the Pople 6-21G basis set with d-polarisation 

functions was used to calculate the ^^Na quadrupole parameters for ten hydrogen atom 

positions set at regular intervals along the line between 0(4) and 0(3). (The average time 

for each calculation was ~8 hours using Columbus.) It must be pointed out that no 

relaxation of the structure was possible using the CRYSTAL code and, consequently, 

during the calculation the heavy atoms occupy their positions reported in the literature [18].

Figure 6.14 and 6.15 show the effect on the predicted experimental values of Cq(^^Na) and 

77(̂ ^Na), respectively, for the three sodium sites as the hydrogen atom is re-located along 

the line connecting 0(4) to 0(3). The horizontal, colour-coded lines represent the 

experimentally-determined values for the three sodium sites. Overall, the various plots 

show that as the hydrogen atom changes position all three sites are affected but it is the 

;;(^^Na) value for the Na(2) site that is most dramatically changed in value.
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Figure 6.14 Summary o f the effect on the predicted experimental value of Cq(^Na) as a 
function of the position of the hydrogen atom along a line connecting the centres o f oxygens 
0 (3) and 0(4) for the three sodium sites in Na2HP0 4 .

The small change in the predicted experimental value of Cq(^^Na) for Na(5) as the 

hydrogen atom changes position is probably due to the fact that this sodium cation is 

coordinated to both oxygen atoms involved in the hydrogen bond. For the other two 

sodium sites, Na(7) coordinates to two oxygen 0(4) atoms and Na(2) to two oxygen 0(5) 

atoms. Consequently, any change in the position of the hydrogen atom will affect the efg 

tensors at these sodium sites via a change in electron density on the respective oxygen 

atoms.
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Figure 6.15 Summary o f the effect on the calculated values of //(^^Na) as a function o f the 
position of the hydrogen atom along a line connecting the centres of oxygens 0 (3 ) and 0 (4 ) 
for the three sodium sites in Na2HP0 4 .

The highly sensitive nature of the //( '̂^Na) value for the Na(2) site with respect to the 

hydrogen atom position was used as a guide to its position within the crystal lattice. The 

point at which the asymmetry parameter for Na(2), as well as that for Na(3), agrees with 

experiment is in the case of an 0(4)-H  bond length in the region of 1.25 Â. This result 

puts the hydrogen atom midway between the two oxygen atoms forming the hydrogen 

bond.

If the hydrogen atom is situated midway between the two oxygen atoms in a hydrogen 

bond then chemical intuition might suggest that it is highly unlikely that the oxygen atoms 

on the 0(4) and 0(3) sites would be at the positions reported in the literature. This is 

because this would lead to different P-O bond lengths in what should be a symmetrical
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system. In light of the fact that CRYSTAL does not allow for structural relaxation, the two 

oxygen atoms had their positions manually altered slightly along the P-O  directions in 

order to equalise the bond length (P-0(4) = P -0 (3 ) = 1.589 A). Calculations using the 

periodic ab initio method using suitably modified Pople 3-21G basis sets for the new 

positions of the oxygen and hydrogen atoms gave the results shown in Table 6.10. The use 

of the smaller basis set in this case is simply to demonstrate its versatility.

Table 6.10 A summary of experimental and calculated values of ^^Na NMR quadrupole 
parameters for NaiHPO# using a modified 3-21G basis set

Na2HP04 ^
Experimental Calculated References

Cq /  MHz ri Cq /M H z V NMR Struct

Na(0 2.04 0.70 +2.04 0.94 b 18
Na {2) 1.31 0.20 +1.27 0.21

Na (3) 3.84 0.30 +4.07 0.31

" The labels correspond to those used in [18].  ̂This work.

The agreement between experiment and calculation is surprisingly good at this new 

hydrogen atom position with ‘pseudo-relaxed’ oxygen atoms but, of itself, does not 

provide definitive proof that the structure should be amended in this way. However, it 

does suggest that the hydrogen atom position reported by Baldus et al. is not correct.

A subsequent structure optimisation of the Na2HP0 4  crystal lattice was undertaken using 

the planewave DPT code ABINIT [20]. The density functional theory in the local density 

approximation was used with norm-conserving Troullier-Martins type pseudopotentials 

generated by Khein and Allan [21]. The energy cut-off for the kinetic energy of the 

planewaves was set at 30 Ry to ensure good convergence and the optimisation was 

constrained to have the symmetry and unit cell parameters reported in the literature. The 

result of the structure optimisation gave an 0(4)-H  bond length of 1.198 Â and a 0 (4 )-H -
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0(3) bond angle of 180°. However, the structure was not optimised using the same basis 

set as used for the periodic ab initio determination and, therefore, is not directly 

comparable; nonetheless, the optimisation does provide further evidence that the position 

of the hydrogen atom is not as reported in [18].

In a recent NMR study involving Na2HP0 4 , Lupulescu and co-workers [22] analysed the 

heteronuclear MQMAS spinning-sideband patterns observed for the three-spin H - N a - H  

system associated with the Na(2) site. Simulations of these patterns also led the authors to 

question the position suggested by Baldus et al. for the location of the hydrogen atom in 

the hydrogen bond. They proposed two alternative structures whose simulated 

heteronuclear spinning-sideband patterns were more consistent with the experimental data:

• the H -N a-H  bond angle deviated by 10° from linearity,

• the bond angle was linear but the individual Na-H  bond lengths were different. 

However, neither of these proposed structures takes into account that the Na(2) site 

occupies a centre of inversion [23] within the P2\lc crystal lattice which forces both H - 

Na(2) bond lengths to be equal and the bond angle between them to be 180°. It would 

appear that confirmation of the true position for the hydrogen atom in the crystal lattice of 

Na2HP0 4  must await neutron diffraction analysis although both the periodic ab initio 

calculations and the recent MQMAS study agree that the hydrogen atom position is not at 

the site proposed in the current literature.

6.5 Summary
A key aim has been to demonstrate that periodic HF ab initio calculations of Cq(^^Na), 

based on the small modified 3-21G basis set, can be used as a predictive tool for the 

investigation of the crystal structures of a variety of ionic sodium compounds, including
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hydrogen bonding, and in the simulation and assignment of strongly overlapping ^^Na 

MAS NMR spectra. This has been illustrated for a range of sodium phosphates. The need 

for an origin shift to the positional coordinates reported for Na4P2 0 7  and a re-refinement of 

the crystal structure of the phase I polymorph of anhydrous NagPgOio has been 

demonstrated. Furthermore, it has been shown that the simulation of the ^^Na MAS NMR 

spectrum of Na4P2 0 ?, using periodic ab initio calculated values of ^^Na quadrupole 

parameters for the four sodium ions present in the asymmetric unit, gives results consistent 

with those obtained from the more exacting double-frequency-sweep, triple-quantum MAS 

technique. A similar simulation approach was used to analyse the strongly-overlapped 

^^Na MAS NMR spectrum of Na5P3 0 io'6 H2 0 , which contains five sodium resonances. 

Finally, the sensitivity of ^N a quadrupole parameters, in particular ^/(^^Na), to the location 

of hydrogen in the hydrogen-bonded compound Na2HP0 4  was explored. There is strong 

evidence to suggest that the reported hydrogen-bonded arrangement in the compound 

requires further refinement.

A linear correlation between experiment and the ‘best’ Cq(^^Na) values calculated for the 

sodium phosphates studied in this section is shown in Figure 6.16. There is a very good 

linear correlation for these compounds and, as shown by the dashed line in the figure, 

which is taken directly from Figure 4.10, there is good agreement with the results obtained 

from a wide range of other single- and multiple-site sodium compounds. Such a result 

highlights the strength of the periodic HF ab initio method and the ability of such a small 

basis set to be used without further tuning in a wide range of compounds.
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Figure 6.16 A plot of experimental versus calculated ‘best’ Cqd^Na) values a range o f 
sodium phosphates. The dashed straight line is taken from Figure 4.18 in Chapter 4.
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7.1 Introduction
Oxygen is the most abundant element in the Earth’s crust and an important constituent of 

most minerals and many other inorganic compounds making NMR measurements 

potentially a very important source of structural information. However, the routine use of 

NMR spectroscopy has been restricted by two main factors:

• isotopic substitution by is usually necessary due to its low natural abundance 

(0.037%) and this is an expensive process.

• is not a particularly good magnetic nucleus being both quadrupolar (/ = 5/2) and 

having a small magnetic dipole moment. The receptivity relative to is 0.0611.

In silicate minerals, potentially an important application for NMR studies, the efg at 

oxygen is often large leading to broad, featureless MAS NMR peaks. Modem 

experimental techniques such as double rotation in high strength magnetic fields and 

multiple quantum MAS show promise in resolving NMR spectra [1-4].

It has been noted [4] that oxygen is a sensitive stmctural probe for silicate minerals 

because it has the largest ionic radius of the framework atoms and is most susceptible to 

interaction with extra-framework species. In such systems, however, there are generally 

several oxygen sites with similar but distinct chemical shifts. Assignment of NMR 

spectra often use the correlation of Townes and Dailey [5] between the average bond angle 

at oxygen and the efg at the nucleus. Other empirical relationships between NMR 

parameters and Si-O-Si bond angles have been proposed. Faman et al. [6] analysed the 

distribution of the NMR parameters in K2Si4 0 9  glass, taking the magnitude of Cq(^^O) 

to depend upon {cos(Si-0-Si)/[cos(Si-0-Si) -  1]}, while Grandinetti et al. [7] fitted
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Cq(^^O) values for the five resonances in the silica polymorph, coesite, to an 

expression that depended upon {V2 + cos(Si-0-Si)/[cos(Si-0-Si) -  1]}^.

Calculated values of chemical shifts and efgs have also been used to assign spectra. 

Most of these calculations, as in the recent study of siliceous ferrieiite [8], have used model 

clusters to represent the environment of the oxygen. Whilst such an approach has proved 

successful in the published cases, it is dependent on the right choice of cluster and requires 

a separate calculation for each site. It is the general aim of this chapter to show that the 

periodic HF ab initio method, based on relatively simple basis sets, can be applied to the 

calculation of the efg tensor in a range of ionic and covalent compounds. The work 

described in Chapters 4 to 6 for sodium is thus extended in this chapter.

The chapter begins by demonstrating that a good linear correlation can be found between 

calculated and experimental values of both Cq(^^O) and rj(^ 0̂ ) for a selected range of 

compounds. This is followed by a section that looks in more detail at the application of the 

periodic HF ab initio method to the calculation of efg tensor information in a range of 

silica polymorphs. These are intended as preliminary studies to provide guidelines for 

methods aimed at the more demanding task of calculating NMR parameters, for 

assignment purposes, in zeolites. In particular, the consequences of using fuller basis set 

descriptions for silicon are explored. These descriptions, however, do lead to the number 

of basis functions becoming excessive and demand large amounts of computer time. In 

this context, the use of a core pseudopotential on silicon is demonstrated to give just as 

good a linear correlation. This ‘pseudopotential approach’ is then applied to the 

calculation of the ten distinct efg tensors in the siliceous zeolite -  ferrieiite. The results 

demonstrate that the periodic HF ab initio method produces results of similar quality, for
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the purposes of structure determination, as those obtained by quantum mechanical cluster 

calculations. In the final section a 3-dimensional correlation between average S i-0  bond 

length, Si-O-Si bond angle and calculated value of Cq(^^O) is shown to be of direct use in 

predicting the experimental values of CqC^O) in siliceous zeolite materials.

The periodic HF ab initio approach can also be applied to other quadrupolar nuclei. A set 

of preliminary results for the nuclei: ^^Al and are summarised in Appendix C.

7.2 A general correlation
Correlations between calculated and experimental values of Cq(^^O) and tjC^O) 

respectively, are considered for both single- and multiple-site oxygen compounds. As 

discussed in Chapter 4, an important feature of the periodic ab initio correlation approach 

is the transferability of elemental basis sets.

For oxygen, the Pople 3-21G basis set with the value of the exponent of the outermost sp 

shell slightly modified (0.374) was selected. This is the same basis set as used in Chapters 

4 to 6. A preliminary attempt to optimise this basis set further failed possibly due to the 

conflicting requirements imposed by the modelling of compounds in which oxygen bonds 

purely ionically (oxide), as part of an oxyanion, or as purely covalent. In general, metals 

had their 3-21G basis sets modified by replacing the valence shells with a single valence sp 

shell: sodium, lithium and calcium (0.180), magnesium (0.200) and aluminium (0.160), 

where the value of the exponent is given in brackets. In the specific case of zinc, the full 3- 

21G basis set with the outer valence sp exponent set to 0.314 was used. In the case of 

silicon, the outer valence orbital is diffuse and can cause convergence problems. The 

orbital was therefore removed to leave a 3-2G set.
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The results of the calculations of Cq(^^O) for a range of compounds are given in Table 

7.1. It should be noted that, to date, no sign of an experimental value of Cq(^^O) for any 

oxygen site has been determined and, therefore, the experimental values given in Table 

7.1 are magnitudes only. The periodic ab initio calculations provide a sign for the 

calculated value of Cq(^^O) and these are shown explicitly. The plot of the experimental 

versus calculated values of Cq(^^O), Figure 7.1, assumes that the periodic ab initio 

method has correctly determined the sign in all cases.

Table 7.1 A comparison of experimental and calculated values of quadrupole parameters 
for a range of compounds

Experimental Calculated References
Compound (site)

C q/M H z rj C q/M Hz n NMR Struct

ZnO 0.13 0.0 0.13 0.0 9 10

AI2O3 2.17 0.55 2.89 0.51 11 12

tZ"Na2Sl205 {1) 5.74 0.2 -8.58 0.09 13 14

(2f-Na2Si205 (2) 4.67 0.3 -7.39 0.41

tZ“Na2Sl205 (3) 2.40 0.2 -5.36 0.18

Mg2Si04 (1) 2.77 0.28 -4.35 0.50 15 16
MgzSiÔ  (2) 2.53 0.39 -3.61 0.36
Mg2Si04 (3) 2.42 0.18 -3.85 0.19
8102 -  quartz 5.21 0.19 -8.26 0.20 17 18
8102 -  Cristobalite 5.30 0.13 -8.29 0.15 19 20

8102-Coesite (1) 6.05 0.00 -9.47 0.02 7 21

8 i02 -  Coesite (2) 5.43 0.17 -8.47 0.24
8 i02 -  Coesite (3) 5.45 0.17 -8.28 0.20

8 i02 -  Coesite (4) 5.52 0.17 -8.53 0.16
8 i02 -  Coesite (5) 5.16 0.29 -7.82 0.30
NaOH^ 7.59 0.07 -10.76 0.05 22 23
LiOH 7.01 0.05 -9.149 0 22 24

Mg(0 H)2 6.8 0 -8.717 0 25 26
Ca(0 H)2 6.5 0 -9.959 0.03 27 29

6.5 0.3 28

" Measured at 77K.
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The straight line in Figure 7.1 represents the line of best linear fit to the data {PT -  0.97); 

the slope of the line is 0.699 ± 0.031 and the intereept is 0.273 ± 0.231 MHz. Overall, 

there is a good linear eorrelation although it is not 1:1. It is, perhaps surprising that any 

linear eorrelation between experimental and ealeulated values of Cq('^O) is found taking 

into aceount the different types of bonding environment for oxygen in the eompounds 

studied. Furthermore, the oxygen basis set has not been optimised and is the same as that 

used in the investigation of ionic sodium eompounds in Chapters 4 to 6.

0 -

“2 —

- 4 -
Q. Coesite { 1 )

-6 —

-12 -10 8 ■6 ■4 ■2 0 2 4

C {calculated) / MHz

Figure 7.1 A plot o f the experimental versus calculated values o f Cq('^O) using data taken 
from Table 7.1. Compounds involving oxides are shown as black, oxyanions in red, 
polymoiphs o f silica in white and hydroxides in blue.

In general, the eompounds fall into four groups with the metal oxides being the only ones 

for which the calculated C q( ’^O) values are positive. O f those for which the ealeulated 

value of Cq(^^O) is negative, the silicates, in general, have the smallest magnitude followed
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by the polymorphs of silica with the hydroxides displaying the largest magnitude. This 

result is in agreement with the work of Schramm and Oldfield [30] who observed that 

Cq(^^O) depends strongly on the ionicity of the bonds. In ionic oxides, small experimental 

values of Cq(^^O) are found while in the more covalently-bonded silicates these values are 

significantly larger.

It is interesting to note that there is a degree of overlap between the silicates and the 

polymorphs of silica, which can be directly attributed to the local environment of the 

particular oxygen atom. The bridging oxygen, labelled rz-NaiSiaOs (7), has a coordination 

shell comprising two silicon atoms with sodium atoms some distance away; the nearest 

having a N a-0  bond distance of 3.794 Â [14]). This isolated environment is very close in 

nature to that found for bridging oxygen atoms in silica. The a-Na2Si2 0 5  (2) oxygen is 

again bridging but has a single coordinating sodium atom (Na-O = 2.386 Â [14]) along 

with two silicon atoms. This has the effect of lowering the magnitude of Cq(^^O) so that it 

lies just above the grouping of silica sites. The local environment of oxygen 6f-Na2Si2 0 5  

(3) is the least like that of the oxygen sites in silica. It is a terminal atom having four 

coordinating sodium atoms at N a -0  bond distances ranging from 2.290 Â -  2.600 Â [14] 

in addition to a single coordinating silicon atom. In Figure 7.1, this site lies close to those 

of the three oxygen sites in Mg2Si0 4 , which are also terminal with very similar 

coordination environments in which oxygen is tetrahedrally surrounded by three 

magnesium atoms and a single silicon atom [16].

The oxygen on site (7) in the coesite crystal lattice is separate from the main group of 

oxygen sites making up the silica polymorphs. Again, the reason is structural in that unlike
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all the other coordination shells of silica oxygens, the Si-O-Si bond angle for this site is 

equal to 180°.

The correlation plot for 7  ̂ G) is shown in Figure 7.2 and, unlike the equivalent plots for 

//(^^Na), using the modified 3-21G basis set (see Chapter 4), shows considerably less 

scatter. The bunching of the points in the lower portion of the plot may reflect the largely 

similar coordination environment of oxygen in the eompounds studied and a tendency 

towards more axially symmetric environments.

0.6 n

0 .5 -

0 .4 -

B

2  0 .3 -
sZ
0)o_
0  0 .2 -

0 . 0 - c# •

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

Tj (calculated)

Figure 7.2 A plot o f experimental versus calculated values of /7(’^0) using date taken from 
Table 7.1. Compounds involving oxides are shown as black, oxyanions in red, polymorphs 
of silica in white and hydroxides in blue. The dotted line represents a 1:1 correlation 
between experimental and calculated values of The two red lines hound a region
where the calculated value o f rjC^O) is within 10% of that determined by experiment.

7.3 The polymorphs of silica re-investigated
In Figure 7.1, the points representing the polymorphs of silica are clustered together. For 

this set of solids a more detailed investigation was undertaken to try to find the type of
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basis set that would be required to distinguish the different oxygen sites and give a 1:1 

correlation between calculation and experiment. The results are shown in Table 7.2. The 

Pople 3-21G basis set is modified as shown and exponents of 0.50 and 0.96 are used, 

respectively, for the d-polarisation functions for silicon and oxygen.

Table 7.2 A comparison of experimental calculated values of Cq(^^O) for a range of silica 
polymorphs using different basis set descriptions on silicon and oxygen

Cq /M H z ^

Compound {site) Expt 3-2G
(Si)

3-21G 
(Si)

3-21 G+d 
(Si)

3-21 G+d 
(Si + 0)

Quartz 5.21 -8.26 -7.26 -5.85 -4.30

Cristobalite 5.30 -8.29 -7.35 -5.91 -4.29

Coesite (7) 6.05 -9.47 -8.51 -6.88 -4.92

Coesite {2) 5.43 -8.47 -7.44 -6.03 -4.48

Coesite (3) 5.45 -8.28 -7.28 -5.93 -4.50

Coesite (4) 5.52 -8.53 -7.50 -6.09 -4.60

Coesite (5) 5.16 -7.82 -6.89 -5.62 -4.36

“ A 3-21G basis set for oxygen is used with the exponent of the outermost sp shell equal to 
0.374.

A plot of experimental versus calculated values of Cq(^^O) using the data in Table 7.2 is 

shown in Figure 7.3. The straight lines in this figure represent the lines of best linear fit to 

the respective data. For the 3-2G basis set for silicon, F? = 0.92: the slope of the line is 

0.567 ± 0.069 and the intercept is -0.661 ± 0.586 MHz. The addition of the extra valence 

sp shell to give a 3-21G basis set for silicon does not improve the fit, = 0.92: the slope 

of the line is 0.570 ± 0.070 and the intercept is -1.192 ± 0.525 MHz. However, the 

addition of d-polarisation functions on just silicon results in the best value for the fitting 

parameter {F? = 0.96) and gives the slope of the line as 0.732 ± 0.067 and the intercept as 

-1.024 ± 0.404 MHz. The use of d-polarisation functions on both silicon and oxygen gives
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fitting statistics of -  0.94; the slope of the line is 1.312 ± 0.147 and the intercept is 0.444 

± 0.662 MHz.

-5 .0 -

-5 .2 -

-5 .4 -

Ç -5.6 -

Q .

f  -6 .0  -

- 6 . 2 -

10.0 -9.5 -9.0 -8.5 -8.0 -7.5 -7.0 -6.5 -6.0 -5.5 -5.0 -4.5 -4.0

(calculated) / MHz

Figure 7.3 A plot o f experimental versus calculated values of Cq(*̂ 0 )  using data taken from 
Table 7.2. Calculations using a 3-2G basis set for silicon are shown in black, 3-21G in 
white, 3-21G plus d-polarisation functions on just silicon in red and 3-21G plus d- 
polarisation on both silicon and oxygen in blue.

It is interesting to note that all four basis set deseriptions result in the same relative 

ordering of the oxygen sites. Although no basis set gives a 1:1 eorrelation between 

ealculation and experiment, the best linear eorrelation was found for the 3-21G plus d- 

polarisation funetions on just silicon. Such a result is consistent with the concept of a (d-p) 

7i-bonding model of silicate tetrahedra as proposed by Pauling [31, 32] and Jaffe [33] in the 

1950s and discussed more recently, with reference to eristobalite, by Janes and Oldfield 

[34]. However, the use of d-polarisation functions requires a large overhead in terms of the 

number of basis functions required to model a partieular system and this can become 

prohibitive in cases where a unit eell contains many hundreds of atoms. For example, even
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the relatively simple 3-21G basis set can be restrictive when the unit cell contains 576 

atoms as in the case of siliceous faujasite.

In Chapter 5, Section 5.2 it was demonstrated that a pseudopotential core can be used to 

model a heavy atom in the periodic ab initio calculation of an efg tensor. In order to be 

able to handle siliceous zeolites, therefore, a model in which silicon was represented as a 

pseudopotential core with the valence shells from the Pople 3-21G basis set (written ps- 

21G) was tested. The results of using the pseudopotentials of Hay and Wadt (HAYWLC) 

and Durand and Barthélat (BARTHE) are shown in Table 7.3. Experimental values of 

Cq(^^O) are also included in this table.

Table 7.3 A comparison of experimental and calculated values of Cq(*̂ 0 )  for a range of 
silica polymorphs using different core pseudopotential descriptions on silicon

Compound (site)
Cq /M H z

Expt. HAYWLC BARTHE

SiOa -  quartz 5.21 -6.18 -6.98
SiOa -  Cristobalite 5.30 -6.25 -7.07
SiOa-Coesite (1) 6.05 -7.22 -8.20

Si02 — Coesite (2) 5.43 -6.35 -7.14
Si0 2 -Coesite (3) 5.45 -6.28 -7.01
Si0 2 -Coesite (4) 5.52 -6.48 -7.23
Si0 2 -Coesite (5) 5.16 -6.00 -6.63

Plots of experimental versus calculated values of Cq(^^O) using the ps-21G basis set 

description of silicon for the large-core pseudopotentials BARTHE and HAYWLC are 

shown in Figure 7.4. The two straight lines shown in this figure represent the lines of best 

linear fit to the respective data. For the BARTHE core basis set, = 0.94: the slope of the 

line is 0.588 ± 0.070 and the intercept is -1.221 ± 0.503 MHz and for the HAYWLC core
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basis set, = 0.96: the slope of the line is 0.745 ± 0.058 and the intercept is -0.685 ±

0.374 MHz.

-5.0 -I

-5 .2 -

-5.4 -

-5.6 -

- 6.0 -

Coesite ( 1)

- 6.2
8.0 -7.5 -7.0 -6.5 - 6.0

C (calculated) / MHz

Figure 7.4 A plot of experimental versus calculated values of C q ( ^O) using data taken from 
Table 7.3. Calculations using a BARTHE core pseudopotential for silicon are shown in 
black and those using HAYWLC are shown in white.

Again, the oxygen on site (1) for coesite shows a marked separation from the other oxygen 

sites studied in calculations using both pseudopotential descriptions of silicon. The best 

correlation between experimental and calculated Cq(^^O) values is found for the ps-21G 

basis set description of silicon based on HAYWLC.

7.4 A comparison of two siliceous ferrierite structures
All-silica femerite has been reported to crystalise in the Pnnm space group with five 

silicon sites and ten distinct oxygen sites [35]. Since the first report of this structure, two
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detailed crystal structure determinations have been made in the Pnnm space group, one by 

Morris et al. [36] and the other by Lewis et al. [37]. In this section, the two respective 

structures will be referred to simply as Morris and Lewis.

In a recent high resolution NMR study of ferrierite. Bull and co-workers [8] obtained the 

quadrupole parameters from all ten distinct oxygen sites in the crystal lattice. These 

workers then went on to demonstrate, by ab initio cluster calculations, that the structure of 

Lewis was more consistent with the experimental data than that of Morris.

The twenty clusters required to model the local environments around each of the oxygen 

sites in the two crystal structures, in the work of Bull et al., were relatively large, requiring 

inclusion of the fourth shell of nearest neighbour atoms for convergence of the 

quadrupole parameters. Here we demonstrate that a periodic ah initio method can use the 

refined crystal structures directly, eliminating the need to consider the cluster size, and 

requiring only two calculations to obtain all twenty sets of quadrupole parameters.

Table 7.4 shows the quadrupole product, Pq, defined as;

3Pq = Cq(1 + 4 - ) “'  (7.1)

obtained from periodic ab initio calculations, using the [HAYWLC]-21G basis set for 

silicon, for the crystal structures of Lewis and Morris. The value of C q in this equation is 

the predicted value obtained from the correlation equation:

CgCpredicted) = 0.745 CgCcalculated) -  0.685 (7.2)

obtained by the linear fit to the [HAYWLC]-21G data set plotted in Figure 7.4. The results 

for the same structures taken from [8] are also shown for comparison along with the 

experimental values, which were numerically ordered and matched to the results of the 

periodic ab initio method for the Lewis structure. It should be noted that this is not
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intended as a site assignment but rather as a convenient method for comparing the 

calculated and experimental data. The oxygen sites are labelled following the scheme used 

in [8] such that 012 refers to the oxygen atom bridging Si(7) and Si(2) of the Lewis 

structure and the equivalent site in Morris (although a different numbering scheme is used 

in this particular work).

Table 7.4 Comparison of the experimental and calculated values of the quadrupole 
product for the ten oxygen sites in siliceous ferrierite

Site
IPqI /  MHz

Experiment ̂ Lewis ̂ Morris ̂ Lewis ^ Morris ̂

0 1 2 5.32 5.34 5.18 5.26 5.14

0 1 5 5.46 5.46 5.45 5.36 5.31

0 2 2 5.29 5.33 5.41 5.23 5.32

0 2 3 5.22 5.31 5.46 5.16 5.35

0 2 4 5.38 5.36 5.28 5.28 5.17

0 3 4 5.57 5.46 5.38 5.42 5.31

0 3 5 5.27 5.31 4.45 5.19 4.48

0 4 3 5.35 5.39 5.54 5.25 5.39

0 4 5 5.62 5.67 6.05 5.43 5.83

0 5 5 5.64 5.67 5.75 5.54 5.62

" Values taken from [8] and their relationship to individual oxygen sites is explained in the 
text.  ̂From [8]. " This work.

Figure 7.5 shows that the calculated values of Pq(^^O) for the 10 oxygen sites in siliceous 

ferrierite are extremely sensitive to the structural model used and, therefore, can be used to 

judge the accuracy of the crystal structure. In general, the periodic ah initio method has 

produced, in a single calculation for each structure, results in good agreement with those of 

the cluster models presented in [8].
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Figure 7.5 Plots o f calculated values of |P q ( ‘^ 0 ) |  versus oxygen site for (a) Morris and (b) 
Lewis crystal structures of siliceous ferrierite. Values obtained from periodic a h  in itio  
calculations are shown in black while those in red are taken from [8J. The experimental 
values (open circles) are shown as an aid to structure comparison and their relationship to 
individual oxygen sites is explained in the text. The lines joining the points are an aid to the 
eye only.

Comparison of the experimental data suggests that the crystal structure of ferrierite 

proposed by Lewis is in better agreement with experiment than that by Morris, especially 

for the 035 site. This result is in agreement with the conclusion of Bull et al. An
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unambiguous site assignment based on the calculated values of Cq(^^O) is not possible 

because of the relatively small range, covering just 0.4 MHz, of the experimental Cq(^^O) 

values.

Although the experimental NMR results of Bull et al. support the structure of Lewis, it 

is possible that both structures are correct in so far as they accurately represent the crystal 

structure of the particular sample each group studied. An X-ray diffraction pattern of the 

siliceous ferrierite sample prepared by Bull et a l  was taken but only in order to determine 

the presence of the correct phase and its crystallinity. If correlations between quadrupole 

parameters and the local structure of oxygen sites are to be made it would seem prudent 

that they are based on NMR and structural data obtained from the same sample. 

Unfortunately, in the case of the need for expensive isotopic enrichment in most cases 

precludes the making of the multi-gram quantities required for a neutron diffraction 

structure determination.

7.5 Approximation of CqĈ O) values in all-siliceous zeolites
Zeolites are crystalline aluminosilicates with an open framework structure containing 

extraframework charge-balancing cations. The microporous nature of zeolites is exploited 

in their use as ‘molecular sieves’ and the extraframework active centres are sites for 

selective catalysis [38]. The mineral faujasite, and its structural analogues zeolites X and 

Y, have a wide variety of industrial applications [39] due to their large pore size. 

Understanding the nature of the catalytic processes and the sites within the zeolite at which 

these occur is an important objective in many investigations.
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Table 7.5 The S i-O -S i angle, 0 -S i  and average < 0 -S i>  distances for a range o f siliceous 
compounds

Compound (site)
ZSi-O-Si / ° 0-Si(1)/Â 0-Si(2)/Â <0-Si>/Â

SiOg -  quartz 143.72 1.605 1.611 1.608
Si02 -  Cristobalite 146.71 1.598 1.606 1.602
Si02 ~ Coesite ( 7) 180.00 1.596 1.596 1.596
Si02 ~ Coesite (2) 141.97 1.613 1.613 1.613
Si0 2 -Coesite (3) 144.10 1.615 1.618 1.6165
Si0 2 -Coesite (4) 149.66 1.609 1.615 1.612
Si0 2 -Coesite (5) 136.54 1.623 1.626 1.6245
Ferrierite (Morris)

012 153.70 1.609 1.585 1.597
015 156.80 1.581 1.594 1.588
022 144.70 1.632 1.632 1.632
023 142.20 1.652 1.625 1.639
024 152.40 1.572 1.593 1.583
034 170.70 1.586 1.573 1.580
035 138.30 1.584 1.563 1.574
043 149.50 1.559 1.643 1.601
045 161.30 1.625 1.637 1.631
055 159.50 1.593 1.593 1.593

Ferrierite (Lewis)
012 156.66 1.595 1.593 1.594
015 155.35 1.586 1.596 1.591
022 149.13 1.596 1.596 1.596
023 144.91 1.597 1.605 1.601
024 152.98 1.591 1.601 1.596
034 167.37 1.601 1.596 1.596
035 143.74 1.595 1.602 1.598
043 148.07 1.600 1.599 1.599
045 164.50 1.582 1.592 1.587
055 158.22 1.591 1.591 1.591

Siliceous faujasite crystalises in the Fd3m space group with 576 atoms in the conventional

unit cell, only five of which belong to the asymmetric unit [40]. A periodic ab initio study

of this material has been carried out by Zicovich-Wilson and Dovesi [41] requiring a total

of 200 hours on a DEC-Alpha 200 4/233 workstation for a full structure optimisation.
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Unfortunately, such computational resources were not available for this work. However, 

recent work by Larin and co-workers [42, 43] have suggested correlations between the 

periodic ab initio calculated oxygen charge, Si-O-Si bond angle and the average 0 -S i 

bond length fitted to a wide selection of zeolites. It was decided to investigate the 

possibility of a similar correlation existing for Cq(^^O) rather than the oxygen charge and 

in this way to provide a non-computationally intense method of interpreting ^̂ O NMR 

spectra for siliceous zeolite materials. The structural parameters used in the analysis are 

summarised in Table 7.5.

A surface, shown in Figure 7.6, was fitted to the uncorrected |Cq(^^0)| values obtained 

using the silicon [HAYWLC]-21G basis set for all the oxygen sites in the three silica 

polymorphs and the Lewis and Morris structures of siliceous ferrierite. A satisfactory 

estimate of the value of |Cq(^^0) / MHz| was obtained with respect to the internal 

geometric parameters characterising the local oxygen environment as a function of just two 

coordinates R and 9.

iCqCest) / MHz| = a\R^ + aiiR  + Ro)”'cos(^+ Oq) (7.3)

6  being the Si-O-Si bond angle (in radians) and R = (Ro-si(i) + Ro-si(2)) / 2 (A) is the 

average 0 -S i bond distance with a\ = 0.077, n = 9.895, ai = 356.2, Rq = -1.442, m = 2.699 

and 9o = 1.221 being obtained by non-linear least squares fitting to the data. The fit was 

sufficient to give an average uncertainty of 1.64 %.

It is interesting to note that the points in Figure 7.6 are not distributed over the whole 

surface but rather form an arc along the lower slope of the fitted surface which suggests 

that only certain bond angles and lengths are favoured within these structures.
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Figure 7.6 Plot o f the fitted |Co(est) / MHz| surface relative to the |CQ(calc) / MHz| values 
given by periodic a h  in itio  calculation using the [HAYWLC]-21G basis set for silicon versus 
the average Si-O distance (Â) and Si-O -Si angle (°) for the compounds given in Table 7.6.

Although the periodic nature of the ab initio ealculation takes into account the entire 

crystal environment, the plot in Figure 7.6 indicates that the immediate environment is the 

determining factor for the value of Cq(̂ ^O). Thus oxygens in different siliceous structures 

with similar Si-O-Si bond angles and average Si-0 bond distances have similar values of 

Cq(̂ ^O). The plot, therefore, could be used to estimate CqC^O) values in siliceous 

systems.

The usefulness of this approach is demonstrated in Table 7.6, which gives estimated values 

of |C q ( '^ 0 ) |  for the four distinct oxygen sites in faujasite obtained using Equation 7.3 and 

the structural parameters given in reference [40]. The same material has also been studied 

experimentally by Bull et al. [44] and the experimental Cq('^O) values for the four sites
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have been assigned using quantum mechanical cluster calculations as follows: 0(7), 5.10 

MHz; 0(2), 5.39 MHz; 0(3), 5.14 MHz; 0(4), 5.28 MHz.

Table 7.6 The S i-O -S i angle, average < 0 -S i>  distances and estimated values of Cq(^^O) for 
siliceous faujasite

Faujasite ® (site)
Z S i-0 -S i/° <0-Si>'’/Â |Co(est)| / 

MHz

0 (1) 138.44 1.607 6.00

0 (2) 149.35 1.597 6.12

0 (^ 145.84 1.604 6.14
0(4) 141.40 1.614 6.16

" Structural parameters are taken from [40].  ̂Average 0 -S i  bond length.

These experimental values are in reasonably good agreement with the corrected values of 

Cq(est) (using Equation 7.2): 0(7), 5.15 MHz; 0(2), 5.24 MHz; 0(3), 5.26 MHz; 0(4), 

5.27 MHz. However, the small spread of values makes unambiguous assignment difficult. 

Indeed, the site assignment made by Bull and co-workers [44] was based on the calculated 

^^O chemical shifts for the four sites as their calculated Cq(^^O) values were significantly 

larger than those obtained by experiment (0(7), 6.61 MHz; 0(2), 6.73 MHz; 0(3), 6.54 

MHz; 0(4), 6.74 MHz).

7.6 Summary
The main aim of this chapter has been to demonstrate that the periodic HF ab initio 

method, based upon relatively small basis sets can be transferred from sodium and used to 

calculate CqC^O) and rjC^O) values in reasonable agreement with experiment. The results 

show that this is the case for a range of compounds with the oxygen sites falling into 

distinct groups depending upon the ionicity of the oxygen bond.
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The three polymorphs of silica were used as model systems in order to find a basis set that 

could be used to calculate quadrupole parameters for large siliceous systems. A basis 

set in which the Hay and Wadt large core pseudopotential was used on silicon provided a 

good, although not 1:1, correlation between experimental and calculated Cq(^^O) values. 

This basis set was used to calculate the Cq(^^O) values for the oxygen sites in the two 

experimental determinations of the structure of siliceous ferrierite; the Lewis structure was 

identified as being most in keeping with experiment. This result supports the similar 

conclusion of Bull et al. [8] but only two separate calculations were required using the 

periodic HF ab initio method in contrast to their twenty separate cluster calculations.

Finally, a correlation between the periodic ab initio calculated Cq(^^O) value, Si-O-Si 

bond angle and the average O-Si bond length was proposed and fitted to a surface of the 

functional form:

ICqCest) / HMz| = a^R^ + aiiR  + i?o)'”cos(i9+ 6b) (7.3)

6  being the Si-O-Si bond angle (in radians) and R = (Ro-si(i) + Ro-si(2)) / 2 (A) is the 

average 0 -S i bond distance. With the appropriate fitting parameters, the experimentally- 

determined Cq(^^O) values for the four sites in siliceous faujasite were modelled but the 

total range of values is too small to make unambiguous assignments.
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A : 8-411G basis set for nitrogen

Table A .l The 8-41IG  basis set derived for nitrogen in NaN02- Exponents and 
coefficients o f the gaussian-type functions are given.

Shell type Exponent
Coefficient

8 P
1s 5.570x10^ 1.080 xIO'^

8.776x10^ 8.040 X  10
1.797x10^ 5.324x10'^
5.157x10^ 1.681 xIO"'
1.807x10^ 3.581 xIO"'
6.771 3.855x10"'
2.613 1.468x10"'
8.850x10"' 7.280x10"^

2sp 1.673x10^ -6.979x10"^ 1.869x10"^
4.020 -1.698x10"' 1.078x10"'
1.266 -8.108x10"^ 3.169x10"'
7.622x10"' -3.205x10"' 3.746x10"'

3sp 3.806 xIO"' 1.0 1.0

4sp 7.000x10'^ 1.0 1.0
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B : Rietveld refined structure of the phase I polymorph of 

anhydrous NagPsOio

space group: C2/c 

Cell parameters:

a 9.64510(2)

b 5.36297(1)

c 19.85486(4)

90

yg 111.92605(11)

r  90

Atom parameters:

Atom X y z Multi

Na(t) 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.39(8) 4
Na (2) 0.35930(35) 0.56615(44) 0.32571(14) 2.17(7) 8

Na (3) 0.26358(30) 1.02040(49) 0.42958(14) 2.96(8) 8

P(7) 0.00000 0.65387(46) 0.25000 1.49(7) 4
P{2) 0.07384(21) 0.52231(32) 0.39976(8) 1.10(4) 8

0(7) 0.14345(42) 0.79759(71) 0.26787(18) 1.20(10) 8

0 (2) 0.01968(42) 0.45384(70) 0.31282(18) 1.30(9) 8

0(3) 0.97927(40) 0.34904(62) 0.42577(19) 1.35(10) 8

0(4) 0.04274(39) 0.79711(68) 0.40466(19) 1.28(10) 8

0(5) 0.23863(43) 0.45868(66) 0.43205(20) 2.29(11) 8
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C : Experimental and calculated Cq correlations for other 

quadrupolar nuclei

Although not reported in detail in this thesis, the periodic HF ab initio method has been 

applied to the study of the ^^Al and  ̂V  efg tensors in a range of compounds.

C.1 Aluminium
Attempts to model the efg at aluminium in a range of compounds using a single 

transferable basis set met with limited success. The compounds studied divided into two 

overlapping groups and may be indicative of the nature of the bonding in these 

compounds. The 3-2G basis set was used where aluminium might be expected to have 

covalent character to its bonding. A modified Pople 3-21G basis with the outer exponent 

increased to 0.160 was used for more ionic compounds. For the other elements, the 

metals had their valence sp shells replaced by a single sp shell; the single valence 

exponent for lithium, sodium and potassium was set equal to 0.180. In the specific case 

of scandium, the valence exponent of the single sp shell and the d shell were both set to 

0.200. For the non-metal elements H, Si and O present in the compounds studied, their 

basis sets were as reported elsewhere in this thesis. The results of the calculations are 

shown in Table C.l
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Table C .l A comparison of experimental and calculated values of ̂ ^Al quadrupole 
parameters for a range o f compounds

Compound {site)
Experimental Calculated References

Cq /M H z r? Cq / MHz fj NMR Structure

3-2G Basis

UAIH4 3.9 0.3 +3.54 0.75 1 2

LiAIOz 1.8 0.56 +0.77 0.62 3 4

N aAIO z 1.4 0.5 -1.45 0.40 5 6

M9AI2O4 3.68 0 +2.48 0.00 7 8

Sillimanite  ̂(7) 8.93 0.46 -8.73 0.26 9 10

Sillimanite (2) 6.77 0.53 -5.65 0.24
3-21G Basis

Of-AlzOs 2.403 0.009 +2.23 0.00 11 12

AIN 2.2 0 +1.09 0.00 13 14
Andalusite ® ( 7) 15.59 0.08 +10.81 0.10 9 15
Andalusite (2) 5.90 0.70 +3.56 0.93
Kyanite  ̂( 7) 10.01 0.26 +6.23 0.18 9 16
Kyanite (2) 3.70 0.86 -3.02 0.91
Kyanite (3) 6.51 0.59 -4.05 0.97
Kyanite (4) 9.43 0.36 -6.37 0.43

" Polymorphs of A^SiOs.

The straight line in Figure C .l represents the line of best linear fit to the data obtained 

using the 3-2G basis set for aluminium = 0.99: the slope of the line is 1.480 ± 0.048 

and the intercept is 0.120 ± 0.261 MHz).
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Figure C .l A plot of experimental versus calculated values of Cq(^^AI) using data taken 
from Table C.2. The results of calculations performed using the 3-2G (black) and the 
modified 3-21G (white) aluminium basis set are shown.

C.2 Vanadium
For the all-electron calculations of the  ̂V  quadrupole parameters, the standard Pople 3- 

21G basis set was selected for vanadium and nitrogen along with the same slightly 

modified hydrogen and oxygen basis sets used in Chapters 4 to 7. In general, the metals 

had their valence sp shells replaced by a single sp shell: lithium (0.200), sodium and 

potassium (0.180), where the value of the exponent is given in brackets. In the specific 

case of scandium, the valence exponent of the single sp shell and the d shell were both set 

to 0.200. For the non-metal elements H, N and O present in the compounds studied, their 

basis sets were as reported elsewhere in this thesis. The results for the calculations are 

shown in Table C.2
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Table C.2 A comparison of experimental and calculated values of quadrupole 
parameters for a range of compounds

Compound
Experimental Calculated References

Cq /M H z 7 Cq /  MHz 7 NMR Struct

all-electron

or-NaVOs 3.80 0.46 +2.41 0.38 17 18

NH4VO3 2.95 0.30 +2.04 0.04 17 19

UVO3 3.18 0.87 -2 . 0 1 0.52 17 2 0

LI3V04 1.52 ND -1.26 0 . 1 2 2 1 2 2

SCVO4 3.81 0 . 0 0 +2.36 0 . 0 0 23 24

KVO3 4.20 0.80 -4.98 0.03 17 25

V2O5 0.81 0.04 +0.98 0.62 26 27

pseudopotential

SCVO4 3.81 0 . 0 0 +3.20 0 . 0 0 23 24

YVO4 4.75 0 . 0 0 +4.06 0 . 0 0 23 28

LaV04 5.21 0.69 +4.39 0.71 2 1 29

BIV04 (533 K) 5.03 0 . 0 0 +4.14 0 . 0 0 30 31

BIV04 (300 K) 4.86 0.38 +4.07 0.29 30 31

ND - not determined.

HAYWLC large core pseudopotential potentials along with a single sp and d shell were 

used to model the heavy atoms scandium (0.200, 0.200), yttrium (0.200, 0.200) and 

lanthanum (0.5917, 0.2537), where the values in brackets are the exponents of the single 

sp and d shells, respectively. The basis set for bismuth was generated specifically for this 

study and was based on the large core pseudopotential potential of Barthélat and Durand 

[32, 33] with a -21G valence description detailed in Table C.3. The results of the 

pseudopotential study are shown in Table C.2.
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Table C.3 The valence description of the ps-21 basis set derived for bismuth in BiVO^. 
Exponents and coefficients of the gaussian-type functions are given.

6sp

7sp

Coefficient

Shell type Exponent

9.7583 X 10'̂  -7.1582 X 10'̂  1.9587x10'^
1.7033x10'^ 1.26561 9.9182 x 10'̂
1.0000x10"" 1.0 1.0

The straight lines in Figure C.2 represent the lines of best linear fit to the data for the all 

electron basis set {R^ = 0.99: the slope of the line is 1.908 ± 0.098 and the intercept is -

0.849 ± 0.201 MHz) and the pseudopotential basis set (R^ = 0.99: the slope of the line 

is 1.199 ± 0.041 and the intercept is -0.032 ±0.154 MHz), respectively.

N
X

Sc
CD
E
0a.
X

O

5.5

5.0

4.5

4.0

3.5

3.0

2.5

2.0

1.5
•  all-electron 
o pseudopotential1.0

0.5
1.5 2.01.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.54.0

C„(calculated) / MHz

Figure C.2 A plot of experimental versus calculated values of C q ( V) using data taken 
from Table C.3.
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